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heart, and

JOHN T. GILMAN, ttditor,

N. A. FOSTER & CO.
Portland Daily Press is published at
$8.00 per year in advance.
The Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at #2.00 per annum, in advance:
if pay$2.2;-, if paid within six months; and
ment he delayed beyond six months.
The

$2.50,

One

inch of space,

“square.”

Advertising.

iij, length

of

column,

constitutes

lishers.”
JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining Ic
the Oibee or Paper premptiy transacted oh application as above.
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my

middie-aged serving man. Everythuig
eye rests upon is just the same—just the

a

same.

I wish it

world go

on so

were

not.

How

can

the

unchanged?

it seems as if I had been dreaming, here by
the window in the sun of the waim May afternoon, and just awakened in the falling twi-

light,
ago?

Was it my

wedding night

four years

Yes.

There, on the bed within this room,
my boy is sleeping. Here on my finger is my
wedding ring, and I kiss it, and it is as cold to
my lips as Ms forehead was. Here are my
widow’s mourning garments. I am twentytwo. I was eighteen when Frank drew me to
Ins heart, here in (his very room he called me
his darling, his brown-eyed bride. Oh, how 1
loved him! You ladies who live in cities, and

■

villains!—They'd be tom to pieces like carrion
if I had my way with ’em!”
When I went back to Frank he asked me
what the doctor said.
“Don’t conceal anything from me, dear wife,’
he said. “There is no need. I have been on
familiar terms with death for many months. I
am ready to go.”
Then I told him, and he smiled. There was
a peculiar light in his eyes as he turned them
on me, and said,
“Mary, I shall live till spring.”
It was October then. So many months of
life yet ? It seemed like a priceless boon.—
Nearly half a year to live ? Oh what a world
of love should be crowded into that time! And
I believed him, too.
I don’t know why. but I did.
The winter rolled by slowly, and he did not
die. Sometimes I would feel a wild hope that
he might recover, and he would see it shining
in my eyes and he wonld smile and shake his
head in answer to the unspoken thought.
“In the spring,” he said, very often, “in the
spring I shall die.”
The spring came too soon.
The robins began to sing in the sunshine—the starling came
to his old nest in the apple-tree by the well.—
Sometimes Frank would bid me open the window, so that he could hear the plaintive note
of the sparrows under the eaves.
Wrapped
in heavy shawls, and sitting in his great armchair he would gaze out the window with his
dreamy blue eyes till he seemed to forget that
I was there.
They are getting ready,” he would murmur.
I shall hear from them soon.”
I thought he was talking to the angels.
“What do you see out there, Captain Frank ?”
asked Doctor Thomas, one such day, as he entered the room.
“1 am
looking southward!” whispered
Frank. “There will be grand news from the
front vary soon. That is what I am waiting
6
for.”
Then we understood him.
The window
looks toward the south, and commands a view
of the road leading to the village, ten miles
And it was there he sat when he
away.

whose lives are crowded with events—who
have loved and unloved one man after another,
whose hearts were older at eighteen than mine
is this day, even alter all its deep joy and sorrow—you cannot know how I loved my husband.
He was the only man 1 ever loved, remember—the only one. My father was so stern
with me that him I never dared to love
My
mother died wlienjl was little, and my fathei
me
under
his
always
kept
eye, permitting me
no such pleasures as those that country girl;
generally have, and books were rny best companions. There were balls at the tavern at
the cross roads in the winter, but I never went
to them.
There were picnic parties in the
woods in summer, and liusking-bees in auother merry-makings of which 1
and
tumn,
some times heard, but which I never saw.—
Almost my only knowledge of life outside my
own home was gathered from the glimpses i
died.
got of the neighbor-people on Sundays at the
little church where all the farmers on More ton
You must know that here we get the news
Heights met to worship, and still do. It wa- but once a week. We are on no high-road
there I first saw Frank, when I was a little
where travelers pass. The half dozen farmers
curly-headed girl, and he was a blue-eyed boy who live on the Heights writh us, like us, go to
five years my senior. There I saw all I ever the village on Saturdays, the common market*
saw of him, till I was sixteen, and he war
day. Then we get the weekly newspaper
home for the college vacation. I met him,
which is issued in the village on Friday mornthen, one afternoon, as I was coming from a ing, and contains all the events of the week
neighbor’s house, and he walked along by my that is past.
side. I loved him that horn- with my whole
Frank slept none on Thursday night, and
soul; and during the two years following 1 Friday morning early he asked that Philip be
learned to find my sweetest happiness in his
sent to the village for the Republican.
It was afternoon when Phillip returned.—
smile, the thrilling touch of his hand, the
soft words of love he spoke to me; and at last, Frank sat by the open window, gazing earnto sink in the tremor of unutterable happiness
estly down the road. It was a beautiful day.
The air was as balmy as June, and the birds
upon his breast when he asked me to be his
wife.
were flying about and twittering joyously in
Can you wonder, then, that the wedding
the trees.
Presently Philip came in
night on which he made me his was dazzling around the bend in the road. He was waving
in its brilliancy to my eyes ? I was almost inthe newspaper in the air, and seemed to be
toxicated with the novelty and the joy of that
shouting something, but we could not hear.
The
rooms
of
Moreton's
The orchard shut him from view a minute after,
scene,
great
Squire
house were like those of a palace compared to
and I ran down stairs to meet him at the gate
the humbler home where I hail been reared,
and get the Republican.
and it was there we were married, for Frank
“Hooray!” cried Philip, “Victory P’
wished it so. The crowding guests, the gleamI devoured the news with quick eyes, and
ing lights, the marriage ceremony, the con- then ran up stairs to Frank, and knelt by his
gratulations, the whispered joy of my hus- chair.
band as he bent over me, ana all the odor oi
“Dear husband,” said I, “the news is grand
the apple blooms pervading all, seems like a
Do you thiukyou can bear to hear it P”
dream now, with the orchard perfume alone
“Mary,” said he, “I shall never be stronger
than I am this hour. It is my last. Tell me
remaining.
Do you believe me exaggerating when I say
the good news. I have waited long for it.”
that I would have yielded up my life unmurAmidst my tears I read the news. Richfor
husband’s
sake?
If
it
my
mond was evacuated and our troops occupied
muring
you do,
oniy shows that you have no conception of a it. Jeff. Davis was flying for his life, and
love like that I bore for Frank. It was wrong
Lee’s whole army had surrendered to Grant.
to love a man so, perhaps; but oh, I was so
An order had been issued t» stop recruiting
happy! He was my all, remember. On him and drafting. Peace had already dawned.
I lavished the long hoarded affection of a naHe listened with closed eyes, an expression
ture whose deptlis no mortal being had looked
of unutterable happiness on his white face.
heart
would
into before him. My
leap with
“Glory!” he murmured, when I had done.
gladness at the sound of his voice at a dis- “The night is pa3t. Dear wife. I am happy
so
his
well
I
knew
that
I
tance.
footstep
now.
I knew I should live to see the dawn.”
would go far beyond the gate to meet him
An hour later he passed away. I sat at his
when he was coming up the road. His kiss
feet, clasping his hand in both mine.
was heaven to my lips, and the fond glance of
"Mary, he whispered, “you know the legacy
his blue eve would thrill my being to the core.
I leave my boy. He is too young to underYou may wonder that 1 consented to part
stand now, but as he grows up teach him its
with Frank when I loved him so. It was bepriceless value. The day will come when he
cause I loved him as I did that I could not opwill be prouder to know that his father died
orus ot' the martyrs in freedom’s cause than he
pose him when he told me, his face ali glowing
with enthusiasm, that he wanted to raise a would be if I had made him heir to millions.
company for the war. Then he talked bo elo- I was a soldier, too 1 I wore the army blue!’’
His breath came fainter and fainter. His
quently aboet it, his eye shone with such lustre, and his voice had such cheer in it as he hand grew lifeless in my clasp. Then he rose
to
of
spoke
going forth with his comrades fight up in his chair, gazed with brilliant eyes out
in defence of the dear old flag, how could 1 at the window toward the south, waved his
put in my selfish protest?
bony hand in the air, and fell back upon the
But I clung to Iris neck with silent fear in
cushions. I touched his cold forehead with
the darkness of night, when he lay fast asleep;
my trembling lips, and heard his last faint
I pictured his loved form
lying wounded and whisper,
bloody on the battle-field, and I hid my face
“Mary—don’t forget 1—I wore the blue I”
on my piiiow, and pressed his dear cheek with
And be was one of many.
my hand, softly, bo as not to wake him, while
I wept as if my heart would break. But in
the daytime I never let him know. I tried my
best to cheer him, for I knew it was the old
patriotic fire that burned in his manly breast,
&c.
and no tears of mine should
quench it. 1
was always proud of
Frank; he was the prince
BEEF, PHILADELPHIA MARKET
of men to me; but now I was
prouder of him
BEEF, EXTRA MESS BEEF, MESS BEEF,
than ever before.
LARD in 'ice. and Tubs, CLEAR PORK, MESS
I was but the bride of a
PORK, New York and Vermont CHEESE,
summer when he

PORK,

LARD,

CHEESE,

PLATE

marched away. The harvest was
ripe and
the leaves were
He kissed me
browning.
again and again as we stood under the porch
ot the
door, and I smiled a cheerfill smile of
anieu to
him, and struggled to hide from him
the

quivering of my lips. Then he walked
Dnskly away down the garden-path, passed
out the
gate, and waved his gilded cap to me
trom the
road; and when he was so far away
that he could not see
me weep I if aned against
a puiar and
gazed long after him through the
blinding rain of unavailing tears.
to get such

itnioK

80
*

cheering letters

from my

“any amusing things to

and seemed to relaboJ}t hellis new life,
and hardihood of the
1}<iv‘ilty
describe
to me the minutSTL JHawould bls
tell me
“

h

8Urr°undhigs,
h°W’ Tbere he slePt and how,
and drew for me buch
photoLraohs of the
scenes

FOB

SAfsE

Why

INSURE
THEIR

LIVES

IN THE

THOMAS

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF

139

Coinuir rcia I

being

PLEASANT

mile from the village. There is not less than 2000 cords of wood and
timber on this lot. The whole will be sold at a great
bargain if applie 1 for soon.
Apply to E. W. JACKSON, at Gorham Corner, or
the Press Offloe, Portland.

riOR a term of years. The Store and tenement on
I? Center St. now occupied by Mrs. C. W. Jordan;
possession given August 22d. For further particu

inquire

of

I

NUTTER.
92middle St.

E.

August 12th— d3w*

.*13,000,000.

2nd—The Rates tor

other Companies,

Insanng

less than most

are

may be seen by reterence to our
published tables, while the Dividends are larger.
3d And an important to persons who wish to in-

ON

sure, our Dividend for the last five years was larger
in amount, and in proportion to premiums paid, than
declared by any other Lite Insurance Company in the world, being over
was ever

70

Cent.

Per

Business Cards.

payment of the premium tor any current year, which
gives all the advantages oi the note system without
having to pay interest on notes.
F. S. WINSTON, President.
HALE REMINGTON,
Gen. Agent tor the New England States.
tyAll information given by application in person
or by letter, to
J. T. dr W. LANGFORD, Agents,

Inquire of

W

For Sale.
NICE second-hand, Portland built, JENNY
LIND, nearly new, and a Harness,
Enquire at BLACK’S Livery Stable, corner of
Lime and Federal Sta.
augSdlw
For Sale.
CONVOY, carries 75 tons, well found in
Sails, Rigging, Anchors, Chains, &c. Price
$1100. Apply to
D. T. CHASE, Hunt Long Wlmrf.
July 29—8T&T tf

SCH'R

MUTUAL

business
Chambers for
purposes,
wholesale or retail, in the new block, 147 Aiiddle
Street. For terms apply at
HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

ELEGANT

July25 dtf is

Life Insurance

1st,-IT IS

THE

Co.

SAFEST;

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;
Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them , than any other Co.
in the United States.
The necessary result is,
in it than in any other.

it

Comparisons will

costs

LESS to insure

Confirm these Pacts.

SPARROW,

Portland

Agt.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

FOR MAINE AND
Central

State

Office 30 Exchange Street.

July is,

Portland, July 27*h, 1865.—dtf

Flour, Pork,

Beef,

and Hams !

Patapsco Family
St. Louis
Aud

a

Horse Railroad. The above limited number of Alternate House Lots*n new streets already located is
ottered at the above named prices for tlie purpose of
encouraging the building of Houses, thus giving to
parties who make the first purchase the advantage of
the rise on the land. which is sure to follow the im-

provements.
For plans of Lot« and Streets, apply to
MOShS GOULD.
No. 74 Middle Street, up stairs.
julyl4—6w

Real (Estate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.
HOUSE

Flour !

Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37f Middle St.

FOR

and Ex. Clear

Ex. Mess, and Plate Beef.

MThe
State and

desirable residence in (Jape Elizabeth,
The house is
one mile from Portland Bridge.
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
Stable
and outwell
order.
Also
complete
arranged
buildings. The lot contains 50.000 foot, and for beauin
this
of
is
location
unsurpassed
vicinty.
ty

AVERY

Term easy.

For

particulars enquire

HALL,

COMMERCIAL STREET.

Hack and Livery Stable!

subscriber, having been at the above place for
the past seven years, would inform his friends
and the public that he is still at the old stand, where
he intends to devote hiB entire attention to the

THE

BOARDING,

HACKING & LIVERY BUSINESS.
Particular attention paid to Boarders.
Carriages furnished for Weddings, Parties, and
Funerals.
The stable having been ftimishod with New Carand good Hones, a share of patronage is solic-

riages,

ALso, FOR SALE one good second-hand Hack; one
2 wheeled Cliaise; one Top Buggy; and one Carryall,
with pole and shafts.
FRANCIS Ji. HANSON.
july3ldtf

THE

Button-Hole

THE

crowning

Examine

Sewing Machine!
Sewing Me
construction, simple In
in the

chine line, substantial in
arrangement, and perfectly successful in its operation, doing the most difficult branch of sewing work
with an incredible rapidity, and in a maimer which,

beauty and durability,

for both

St.,

Portland,

|||jj
j on Alden St.
MUL For

particulars enquire

Street.

at No. Ill

quested.

We have also first class Sewing Machines for
ly use and manufacturing purposes.
Middle Street,
{jar* Agency for Maine

Me.

Port-

&DR W. R JOHNSON,
a

few weeks In

IfRS. C. H. SANFORD,
Portland. Maine.
Call at No. 3 Brattle SL, or 62 Middle St.
agldlm

AN TEDT
pay tun oents nor lb. tor all Pamphlets
doliveted at the oO-je-vi the Portland Sugar Co.,
ooracr Com ncru'alaed Maplepts.
J. M BROWN
jab’ildt;

IWILL

where he improved the
of exchanging
views with many of the
most successful and
skillful Dentists of that city, upon the most scientific manner of tilling teeth, would announce to his
friends and patrons that he has returned, and is
again ready to wait upon those who may wish to have
their decayed teeth filled, their aching ones extrac-

opportunity
oldest,

ted, or artificial ones inserted.
From the many persons of Portland for whom Dr.
J.lias recently filled teeth or inserted artificial ones,
he choose to select the following, to whom reference
Geo. L. Walker, Rev. Dr dickmay be made:—Rev.
ering, Dr. I. T. Dana, Dr. Wm. C. Bobinson, Chas.
Christian Mirror.
the
of
A. Lord, Editor
Dr. J.’s office is 229$ Congress Street, 2d doors west
from the New City Hall and Court House.
june7eodtf

_

!H< rctiant«' Bank.
VllXND of *5 perdi^o wiilbe p»id

to the

i I
A snii klmld r-ol tb<> late More'P'iiti. Hank, on
nd Ifter JiilyH', upon the turrendtr of their cirtifle t'ei Qf tloob.
»

,,

,,

OHAt. FAYBOS, Cn«Mer.
P.r lan.l, Iu’ie8>. 1885
j nt-27tt

MECHANICS’ HALL.
Lecture,, Exhiblobtained on appliea-

nperintptident,
No. 3

Tolman Place.

Cheapest? judge yo.
We regret the necessity for thus showing the falsity
of the statements put forth by our neighbors; but if
they still persist in thus deceiving the public, we can

famish other facts of the “same sort.”
There are many seasons for insuring with
THE GREAT

j

Mutual Life

FLOUR!

Of

LARGE assortment ot all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for sale by the CAR
LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.

A

//A

N. B.—WANTED
SHOOKS.

MBttN.

declared Annually and may be
applied inpayment of Premiums, or to augment the
insurance as heretofore.
To those who prefer the Ten Yearly payments,
no other Company presents such advantages; as this
gives more than compound interest for the money
Dividends

Potatoes !

wishing to Contract tor Potatoes for Shipping or other purposes, can be supnlled at shoit
notice, and at the lowest prices, by calling on A. S.
DYER, Cape Elisabeth, R. O. CONANT & CO., No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP, No.

THOSE
August

The Policies aro Non-Forfeitable in the true
of the term, and can always be disposed of to
the Company for their equitable value In Cash*
Manv Policies taken out at this Agency have increased more than Fifty per cent* of the sum
originally insured, as numbers of our best citizens

4.—dtf

can

Sugar and Molasses.
QAA BOXES Light Havana SUGAR; 50 hhds
OUU Superior Southside Muscovado MOLASH. I. ROBINSON,
SES, for sale by
No. 1 Portland Plea,
july25 lm

W.
August 11

Canvas,

F. A.

CO.,

Arbroath.

ap22ilti

Agent

MAINS.
Business with the Departments at Washington attended to.
^
Junei4dJtw3m

MAKER

Force

Pumps

3

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

iVz i-

_
August 8.—dtf

HENBY EAILEY & 00.

Wanted

Bawls, Brass

Farm tor Sale.
North Yarmouth, on the Gloucester road, formerly known as the
Col. Cushman
Place,” within two miles of two depots on the G. T.
R. R., containing 200 acres of land, 40 of which is
wood land: fences mostly stone wall.
Buildinggood two storied house, with out-buildings; and barn
Too feet by 39, cut full of hay last year. Orchardconsisting of several hundreu thrifty apple trees, all
grafted ; bore in *62,1500 bushels, and in *64 we have
sold $600 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supply for a large family. Pear, plum and cherry trees
In bearing, with a variety of other fruit
Also, a Cranberry patch from which 30 bushels have

SITUATED

been taken in

one season.
location is a fine one,

trees. Mills, school house,
For further particulars i:

plenty

with

&c.,

near

of shade-

A most

LARGE
Apply to

over

HO

JEFFERSON COOLIGE
Cor. Commercial and

&

and

Hcriutifiil

Manufactured only by
Aalc

good Investment.

Emery, Cushman and” Lewis

st.

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
on the corner of Federal and
Temple
160 feet on Federal
Street, including
House, a two story Dwelling House,
and four Stores.

for J*h aim's—Tnl:c ?i»» r.t'irr•
Sold by druggists generally.

J.

AND FURNISHING GOODS.
Chambers, No., l

and 8 Free Street Block,
(Ovsr H. J. Libby & Co.’*)

j!p!LEWli)}

FANCY SHELLS,

PORTLAND,

A

Portland

PER CENT LOAN.

Premium Paged

A.

term of Years.
occupied hy Charles

finely located House Lots in Cape Elizabeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
E.
N. PERRY, at the Sheriff's
of
Inquire
Office, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be

SEVERAL

maylStf

Beak’s Island.

subscriber is prepared to accommodate several boarders at ms house on Peak's Island. His
residence is located near the Montreal House, in a
pleasant situation, and no labor will be spared that
can contribute to the enjoyment of his boarders.—
Charges moderate.
ROBERT F. SKILLINGS.
4-ug. 5—dlw*

&

SON,

No. 35 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND

MAINE,

OARS OP ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER,
large stock

on

And

B.—A liberal allowance on freight will be made
orders at a distance from us.

frisson <e whitney,
....

BOSTON.

L. YORK is treating with great success all diseases, both Acute and Chronic, in Males and
Females. Consultations and Communications strictA word to the wise is sufficient.—
ly confidential.
Patients can be accommodated with board at the Inon
reasonable
terms.
firmary
For particulars call on or address DR. L. YORK
Box
81. Office and Infirmary on
Auburn, Maine,
Lincoln Street, Lewiston Maine.
7—3m
w*
July

DU.

I

CGOODS !

IRON.

The War is Over.

TV O T I O E !
^out to make a change in my business, I
sbaU offer
my entire stock of

HEAVY

Miigne Furnaces uud Stoves.
15" Order* from the Country respectfully solicited. Job work done to order.
aug9dtf

us.

COMMERCIAL WHARF,
July 6.—eod 2m

OF

Iron, in quantities to suit.
Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Please mention this advertisement in address-

13

WORKERS

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES, until all sold
out, commencing
At

TUESDAY,

AUGUST 1st.

My stock is full and complete in every department.
Every Rmfly who wants any goods for the next six
months to come will do well to
supply themselves
immediately, as the prices are daily advancing.
Any one wishing to-go into the Dry Goods Trade
will nnd this one of the best situations in* Portland.
Possession given immediately if desired.
Please call and examine.

S. B. GO WELL,
Aug. 1—eod&wtf

120

Middle

Street.

For Sale

Cheap.

Two

second-hand FIRE ENwith Hose Carriages; all in
good order.
a
of Hose suitable it*
u
1 ytm
Haud
Fire i'
Engines. Apply to
EZRA RUSSELL, Chlet Engineer
Or A. P. Morgan, Chairman Committee on Portland Fi ro Department.
junel6t
__

THE

Corn Mill.
subscribers are prepared to GRIND CORN

for customers at their Mill on YorK street. Office
Commercial st., head of Richardson's Vhau.
E. E. UPHAM & SON
julyl7eodlm

fjrtland

WM. JESSOP &

Steel

S.

,,

Manufacturers
Importers

And

l

ol

IB.yEB.GF.OF
And

other Norway and Swedes Iron.

ap32d6m

_York.

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Tern; ,e Street.

inch IT dkwtf

SOLDIER’S CLAIMS,
ALL

OV

Bought

KlHL

B,

i'otiedeil

or

Settlerr.entH Ca-h tf, nod a7 claims a;aitst
FINAL
the (iwemment collected, by

MANASSCH SMITH,
OtU

L’xohujuf) Street,
fort land.

62

o >u.

m&ylldti

OF

Account Books,

R R M O VA

53 Exchange Street, Fertland, Me*
juneldl t

R I

From 41 Union to 200 to<
Opposite Manufacturers’

and

e

St,

Tra„ uaf Bark.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Joseph. iBraciforci,

Fresco and Banner Painter,
Work executed In every port of the State.
Juneldti

MANUFACTORY 71

CARRIAGE

Dealer in

Manufacturer oi and

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers’
and Calkers’ Tools, &c„

Portland, Malar,

Has Removed Grom his old stand In Union Street
to No. 2u0 Fore St., where lie Is prepared to till all
orders for Carpenters’ and other Tools, 01 the
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

UP’-flfo. 200 Fore Street.
J une

F. H. RANDALL.

Carriages

and

marl7 dtf

Sleighs,

kimball’*"

p.

MAMTTFAOTOREB

Wheeler & Wilson's SewingMachine,
At Mo. 11

PORTLAND, MAINE.

c.

OP

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,
PREBLE STREET,(Near Preble Home.)

& Wilson

Machines,
the best

see

chasing.

Family Machine, before

California
!

Bags

Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and Itotail by

BRACKETT.

No. 165 Middle Street.
or

from the country promptly

sept58r64dtf

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,

Tailor

unexampled popoularity achieved by out
brands oi these now celebrated Wines, I Jue
to their superior merit* and undoubted purity.
For the sick chamber the “Ang be a” will commend
itself. Where « highly tonic ana lm igorating stimulant is desired our Pert is excellent.
The “Muscatel” is without doubt the finest Wine
of its class in the country, and as a Par! y or Dessert

THE

—

Traveling*

orders in the city

Wines.

VALISES

AND

&

pur-

WM. M. TOBLY.
Agent lor Maine.

July 29—eod&wlra

Juneltf

DURAN

Congress St.,

Silk, Thread, &c., constantly on hand.
ISP* Particular attention given to repairlnz WheelCall and

Sale Booms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass

All

Clapp's Block,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment ot all the various patterns oi Case and quality manufactured by
the Company. Machines soli at this ouire will be
kept in good repair one year tree ot charge. Thorough instruction given at the oftlce. Machine fitting*,
er

PORTLAND, MK.

filled.

1(5—dtf

NEW AGENCY

No. 20 PREBLE STREET,

and

Wine, Is delicious.
For a Dinner Wine the “Hock” is deservedly popular.
See that our label and name Is on each bottle.
PERKINS, STERN & CO.,
“Pioneer Hocse,”
Dealing Exclusively in California *,;ue#
For sale in Portland by Crosman dfc <.«
uia; i jou:

Draper,

m

93

EXCHANGE STREET,
Manufoctures to order and in the best manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

sept3dtTG4

SING ER’S

SEWING

Shirt
By

Patterns,
FROM

MEASURE,

CH ARLES CC8TI8 & CO.

May 3—dtf

Mobton Block.

CO.,

THE

Bolt Yellow Metal,

8pikes.

loUii:

Y.,

We would call the attention ol the public to the suthese instruments. They are equal
to
Chlckerings’, or those of any other
noted manufacturer in this country or Europe.
The Company being oomposed of twenty ol the best
workmen that could bo found in the Ural class manu-

factories in New York, principally inSteinway’s manufactory, every part ol their instruments Is done in
the beat manner, and this enables tbe company to furnish Pianos which, it equalled, can not be surpassed
for quality and power ol tone, easiness ol action and
beauty.

Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle St., Portland, Maine, any time during tbe day or evening, where two Pianos are lor sale,
and judge for themselves.

is Wabbanteii.
SCUtJMAClii It A
lloAfcE
Agents for New York Plano Forte Co., 3tH Hudson
Street, N. Y.
feblOdtt

port required.
McGILVE&Y, RYAN & DAVIS.

WARREN’S

AND

Gravel

K ooling

HEIMS,

Billiard

keep an
Fortes, among which are
Steinway <& Sons, of New York.
All instrument* sold by us are warranted to gl«
satisfaction.
Pianos to be

let, and tuning done by exDericnod
CALVIN KDWABLS & CO
Tuners.
March S—il&wtt
___

11—w6m

tor Sale.

new

can

JTJLY

Tables !

Rigging, Sails and
THE Standing
Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old
saved In

which they can
be purchased elsewhere, oJ th«
have made arrangamenis, also, t»
assortment oi New York auu Boston Flaw
as

quality. We

OF

With Patent Combination Cushions, Patent Pockefs
—
and all the latest improvements.
Any Questions by mail immediately answered by
HENRY HEIMS,$66 Washington St.,
Between Dover and Chapman Streets, Boston.

Rigging

wjtli all the modern improvements,
sell as LOW
same

—

MANUFACTURES

Sails and

undersigned begs leave to anthat they are manufacturing and
.keep constantly on hand

Piano Fortes,

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
E. HERSEY, Agent,
No 16 Union StTeet.

jan26dtl

The

nounce

IMPROVED

COMPOSITION,
—

FOItTES.

Nails Ac-

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

July

PIANO

PIANO

YELLOW METAL A GOPPEB SHEATHING,

Sept 5—dtf

VOItK

394 Ha1 son Street, N

A Good Baboaih

New Bedford Copper Company.
undersigned agents of the above Company,
are prepared to furnish suits of

Copper,

HiiW

Slantways’,

56
Middle Street.
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.
marlStf

CUT

man-

perlor quality of

TRUE & CO.,

Agents,

No*, oi and

received tbe Agency lor the Pianos
HAVING
ufactured by the

MACHINES!

HENRY

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

hand.

N.

ing

11,

PAPER HANGINGS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Choking. Office and Parlor Stoves,

DRY

House Lots for Sale.

NOYES

N.

O/ji&i,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER,

MAINE.

AND MANUFACTURER

and Collection

Xo. 164 Middle Street,
Jan. 13—dti

BOOKSELLER,STATIONER,

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 13—dtf

50 T. Yacht,

At B. D. Verrill’s
Law

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

H. L. DAVIS,

annually.

&e.,

PRICES REASONABLE.

a

a

Leave Your Demands for Collection

at short notice and delivered at any

FURNACES, RANGES,

Union Wharf and
The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
with a two story building thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars Inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
may25dtf
No. 6J Union Wharf.

on

of

Stock, Finish, Model, Speed <£• Safely

Store and Wharf
THE
H. Merrill, situated between
Merrill’s.

Board

FEDERAL ST.

on

Office.—No. 13 Campbell's Whan.
Norfolk, Va.
If Conslgnments"M>11clted.
Refers, by jiermisston, to Messrs Me try. Lowell A
Senior; Uerrlsh A Pearson; John Ihmnls A to.;
Clark, Read A Co., Portland, Me.
may2.‘MGin

Wholesale and Retail

CITY

Particular attention paid to

on

seen.

80

t3T* Merchandise of all kinds bought and aojd
Northern account.

_

Luthkr Dana,
Woodbury S. Dana,
John A. S. Dana.
June ldtr

and

)
Treasurer’s Office,
March U, 1865. f
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are for sale at this office, in sums to suit, not less
than $500, on one, two, three, four, and ten years'
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

Thirty Days
Days for a Shell, Row or Ship’s Boat.
a

JylldtiM

Fish and S

1865.

F. T. CUSHING.

Forwarding

147 Milk Street, Boston; and »1 John Street, New

PORTLAND, MK,

DAN7 & CO.,

Bolt

Constantly on hand, or built to order, by the subscribers, at short notice, as

Exchange St.

TENEMENT centrally located, to a family without children, at one hundred and fifty dollars per
3
year. Apply to P. S. W.,
junel6tf
No. 37j Middle Street.

now

16th,

Commission and

•

READY-MADE CLOTHING

all, and see the Bon-Ton Sifter.
and County Bights for sale on reasoable terms
one

City
six

WHERRIES,

and

a

May

Aug 9—dlw

BOW BOITS,FISHING DORIES

COLESWORTHY,

Lease for

Sauce

of ajvf size.

SKIFFS,

Lewis & Oo.i

T.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

WOODMAN,

INVESTORS’ EXCHANGE,

Yachts, Sail and Fishing Boat

For particulars enquire of

or

State
at tlie

for

SITUATED
Streets, about
the Fulton

To Let

^ind

$25 to $100 Every Day.

11AIjOIV 1 SOX.

SHIPS7 BOATS,

W. H. STEPHENSON.
I*?
Portland, April 26,1866.—dtf

92

name.

a*

_Jnlyl—eodfai

Ten

S. H.

from

of Counterfeits.

for

Aug 4—d4w

Bon-Ton

Flour

City of Portland,

For Sale.

on

Flower

the

CO.,

Franklin streets.

The two storied, double tenement, Brick
Block, situated on Stevens* Plains,* Westbrook.
JEUHSaid Block contains 14 rooms in each tenement.
Lot 8 rods on the street, and 18 rods deep, on which is
a stable 24
by 40 feet.
Thia property is offered at a price which insures it

XU Land,

firm

B3T* Call

VW* Beware

by.

and 112 Federal at.

of

It is one of the greatest curiosities in the way of a
domestic article ever seen. For its cheapness, simplicity and merit, nothing can equal it. An opportunity is here offered to make from

BFrlirntc and Fin-

Didillfd

which it inkfH its

june3eod3m#

To Let.

Exquisite,
Per tunic,

Sliver Plated Cocks.

&

Immediately.

Patented

grant
Hare

STREET,

J7 VERY description of Water Fixtures lor DwelXJ ling House* Hotel*, Public Buildings, Shops.
<xc., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders In town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all description*.
aprtdtf

Sifter!

in

Closets,

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

LOOKING FOB BUSINESS to investigate

Tilden’s

WORCESTER,

GENERAL

___

new

MEN
the merits

»

Hjurch 28—-dti

MERCHANT.

PORTLAND, ME.

—

ters in Hartford, Connocieut, and with a
principal
branch in Boston, for the purpose of supplying Coal
at Cost to Stockholders throughout the New England
States; the Coal in ail cases to be delivered by the
most direct and convenient routes of freight from
Philadelphia to the point oi its delivery.
For particulars enquire of the Agents for Portland,

.-•*1

No. 11 Clapp's Block, Congresr Bt.,
PORTLAND, ME,
HENRY P.

OF

and Water

TRUNKS,

and

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

P L U M B E R!

Treasurer of Hartford.

Esq., Cashier State Bank

£3?“Eaeh Share of Stock In this Company entitles
the holder to receive One Ton of Coal per annum, at
its annual cost of production, for the term of twenty
years.
63P“This Company is organized with its headquar-

fourteen rooms, with about seven acres of land. It
is unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of
A. STEPHENSON,
121 Commercial Street.
jy6—df

THE

(Mussey's Block,)

50,000.
$10 per Share.

Transfer Clerk.
W. R. STOCKBRIDGE,
Office, 49 Washington Street.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

For Sate or to Let.
French Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

a

COST!

C'oluring, Whitening and White-Wa.hu.; promptly attended to. Orders from out oi town sol'cited!
May 22—dtt__

Law,

at

$350,000.
35,000.

BROWN, Esq., City

new rs&v&n

'3

Attorney

POS1LAND,

Treasurer and Secretary.
F. A. BROWN, Esq.

HOUSE

The

AT

|

Office .Vo. Ilf Middle Street,]

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

JAS. G. BATTERSON, Esq., President Travelers
Insurance Co.
A. N. CLARK, ESQ., Editor “Daily Conrant.”
ROSWELL BLODGETT, Esq., Boston.
Col. NEWELL A. THOMPSON, Boston.
ROLAND WORTHINGTON, Esq., Boston.

For Sale or to Lease.
LOTS on Oxford, Washington, Madison,
Munroe, Fremont, Greenleaf and Fox streets on
terms to suit. Apply to
WM. OXNARD,
174 Cumberland St.
july25iseolm

THE

dtf

W. H. D. CALLENDER,
of Hartford.

A,moTir

st

PORTLAND, ME.

MJELCHEB.

CHAS. B. MERRILL,

Counsellor and

W0.UIIJ3,-

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Bt».,

ST.
8.

ORNAMENTAL.

STUCKJG AND MASTIO

BUSINESS,

COMMERCIAL
H.

Bank.

eminent contract,”
300 do Extra All Long tlax
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20, 1863.

{

ExchangeStreet.

PRESIDENT.
THOMAS BELKNAP, Esq., President State Bank
of Hartford.
TRUSTEES.
Hon. HENRY C. DEM I NO, M. C. 1st Congressional District.
HENllY A. REDFIELD, Esq., Oaahier Phoenix

PLEASANTLY

OFFICES over No. 74 Middle Street.
Also, Store-house on Union Wliart.
WM. BOYD.
July 22—dtf

31

Capital Stock,
Number of Shares,
Working Capital,
Subscription Price,

SALE BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN &

CO.»

_AngU8t

appli-

Charter Oak Mutual Coal Co.

BOLTS of “David Corsar & Son’s” Leith,
a sail-cloth of superior quality, just received direct from Liverpool, and tor sale by
McGILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS,
No. 161 Commercial Street.
sept24dtf

Exchange

—

on

LITTLE, Agent,

COAL

100 M No. 1 Cedar Shingles,
500 M Pine and Spruce Laths to arrive in a few days.
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Dimensions sawed to
Order. Doors, Sashes and Blinds constantly on hand
and made to order.
For sale at prices to suit the
RUFUS DEERING,
times, by
uiayl7d3m Hobson’s Wharf, 201 Commercial St.

BATH, ME.
QAA BOLTS Superior Bleached
a/V/'J 300 do All Long flax “Gov-

D.

Office

AAA FEET Pine Plank, suitable for
CiRtorns, 12 feet long.
7
100 M Clear Pine Shingles,

——FOR

testily.

All needful information cheerfully given
cation to
.V

Lumber, Lumber.

Scotch

P L A ft T E R k J J S,

of

on

8. BIOS.
7—dti

T.

are now

paid.

<$c

sense

Fore Street.

176

U.

York,

$3,000,000.

5—d3m

Potatoes,

New

Assets being
$13,500,000
Its Annual Income is more than
$3,500,000
Its Net Increase in 1S64 nearly
$1,800,000
Its Surplus Dividends to Policy Holders the last 5 yrs.
Its Cash

No. 3 Union Wharf.
purchase, HOOPS and

to

Insurance Company

RICE

63

AT

Which Is

Merchandise.

To Rent.

New York,

■

Address

auggdtf

fami-

137f

land.

over

ft>r CUTTING DRESSES.
ment can obtain a lucrative business.

Far Surpasses the Best Work Done by Hand.
It is the only practical Button-Hole Sewing Machine known to exist. An examination of it at our
Room will convince you of its value.
Samples of work sent by mail whenever re-

Q-TTIIDE.
offered to the ublie
Ladies wanting employ-

.metll0<1

For Sale.
located in Freeport, 2$ miles from
the Depot, on the old county road to Brunswick,
the old homestead known as tne Townsend place,
containing 35 or more acres. Fruit trees, wood lot, Mi |
and water convenient. Apply to Maj. W. MITCHHi (
ELL, on the premises. Price $909,00.
jy20dti

apl9dtl

UNION

invention

at

Real Estate for Sale.
story and halt House, and lot 40 x 100 feet,

CHAMBERS

and

Conyress

can-

Scotch Canvass.

TWO

SALE BT

A

LADIES’

Danforth Sts.,

To Let.

TLEROES.

At Geo. H. Babcock’s Old Stand,
FEDERAL STREET.

Call

cor-

to

vass

Real JEstate lor Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

July 8—dtf

Boarding,

the

on

Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs.
D ehlois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.

Cured. Hams I

CHASE, ROGERS
01

SALE.

finely located Real Estate,

of

ner

A

PORK.

FOR

Julylldtt

For instance, at the age of 35, for **><», on the 10
year plan, with the Benefit go. it wifi cost 657 81
while with the Mutual Life Co. ouly
851 61
being $6 20 leas, with the same difference of Rate as
tQ other ages.
-The Dividends of the MUTUAL LIFE CO. have
been more than Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
paid, while those of the Benefit Co. have never been
more than 50 per cent
The Policies Ot the Mutual
Mfe Co. are constantly increasing In amount, and
While
always have a Cash value on surrender.
those of the Benefit Co. do not increase, and have no
such value, unless the premiums arc paid up in cash.

augSeodtf

wanted in every town in Maine
for the.
AGENTS

00

less;

Wanted.

smt

Valuable Real Estate!

july25dtf

Extra and Double Extra Favorite Brand*
of Canadian and Western.

Sugar

Office,

House and Lot corner of Watervifie and Sherbrook

29S

large assorment of

RODDIS’ LARD, IN

I>

as

Sts.

Family Flour,

Heavy Mess, Clear,

Wanted.

Y a laniily without
children, a small genteel ten©tnent. near the centra* part ol the city.
Address X. Y. Z., Press

August

Alternate House Lots for Sale.
OQ HOUSE LOTS at from 10 to 11* cts. per foot,
dmi O within from (0 to 16 minutes w alk of the Post
(Mice, and only from If to 3 minutes walk of the

July 6.—dtf

ieco—dtf

Lard

Street.

15 and 17 Willow

important

WARREN

CUTTER rbr Custom and Ready
Work. Constant work and good pay giv*
Address Box 1905.
August 5—dtf

FLOUR!

For Sale.
ONE and a hall
centrally located
story House, with
7
finished
wood-house,
containing
rooms,
&c.; cellar cemented; furnace in cellar; plenty water.
Possession given about middle September, 1866.
Terms easy. Enquire of
PEARSON & SMITH,

Those who really wish to know all the facts, vitally

to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerfully offered to understand the
whole subject.

$271,307

while its Cash receipts were only
$1,715,875 00
The Cash Receipts of tbe Mutual Life Co. being
•2,320,801 OO
and its expenses only
$256,105 00
Aiiy Life Co. which does not incease Us v.Assets in
the Harm1 ratio ft si it ZlifjUity, cannot V' cJnsidered
the safest.
\'
\
The Benefit Co. is not the Cheapest for the reason
that its Rates are higher, and tlie Dividends much

en.

Commercial St.

137

A

BENEFIT

amount, wishes to
reliable business. Best

Wanted.

SITUATED
Sts, 50

THE-

above

given and required.
Address R., care P. O. Box 1645.
Aug. 5—d2w*

House Lot tor Sale.
on tlie corner of Deering and Henry
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES
*--IN

Business Wanted.

To Let.

Aug. 4—dtf

isely”

• 12,445,204 OO
The Benefit Co. bad (gross assets) T,134,790 OO
$5,042,037 00 only, being Cash Assets; tbe balance
being in Premium Notes, with an outstanding liability on Policies in force of $55,037,384 00, or nearly as
large as that ol the Mutual Life Co.
Tbe expenses of the Benefit-Co. In 1864 were,

containing a sum of money. The finder
liberally rewarded by leaving
* it at Rev. Fathaug8dlw*

some

1

ay “Comparisons willeonjirm these facts."
On the 31st December, 1884, as appears
by the Commissioners Report, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. OF NEW YORK, had assets (allcash)

Muller’s.

invest the same in
APARTY
references

Notice.

A GENERAL COMMISSION

Agsnt.

between the Sugar
St. Dominick’s Church, A LADIES'

having the

ONE

WHY THOSE WHO

o t

augdddm

Lost!
on
Sunday, 6th inst.,
House and

wIII be

the

not

6»

For the carrying

easily satisfy themselves

Is not THE Cheapest !
Safest
1st ‘‘Because its net Assets (do
not) exceed those
of any other Life Ins. Co. in the United
States.”
2d ‘‘Because it is (not)
paying back to its members larger Dividends, and more of
them, than any
other Co. hr the United States,” as Is
aUeged by its

Made

Horse for Sale.
RED MARE, nine years old, sound and
kind; weighs 820 lbs.
Inquire of JAMES GREENHALCH, Carriage
Maker, comer of Hanover and Portland Sts.
Aug 9—dlw

Juno 17—dtt

“A

Is

A

er

can

Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Oo., of Hew Jersey,

SITUATION as an accountant, or au interest
in a good paying
business, bv one who has had
experience, and can furnish C apital.
Good references given. Address Box 1963, Portland P. O.
Aug. 9.—dlwis*

RICHARD CROCKETT,
No. 4 High Street.

Aug. 10-dlw*

22 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND.

REASONS

facts and figures, they
that the

X•

—

__.

BOSS <£• BE
BUY,

-

TJ*

Cards.

-—

—

jmsp*—

■

PLAIN AND

Wanted.

LOST
wALLJCT

Copartnership

seekers alter truth are disposed to examine into

If

superior works for salesmen.
Deeds of territory given, guarun teeing exclusive right of Bile.—
Apply to C. E. Horton, General Superintendent,
228 W ashington St., up stairs. Room No. 15, Boston,

Mass._

DECEIVED!

i

■

_Busiiiess

TRUTH IS MIGHTY ! !

—

A

4th—Dividends are payable annually, the next being February 1st, 1866, and may be used as cash in

TWO

Biographer and Historian, Author of “Philanthropic Results of the War in America,” “Our Great
Captains,” “History of the Civil War in the United
States, &c., (Price $3, #3,50, $4,25 and $5, accordmgto style of binding.
The best Biography to be
published,) and the' Great National Engraving
“Washington and his Familv,”—a new work, from
Schusseles master painting, engraved by Sartain.—
Two

taxes.

as

NOT

and fill orders for the life and times of
TOABRAHAM
LINCOLN, by Dr. L. P. Brockett,

$3,000.

York Street, near the corner of High Street, a
good tenement containing thirteen finished rooms,
with gas and chandeliers, good cistern.oemented floor
and furnace in the cellar, and water. Rent $250, and

BE

the

To Let or Lease,

House to Let.

Over

T£3T~

one

Aug. 12, 1865.-d2w*

DENTIST,

Oswego Corn Starch !

Kingsford’s Oswego

Wood-Lot of 100 acres,

a

now

Having recently spent

KINGSFORD’S

,and

YORK.

For Sale at Gorham Corner.
the Depot, a House with a Garden containing more than an acre; it Is in every respect a very desirable place tor a residence.—

mNear

lars

Si*

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION

NEW

mTWO

1st—It has more than double the CASH ASSETS
of any Liie Insurance Company in the United States,

LYNCH,

August 8—(12w

Miscellaneous.

Wanted

solcit

GOOD HOUSES, on a\lot 50 by 100,
centrally located. Price $3,000.
For further particulars apply at
NO. IT WINTER STREET.
Aug. 9—cod2w*

Also

MUTUAL

BY

thallfoonquito

SprfHg

Persons Should

Business Men

SALE

BARGAIN I

A

A.T

may30eod3m

Molasses, Sugars, Teas, &c.,

In such popular use for food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
in which he
put up In Imitation of their style of packages and
fo. t my foolish habit of
picturing him lying
to deceive the public.
bleeding on cold battle fields, alone with the trade-mark
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
StarS
tbe lon8
night.—Instead that every package is marked plainly,
o
tns l soon
began to share his dissatisfaction at having nothing to do
Corn Starch.
through the long
winter, and I looked forward tothe
7—dam
Aug.
with lasi longing vision, and
learned to riorv
m my husband’s
strength as he himself did,
Board.
and to fee) certain that aU perils must
suits ol Rooms, lundshed or untaryield
before the power of his arm. Chir
niabed, with board, in the first class house 77
boy was
bam that winter too, and in him I found an Free St. Charges moderate.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Object on which to pour out the love of my I Aug.
10 —dlw*

move5,

FOR

REASONS

sight Mess,

l usee

adraue^

annum, in

-~—

——

—

BEEF,

Wants, Lost and Found.

For Sale and to Let,

as

strange face.
“This is what they have left you of him,”
said he, smiling faintly; and I hid my face in
his bosom.
“Where is my boy ?’ he whispered, smoothing my hair with his bony hand.
I went for little Frank, and held him up
while his lather wrapped him in his arms. The
little fellow looked into the white and bearded
face with a straight, earnest gaze, and then
his eyes filled with tears and his lips quivered ; but it was with pity, not with childish fear,
for he put up his little hand to his father’s
mouth caressingly, and said, “papa sick!”
Next day the doctor came.
He sat an hour
with Frank; prescribed cheerfulness, quiet and
generous food; instructed me in the duties oi
my new office as nurse, for 1 would have no
other; pressed Frank’s hand cordially, and left
the room. I followed him to the door.
“How Jong can he live?’ I asked.
The doctor shook his head.
“All will depend on the care you take of
him', Mrs. Moreton. With such care as I know
you will give him, he may survive a month, or
even two. But 1 could not promise him a week
of life. He has had a hard time. Damn the

ONE OE MANY.

is,

Miscellaneous.

time pass

who waved his gilded cap to me from the
I stood in the porch that September
morning so long ago! They left him alone in
the parlor to wait for me, for I had fainted at
sight of him from the window—my darling
Frank—this skeleton with shrunken limbs and
ghastly, fallen cheeks and dull eyes 1 Could it
be he ? Only when I entered the parlor where
he sat, and beheld the clustering black hair
that shaded his white forehead could I see
aught of the man I had married in that May
uight when the odor of the apple-blooms was
on the air.
He looked at me so pitiftilly, and
raised his wan hands as if to embrace me. I
flew to his breast, and kissed his colorless lips
with despair in my heart, for I knew he had
“come home to die.”
“Is this my husband ?” I murmured, in a
tone of awe, as I looked upon the strange,

road
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I aw sitting by the open window and looking out upon the orchard, where the trees
stand laden with apple-blossoms, whose delicate perfume floats in this twilight air just as
it did four years ago to-night.
There is nothing changed about this old
place as I look upon its picture now. There
stands the stone-curbed well, over which the
long sweep hangs, with its dangling bucket,
moss-covered, and dripping water monotonously—just as ever. 'Jhere is Carlo’s kennel,
and Carlo himself is lying there, with his nose
upon his outstretched paws, and his eyes closed lazily; precisely thus he lay as 1 looked out
of tliis window four years ago this hour. 1
can hear Kate and Bess and Dick and Duke
stamping with their iron hoofs in their stables
in the old red barn; and over the top of that
same tree that bears the golden sweets,
peeps
the wooden weather-cock on the roof of the
hay-shed. The doves have been flying in and
out of their cotes over the wide door for the
past hour; and the swallows, not yet gone to
sleep, are squeaking and chattering overhead.
There dangles the swing under the oak. Yonder comes Philip whistling up the road.
He
has changed no more in these four years than
if he were an image, instead of being, as he

companion to make the

man

$1.5o per square daily first week ; 75 cents per
week niter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every oilier day after first week, 50 cents.
liall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, #1.50.
“Special Notices,** $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square alter; three insertions or less, $1.50;
hah a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,

Monday Morning, August

a

away.
The spring came, and in the battle of Fair
Oaks my husband was taken prisoner. They
shut him up in that fearful prison in Richmond, and murdered him by inches. Long,
long months rolled away. My boy grew till he
could run about the house and play with Carlo in the yard; and every day he seemed to
grow more and more like his father as he was
when he went away, with his fresh round
cheeks red with bloom, and his merry blue
eye and ringing laugh.
Last October they brought my husband
home. Oh, what a pitiful semblance of the
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undersigned have this day iomio.1 copartnership under the style of
S. R. JACKSON A sox.
tor the purpose of doing ageueraU-OAh BUSINESS,
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at Sawyer's Wharf, foot oftPgh
^
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Notice.

partnership

Portland,

In prothe River it V
per steamer Regulator,
A. SOMESBY, Agent.

under

the

WRIGHT & CO.,
for the purpose ol doing a General Commission Business, a apodal partner having furnished a Cash
Capital of Ihree hundred thousand mil rel. (K*.

300:00O$000).

OSCtOLA JACKSON.

Portland, J«ne 12,

Mr. John S. Wright, No. 68 Wall
Street, New Vork,
Will act as our Agent In the United Statee
We give our Power o«
to Mr. O.G. T.
Attorney
VVright, late ol the House of Maxwell, Wright A

Any hustness confided to our care will have our
best attention.
G. GRANVILLE WRIGHT.
Rio de Janeiro, May 9, 1866.
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Let any person show the path in
made.
which, while walking in it, good faith and
equalization of burdens can be both secured,

PORTLAND.

audmo Union man will shrink from walking

therein.
Still one more example. A resolution wa3
before the committee in favor of adjusting and

Monday Morning, August 14, 1865.
The

daily

of the Press is larger than the

issue

of

iii,d nreulation

all the other dailies
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m

equalizing the town and city burdens growing
out of the war, and their assumption by the

coin-

city.

debts of
assumption of
tile State by the General Government,—but
uttle or «° difference of
it was found there «’as
The members of the
points.
these
on
opinion
committee, it18 b^'eved, were unanimous in

State,
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UNION NOMINATION.

the war

and the

and it is further believed that the

regard,
Union party 9f Maine are united on the same
FOE GOVERNOR,
questions, so that they are prepared to favor
will favor any well studied and
and
properly
S-ANVITJEILi
CONY. I
systematized plan for transferring the war
debts and burdens of the towns to the State,
CUMBERLAND COUNTY AND SECOND
and of
this

SENATORIAL DISTRICT
CONVENTION.
w>1®

The citizens ofCumberland Oonnty
National Administration of Anobew Johnsok,
8AMUB. CO«rr,“ are
and the State Administration of
hereby re .nested to sand
I'OBTLAND, at the CITY HALL,
the

lion to ho held in

Thurodnn August ITth,
o’cloek in the forenoon, for the purpose of
nominating Candidates for

Also to elect

a County’Committee

for the

ensu-

ing year.
Each City ami Town will l>o entitled to send one
Delegate, and an additional Delegate for every seventy-live votes cast for Gov. Cony in Sept., 18G4;
and one for a majority fraction—as follows:—
4
3 New Gloucester,
Baldwin,
5 North Yarmouth,
3
Bridglon,
3
7 Otistie’d.
Brunswick,
6
38
Portland,
Cape Elizabeth*
2 Pownal,*
3
Car eo,
3 Raymond,
2
Cumberland,
4 Scarborough,
3
Falmouth,
G
2
Sebago,
Freeport,
6 Standiah,
4
Gorham,
3
W
8
oatbrook,
Gray,
3 Windham.
6
Haipswell*
3
4
Yarmouth,
Hftmson,
3
Naples,
County Committee will be in session at the
Hall, August 17tli, at 8 o’clock A. M.
The Chairmen oi the several Tofu Committees are
requested to forward the names of their Delegates to
the Chairman of the County Commltte, as soon as
they may be chosen.
LEWIS B. SMITH, Portland, Chairman.
LUKE BllOWN, Brl Igton,
1
Union
WILLIAM SMALL, Raymond,
HOUATJO H1GHT, Scarboro*,
1 County
NATHANIEL DTER, Pownal,
SAMUEL GARLAND, Windham, J Com'nittee.
Portland, July 2Sth, if05.— ltd
The
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THE ISSUES OF THE HOUB.
At no time in the
have there been more

history of
questions,

our

country

questions
of more importance, before the public mind,
calling for prompt, decisive, yet judieious practical solution, than at the present hour. For
four years the great concern of the country

none

of

trifling
portance, but all of them were passed over
without being incorporated into the resolutions
simply because of the general favor with
which they were regarded, coupled with the

desire to make the series of resolutions—unavoidably long—as brief as possible under the
circumstances.
The people of Maine may
rest

assured, that because a matter was not
brought forward in a resolve, it is not to be inferred that the committee or the convention
thought lightly of it, or were disposed to ignore or dodge it.
In relation to the endorsement of President

Johusons’s administration, it seems to us the
second resolution was very explicit.
If the
language there employed is not warm, cordial, and all that it should be—all that any
true friend of the President can ask—then we
know nothing of the import of words. A BosSbn paper differs very widely from our copperhead contemporary on this point, for it says :
‘‘The resolutions of the Convention truly
express the sentiment of New England, both
iu point of politicul doctrine and of support of,
and confidence in, thi administration of Andrew Johnson.”

has been for its own salvation. All true men
said, by act if not in word, let ns first
settle the question tliat we have a country,one

indivisible, and then it will be time
enough to make issues on questions of .comparatively minor importance. To give practical and emphatic solution to this one question,
loyal men have steadfastly and persistenty kept
and

0.1

letter from the federal oafiTAL.

Washington, IX C., Aug. 8,1865.

or

have

To the Editor

of the Preen

This city is of

a

very unstable and

changeable sort. WfA a population mixed,
incongruous, continually shifting; with a public opinion that is but a mirror of the public opinion
of the country, and is pretty sure to reflect
strongly whatever ideas are for the time uppermost; with social customs and fashions in
dress, gathered together from the four quarters

of the earth, and the four winds of
heaven; it
presents, when compared with a staid. New
England town, dogmatical in its ideas, immovable in its customs, changing in its chartheir eye upon the commou enemy and the
acter only from Yankee to more Yankee, little
common danger; the common enemy in the
South and North—tie rebels in anus and moved by events outside itself; as strong a
their sympathizers not in arms; the southern contrast as may well be imagined. This is eswing of the rebel army under Lee, and the pecially the case at the present time. Four
northern wing under Copperhead chiefs—but
years ago it was suddenly metamorphosed
from a quiet mid rather dull capital of a naall having a common bond of interest; a
tion profoundly peaceful, into the seat of a
common sympathy, a common hope and a
common object
government struggling desperately for its exBut the war has passed away. Lee has suristence, and the base of stupendous military
rendered gracefully; his northern allies hold
operations. For four years Washington has
been scarce less martial than a camp. Now it
out in their hostility to republican principles
is once more being transformed into the peaceand good government based on equal rights,
disgracefully. We have come to a point now ful abode of a civil power, established, assured,
where no great fear need be apprehended; unchallenged by any.
where only guerrilla wariare at the North, as
Of this great change one now sees many
weil as at the South, requires to be looked
things to remind him; and if, as in my own
after by sharpshooters and cavalry squads.
ta3e, he has been awhile absent, they catch
The time lias come now when there can be no
his attention very readily.- The vast encampexcuse for ignoring or dodging any question of
ments, which but a few weeks ago lay near
great practical concern, whether political, the city, have dissolved, and the mighty armoral, financial, economical or commercial. mies here congregated have nearly all been
Any question now, touching the best inter- quietly absorbed by the peaceful population of
ests or the vital prosperity of the pubthe country. Soldiers have not yet disappearlic, coming legitimately within the purview ed from the streets, but though many are
of political action,should be tairly and square- brought here by the general
discharge not
ly met, and discussed and treated according to yet completed, the sprinkling of uniforms upits merits and it3 demands.
on the sidewalks, and about the hotels, is
It was in this spirit, and impressed with
much less than ordinary. The time when
this idea, that the resolutions of the late
Senator Nesmith “threw a stick and hit three
State Convention were prepared by the combrigadiers” has passed away. For four years,
mittee which reported them to that body. We
particularly at about this season, a tide of
make this statement, and do so with emphatroops has been pouring through this city,
sis, and with a full consciousness of all that it to replenish our shattered armies, and fill
implies, notwithstanding a Copperhead paper, anew the thin ranks. Thousands have folafter publishing the resolutions, heads an arlowed thousands, marching with full numbers
ticle in relation to the convention and its
and steady step to battle and to death,—a
platform with the reckless statement, printed grand, heroic sight, and yet sad and mournful
in fUll face :
beyond all telling. Now, it we chance to hear
No Demrnd for Retrenchment—No Rethe drums of a regiment, we know it is on its
mand
Taxation—No Endorsement
‘*

of

for Equal

Administration."
this is put forth for party effect;
is the policy, long established,

President Johnson's

Of

conrse

way home.

fled drums,

Those funeral corteges, with mufand arms reversed, and solemn

dirges, and those yet sadder sights,—the hosof papers of the Copperhead persuasion to
pital hearses bearing the unattended remains
keep their readers misinformed on all ques- of private soldiers to their last resting place,—
have almost ceased to move along these
tions of this nature, we do not expect any
truthfUl word or explanation in our power to st) eets. No ghastly cargoes of mangled heroes
offer, will ever find its way vto a Copperhead come daily to our wharves, nor does the horrimind through any organ of that party.
ble stench of the embaimer’s shops now drive
the passer from the sidewalk.
The committee of the recent State ConvenOf the great
tion, on resolutions, consisted of sixteen gen- hospitals in and around this city, lately so
tlemen, one from each county in the State ;— populous with the suffering and the dying,
and ior three hours this committee was tomany stand empty and deserted. The Finley,
gether in digesting the series reported to and Harewood, Mount Pleasant, Carver, Stone>
adopted by the convention.
Ricord, Columbian, Judiciary Square and EmDaring this protracted session they were not ory hospitals have either been discontinued, «r
engaged in quarreling over bones of conten-. are now breaking up. The Armory Square,
tion; they were not laboring to reconcile diff- Lincoln, Douglas and Stanton hospitals ard
erences on questions either of policy or prinyet in operation, but even these are probably
ciple; they were not troubled with dissen- more than will be long needed. To one who
sions or conflictings opinions on questions of
can vidly recall the awful scenes of last sumand

as

it

vital or other interest.

The facts

mer, and who that witnessed them cannot? it

A large number of
resolutions was laid on the table. As soon as
the committee were organized, the chairman
called upon the members to lay before the
committee such resolutions as they were desirous of having acted upon, and the result
was that at least three
long series of resolves
were forth-coming, besides several
alnglp resowere

these:

lutions, making perhaps thirty or forty in all.
These covered not only the subjects involved
in those finally adopted, but a great
variety of
other subjects, financial, political, &c.
What

was

to be done ?

To take up
every

impirtant subject
require a series of
such inordinate length that few persons would
would

ever take
mus

the trouble to read

be a limit.

comnittee, by

them.

What should It be?

common

There
The

consent, adopted

this

grouid: that all subjects in relation to which
there is perfect unity of sentiment, and on
whichno issue can be raised, might safely be
omittd.
For at ample.

There

was one

resolution de-

manding the most rigid

economy in the administra jtn of all national and state
affairs,
the reductin of the
army to the smallest lim-

its consisted with public
safety, and such

a

finaucial poicy as shall tend
to
dollar up to the value of

bring a paper
gold dollar and the
earliest pracicable
resumption of specie payments, but tlen it was said that aU
were in
favor of
that
mon

tlieseoropositions;
platitude*; that every

they

Union

are com-

man

stands

by them and mil insist upon them, and the
opposition can Make no issue on these points

because Union

will go as far as they in
that, direction. For this reason, and this
•
alone, the matter was allowed to pass without
cumbering the resolutions with it.
Another example. A resolution was before
t.he committee touching the subject of nation'
al anflfState
burdens, getting forth that taxes
should
made equal, but that to do this the
nationaflfcith must be held inviolate. To this
c'
cry- hoSest man agrees. No Union man dissenisSfepm the proposition.
The only quest'°”
t0 l'le
mode of reaching the
e\
e*t by all without
inflicting a blow upon the truth of the
nation. No controvert
can begot up on this point.
No issue can be
—

nen

decidedly

in our

favor, so that,

on

is

sight

grateful than words can express, to see the long rows of white cots stand
30 nearly empty.
The Georgetown Seminary
hospital for officers has been discontinued, as
also have the Fairfax and Augur, in Virginia,
and all the hospitals at Alexandria, except the
Slough Barracks and the Sickles Barracks.
Those benevolent and patriotic associations,
which have labored so assiduously and successfully to alleviate the sufferings of our sick and
wounded soldiers, aro feeling that their labors
are nearly over.
Some of the State agencies
a

more

have been

discontinued,

and others are emaccounts and collects

ployed merely in settling
ing claims. The Maine Soldiers’ Relief Association ceased to occupy the office of the State
Ageucy on the 3Isl ult., and, as there now remain here only about
seventy Maine soldiers in
all the
hospitals, who will be sent home as fast as
practicable, it has voted to discharge its agents
on the
15th., and has discontinued its meetings, except such special ones as may be called
by the Executive Committee.
Thus are we

laying aside the tasks, dropping as well the phrases and expressions, and
discontinuing the mental habits incident to
a state of war, and in
thought and feeling, as
well as in word and act,
returning to the

ways of peace. And now, even as I write
thousands of ears long strained to catch the
first far thunder of battle, the first tidings of
victory or disaster, are turned in a very different direction, eagerly waiting for news of a very
different sort. A victory of peace, a victory
of mind over the elements, a victory that
shall enable the age to send beneath thousands of miles of waste weltering sea, through
the deep, dark ocean
ooze, along its nerve of
copper its living thoughts of fire, which shall
bind together

instead of severing the nations,

and which shall so do
something toward ushering in the universal
on

reign of “peace
earth”—such is the
triumph for which we hope
and wait lo-day.
T S P
°f

■

in

6pwXpii1'
Fort Pulaski, ^ter
has applied
through
n;

tial friends for
to

visit his

heavy

a

Vlrgln“*

parole of two

family

who are

domestic afflictions.

or

“ow

confined

influen-

three weeks
under

sufl'ering

the

whole, a

residence here is sure of a greater amount of
advantages in the aggregate, than it is there. I
recollect that the late Dr. Smith, of Connecticut,

in all the States of the American

committee;

COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

have accrued to individuals from the common
stock of intelligence and social order around
them, I must believe the balance will be found

ocrats, and ask the democrats to co-operate
with them, in securing precisely this result.—
For this reason alone, the question was not
embodied in the form of a resolution.

of them were treated with
indifference;
none of them were regarded as of
im-

COUNTY ATTORNEY.
Four Senators.

to suppose. But if we add to the natural advantages, the improvements which have been
accomplished by the application of art and
science amongst us, and the benefits which

a

none

County Treasurer.

joyed by us over them. On the great scale, I
apprehend, the beam will be found much
more equally poised than many people seem

the State to the General Government.
There can be no issue made by the opposition
on these points, because the Union men of the
State are prepared to co-operate with the dem-

We are perfectly safe In saying that
these questions were ignored by the

ton

at

MAINE AND THE WEST—AGAIN.
Doubtless there are certain natural advantages enjoyed by the South and West over the
North and East, but in the wise
system of compensation ordained by a beneficent Providence,
there are advantages of equal importance en-

distinguished lecturer in most

of the

colleges

and universities of the United States remarked
in his last visit to Maine, filling the Professorial Chair of Bowdoin

College, that he had been
Union, and
had lectured in most of them,—that he had
endeavored to be a careful and candid observer
of the relative advantages and disadvantages
of the several sections of our widely extended
territory, and that now, if he had a family of
sons to seek a location for life and for lifes
great aims, he should on the whole sooner
recommend them to settle in Maine than any
other State or Territory. The observation and
the cool judgement of such a man—a man
whose name will

always be venerated in the
medical and literary annals of our country,—
are entitled to the highest consideration.
I know that those who have turned their

backs upon Maine, and upon all the sacred endearments of home and kindred, to find a land
of promise In southern or western States,—X
mean such of them as do not or cannot rethat

turn,—are very anxious to persuade
Down East is do place to live in, and that there
us

the

very
the earth

yields

and

drop fatness,

heavens
an

that

abundance till the eye

tires in surveying it» Doubtless in many
of their representations
tljey are correct, and if

England intelligence and
habits, New England health and morals thither,
and keep them there, so that they should not
fade and degenerate under the favored idleness
which seems to be one of the peculiar glories
of the land, the far South and West might be
more desirable than our rocky hills and cold
we

could carry New

But it is not in the order of Provieence that it should be so.
I recollect some summers ago, an intelligent
gentleman from Arkansas, who had left his
native home in Maine a few years before, and
winters.

located himself in that fertile

State, visited

me

at my own Maine fireside. He was very eloquent in his attempts to satisfy me that the
where he had settled was very superior to this State which he had left. At my

country

suggestion—for I felt in a mathematical mood
—we agreed to open an account current of the
relative advantages and disadvantages of the
two regions. He began, first to credit the
State of Arkansas with no winters—a great
saving of fuel, clothing and in the expenses of
building bouses that would be a comfortable
protection against the cold weather. Then
succeeded the fertility of the soil, the no need
of manure, the little labor required to till the
land, the benefits of slave service, the ease of
fattening large herds of swine upon the nuts
of the forest, Ac. Then followed a list of
debits against the State of Maine; first the
necessity of hard and constant labor borne by
whites in person and not turned off on to
black men and women; second the severity
and duration of our winters; third, the liability of our people to that fatal disease, consumption. The account was carried out in relative
percentage, and a pretty forcible column, In-

ungraceful, there descends from it something called by the flowing name of waterfall,

more

hut which in fact looks more like a cabbage in
a net, tricked out with beads and
wampum
If I had met them in Western
forests, I should
have taken them for OJibbeway
squaws, hut
their dress was a la mode PariHenne. This
tyranny of France is, I suppose,
of the
things that must be endured, because it cannot
be helped, till our brains are better
developed
In process of time, I trust, the
Empress Eugenie will sleep with her illustrious
ancestors
and that no other fantastic queen of
fashion
will come after her, to lead the civilized world
such a fool’s dance. What a set of
monkeys
we are, in feathers and
furbelows, dancing to
the tune of that imperial show-woman!

one’

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
The Scottish Fanner is the
authority
for the assertion that “a small quantity” of bicarbonate of soda added to milk will prevent

its turning

sour.

iyThe New York Tribune says that Canaada ranks next to Illinois in the number of
cattle forwarded to that market.
g^“There is much wisdom in a few words
spoken by an English farmer who advised “to
feed laud before it is hungry, to rest it before it
is weary, and to weed it before it is foul.”
iyp-'At a neighborhood talk about wool, in
Huron county, Ohio, Mr. D. Jefferson stated
that the sheep had never yet been raised that
would produce eight pounds of cleansed
wool.
yp-The St Johnsbury Caledonian says that
Mr. A. Scott of Craftsbury, Vermont, has a
cow whose milk during twenty-six days made
fifty-two pounds of butter, which was sold for
$30 in Boston.

8d?“Tlie

New York law requires all firkins,
other wooden packages for butter, to be
branded with their actual weight and the names
of the manufacturers, under a penalty of twen-

or

ty-five dollars, and butter-makers are required
to

such branded firkins under

use

a

like pen-

alty.
P,#‘”The Mobile News flays of the New York
Ti-ibune that “it has been frequently maligned
and sometimes with much justice ’’ for the
course it, has taken !
We had been aware for
sometime that the ideas of the News were getting badly “mixed,” and it is plain that the
trouble is extending itself to its language. The
idea of any one being justly maligned may
strike some people as a novelty; but in a paper
advocating such political doctrines as the News

favors, no eccentricity should surprise us.
jjy The Paterson Guardian exuberantly
says : “Thank God, a generous Democratic
Party is still alive, a party with a soul large
enough to embrace our people again as an united whole.

To which

a

contemporary

re-

die price of the products of the earth at home,
and the expense of getting them to market;
whether our farmers could not raise double,
treble, quadruple the number of bushels of potatoes on an acre of

in Maine that he

ground
could grow of com in Arkansas; and whether, when raised, they would not, in gross,
bring nearly four fold as much as his com ?—
1 was prepared to credit our State with the
sounder health and longer life, generally, of
its people, and for its various means of ministering to the comfort and independence of its
inhabitants. But I chose to begin, first, by
charging the whole of that country with an
absence of the free schools of New
England,
and all the intellectual and moral
blessings
connected with our institutions. I had neither the opportunity nor occasion to
go farther; for as soon as I had filed this item and
referred him to the thickly-pointed church

spires and school houses anil lyceuni halls of
“Down East”—“There,” said he, as the coon
said to Davy Crockett, “don’t fire that
charge;
I’ll come right down.” He manfully and

frankly exclaimed, that

I had offered an adthan an offset to his
whole account “The idea,” said he, “of
spend-

vantage that is

more

ing one’s days there, and bringing up a family
of children in such a condition of
society, is
absolutely appalling.” No, New England, and
Maine as a mo3t worthy portion of it, is the
glory of our glorious Republic, and
“Where’er I roam, whatever lands I

My heart, untravelled, still returns
It was but two summers

see.

to

tliee.”

afterwards,

that
Maine

this enterprising Yankee,
sighing for a
home, converted all his effects into gold, which,
for security as he joumied in that
country, he
girt about hi3 person, and undertook a return
to the State of his birth. Whilst
passing on a

Western steamer upon the
there is no Maine

Mississippi,—where
Law,—homeward, the boiler

of the boat burst, and sent hundreds of passengers suddenly into eternity, one of whom
was

the

was ever

forded

gentleman alluded to. If his body
found, the treasure found upon it af-

sufficient motive for the finder to
place it in everlasting concealment; and to
this day neither the gold, nor the
body of my
friend has been heard of by his afflicted relatives amongst us.
Tbaxi.
a

M. DUPIN ON FEMALE EXTRAVAGANCE.
About the time Miss Harris shot
Burroughs
for not making her his wife, M. Dupin was

publishing in Paris under the title “The Unbridled Luxury of Women,” which has produced profound a sensation in the fashionable circles of Paris as the murder of
Burroughs did in
the society of Washington. M.
Dupin takes
the ground that the expenses of women are

really becoming
not

so

frightful

that

society

can-

long

sustain it. We suppose the extravagance of French women is very great and ma-

ny of their husbauds have hard work to sustain them in it If their “expensive habits”
were confined to Paris, at
least, if the influence of them were more
limited, the world

might rejoice;

but the truth is, that influence
extends to this country and«often produces the
troubles with American husbands as it does
with Frenchmen.
Since writing the above
we have read the
following in the Independent from Mr3. L. Maria Child’s
She
pen.

writes:—

Thinking of the great and blessed work
done during the last four years by women in
the Sanitary Commission, the hospitals, and
the school-houses for the emancipated, I seemed to see a bright light dawning on our future
But the vision receded In the distance
career.
when I looked from my window and saw a
bevy of damsels sailing by, with hen-coops in
their skirts, and upon their heads, a rimless
straw with a feather in it—utterly usefor defence against wind or sun.
To make this unbecoming head-gear still

Cof

Clarke made

“This

city

is fast ‘rising from its ashes.’ Its old merchants
at d business men are fast
returning to it. The
saw and the hammer are at work.
Enterprise
is in the

field; industry

is the order of the day;
there t re no drones in this hive. A few short
months ago there were only two or three small
stores within its corporate lines* now there are
one hundred and fifty; lumber alone is needed
to place a store-house upon every business lot
made vacant through the ravages of war.”

6S”Count de Beaujeu, who died recently in
Canada, was one of the largest landholders in
the province. He owned eighteen miles of territory along the river near Montreal, and sixteen miles back into the country.
SkS’ -tn pleading tor damages tor breach ot
promise in New York, a woman said she might
have married three' other men while losing
time with her faithless one.
The court was
much impressed with the statement.

8EyThe alarming increase of destructive inin the last few years, both in this country
and in Europe is attributed in a great measure
to the relentless war waged by
boys and sportsmen against the small birds which feed on those
insects. A single greedy robin devours, in one
season, insects enough to ruin a garden full of
sects

their descendants, turned up their
noses because
these vocalists sang abolition
and patriotic songs. We can tell these Tories
that the Hutchinson Family wouldn’t be any-

Tories,

or

was

without

a

Niagara Falls, slipped on Thursday,
river, and came
near
river.. He, however, regained his footing and returned in safeGen. Grant
of the scene.

ty to the shore.
nesses

was

one

of the wit-

jy The 15th inst. is positively fixed for the
beginning of the trial ofWeirtz, the Andersonville prison-keeper.
EyOne hundred and twenty-seven prisoners were released from the Old Qapitol last
week, leaving but

one

hundred and four in that

institution.

gy The black flies recently drove the United States surveyors out of the woods of Shawane County, Wisconsin.
gy The production of sugar in the Sandwich Islands has reached from eight to nine
millions of pounds yearly, and is increasing
with such rapidity that an intelligent sugar engineer from the islands, estimates the production in 1885 at sixteen million of pounds, and

eighteen million of pounds.
gy A Norfolk editor talks learnedly of ‘-The
Decade of Nations,” thinking the word means
decay.

in 1866 at

gy The Springfield Republican says that
General Butler has written and will soon print
a pamphlet defending himself from the attacks
of Chaplain Hudson.
gyThe New York correspondent of a
Biehmond paper says that “The Old Guard,”
staunch peace democratic magazine, edited
by Chauncy Burr, is to be enlarged and ima

proved,

and made an antidote to the Atlantic
Monthly. “Ye godB and little fishes 1”
gy George H. Pendleton, late Democratic

candidate for Vice President, is in Washington ; whether like other rebel chiefs, in pursuit
of pardon, we are not informed.
gy A western paper explains the cabalistic
letters “C. O. D.’

usually understood to

mean

“Collect on Delivery,” saying they simply mean
“Cbell out Damquick,
gyA young .nan living in central Pennsylvania received a telegraphio despatch a few
few days ago, announcing the death of his
father in Worcester, Mass. He hastened home,
narrowly esoaping death in three railroad accidents, on the way, to find his parents alive and
well. The Worcester Spy thinks the hoax was

perpetrated for the pitiful

sum

obtained for the

telegraphic message.
ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

5,#“ When a copperhead editor in this city,
stated as he did Satday, that the expenses of
the government “are two millions a day over
and above all receipts, adding that amount
every twenty-four hours to the public debt,”
he purposely uttered what in his heart ho knew
to be false, or he betrayed an ignorance that
should consign him to an infant school. Such
are the lying statements by which the copperhead party expects to regain lost power.
fjyTlie Boston Journal is only just to a
faithful officer and faithful to facts in saying of
the late Convention iu this city : “A more

harmonious convention never was held.
Gov.
Cony was renominated by a ballot that wat
much more flattering than any nomination
acclamation could have been.

term

of service.”

jy The person

who has written us over the

signature of “Several Women” should remember that the real name of a writer is necessary
to secure the insertion of a communication in
the columns of the Press,and particularly when
of a controversial character.

DR. BICKNELL’S VEGETABLE DYSENTERY

A New

Discovery

PHOTOGRAPHS,

mens.

GEORGE M. HOWE,
Temple

C.

MORSE, M. D.

E. S. WORMELL,

PHOTOGRAPHER.
W* Card Photographs at Three Dollars
per dozen,— the best in the City.

may26snd6m

Notice.
Persons who have lost friends in the army, and are
desirous to receive their remains, can learn all the
particulars as to the best mode ol removing them, the
expense, &c., by writing to R. SMITH, Hanover,
Maine.
Mr. Smith has just returned with the 31st Regiment Maine Volunteers, and offers as references the

following names:—
Surgeon J. H. Kimball, Brirlgton,
Chaplain Geo. C. Crawford, Rcadfield,
Maine Vols.

of the 31st

Hall’s Rubber .Emporium
Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tt

I

SEELE’S

A

Wanted.
COAT,

PANT and VEST MAKERS to
go to Woroester, Mass. Also Girls to do basting and
finishing on Clothing. Good prices and constant
employment may be depended on. Inducement will
be offered, and all Information obtained
by addressA. F. WARE A CO.,
ing
No. 161, 168 and 170 Main St,,
Woroester, Mass.
Aug. 14—snd2w&w4t*

RESTORING,

price:

THE

fifty

Base Ball

cents.

Fur Bale at

Wholesale and Retail,
CUSTIS

The Eon Base Ball Club do hereby challenge the
Howard and Lincoln Clnbs, or any “nine” that may
be selected in the city of Portland, to play a
friendly
match game of base hall, the game to he played any
time during the present month. The Eon Clnb,
claiming the Championship of the State, are, therefore. ready to consider challenges from Clubs within
E. ASCENCIO, E. B. B. C.
the State.

Nonpariel Patent Skirt Elevators,

looping up Ladies’ Dresses in graceful fold. The
most convenient article a lady can use.
Can be at-

For

tached to any dress.
PRICE TWESTY-FIVE CTS. A SET.
For sale at the NEW YORK SKIRT and CORSET
STORE, 26 Market Square, Portland.
GEORGE ANDERSON, Agent.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
The Trade sup-

plied.

augllsn d4w

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS lor the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July

Vegetable Siciliaa Hair Re newproved itself to be the most perfect prepare
tio.i for the hair over offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contain* no injurious properties whatever.
IT With RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGhas

INAL COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair soft, lustrous aud silken.
It is

a

splendid hair dressing.

person, old or young, should fail to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE

No

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
jjy Ask for Hall’s fcioillan llair
no

Renewer, and

other.
R. P. HALL & CO.,
Nashua, N. II., Proprietors.

augltisnd* w6m

A Card.
DB. HABVEY leavps Portland for New York City
of September. All who wish to avail themselves of my skill in treating old Chkobic Comp LINTS that bailie all other modes of
practice, would
do well to call before the goth of August*
1 will freely refer you to hundreds in this
city, that
I have treated. It is acknowledged that I am the
only physician lu Portland who can treat Catarrh
with success. Consultation Free.
Office, 369 Congress Street.
July2San3tt
tlie first

“But oh I her beauty was tar bevond
sparkling gemg or snow-white hand.”
Her loveliness was heightened by the superlo
manner in which her magnificent hair was dressed
is ith Sterling’s Ambrosia.
aug4d2w
Her

WINSLOW,

EXPERIENCED Nurse and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

A N

Soothing
FOR

TEETHING

which greatly faoilitahw the process of
Teething, by
softening the gums, reducing all inflammations, will
all
pain
and
allay
spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO BEQULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers,
selves, and
and

it will

Health

give

to your

rest to your-

Infants.

We have put op and sold this article for over
thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth of it
what we have never beeu able to
say of any other
medicine—AVeer hat it failed in a tingle instance to

effect a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
instance of dissatisfaction by
any one who used it.
On the contrary, ail are
delighted with Its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its
magical
effects and medical virtues. We
speak in tills matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years
experience;
an

and

pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
here declare. Ill almost every instance where
the
infhnt is suffering from pain and
exhaustion, relief
»IU be found in fifteen minutes after the
Syrup Is adwe

Notice.
Thecitisens of Cumberland who support the National Administration of Andrew Johnson, and the
State Administration of Samuel
Cony, are requested
to meet at the Town House, in said
Town, on MONDAY, the 14th inst., at six o’clock P. M., to choose
Delegates to attend the County Convention to be
held at Portland, Thursday, August i7th, at ten
o’clock in the ibrenoon, tor the purpose of nominating County Officers.
Per Order Town Committee.

Cumberland, Aug, 10,1866,

auglldtd

Notice.
citizens of Pownal who support the National Administration of Andrew Johnson, and the State
Administration of Sahtuol Cony, are requested to meet
at the Town House, in said
Town, on MONDAY,
the 14th Inst., at 6 o’clook P. M„ to chooee Delegates
to attend the County Courention to be held at Portland Thursday, August 17 th, at ten o’oloek in the
forenoon, for the purpose of nominating County Queers and County Committee for the
onsuing year.
Per Order Town Committee.
Pownal, August 6, 1866.
augTdtd
The

mlnMered.

Full directions for using will acoompany oach botUle. None genuine unless the (hc-simlie of CURTIS
* PERKINS. New Yorx, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 36 Cents per Bottle.

IV. NOYES & MON,
35 Exchange Street,
AGENTS FOR THIS ST>
TF
Ang 14 —dfiw

HAIR RE-

Dissolution !
inson having transferred his ii.lerest to Mr. A.
Leach, wlu> is authorized to settle all debts due to
ftom tile firm.
A. Q. LEACII.
HENRY ROBINSON.
Portland, Aug. 12, 180&.
augl4d3t

TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Whipple, Agent tor Portland. Sold by

Letters

Diseases of the Urinary Organs.

givo

LADIES’ LIST.
Kalinc Margaret maiPeai-

Archibald .lane
Abbott Louisa mra 2
Allen Nathaniel P mro

09}

SSAS.

mb}
104',
toil

BUT ME, TRY ME & I’LL DO YOU GOOD.
Dr, Dangley'h Anodyne.
medicine for all the summer compiaints,—■
of Roots, Barks and Berries, which seem
to have been
designed for the cmkik, soft* and sure
cure of
Dysentery, Cholera-Morbus and Chronic
DiarrhcBa, which are so common with all ages, and so
dangerous at this season of the year. We never advertise certMcatos. Let it stand upon its own merits
—this is the only way a good thing should be known.
Hence our mottoBuy me, &o., of the heading_
Every person who uses it will testily, as many have
already, that Dr. Langley’s Anodyne is the greatest
discovery of the age, and must be Queen of afl Medicines, by its great eures. Sold by dealers. Price 40
new

Composed

cents per bottle.
For sale hi this
Phillips & Co.

*

£”*;

States Debt Certificates, Juue. Oil
Western Railroad... .. 126
Og< Umsburg Second Mortgage Bomb. 3T»}
20
23
94

Maftiu

^

Jos 1-

Merrill Loom c
Merrill! M tr rs

»-.«SSK.S£

SSStaSftm™
Cr“S2tolCVV^dliUry

112$

Kflen 2

Larkins lilihu mrs
Ubby M Katie
Libby Samuel B mr,
Mahoney Cbm, H mrs
Moore Ellen 31 ^riddle stl
Uaeomber Harj.i
Monuel .Julia \

Burnham Delia mrs 2
Budd Nellie
Boston Llzaie A mrs
Brock Frank mrs
Brackett H F
Barker Hannah F mra
Buaell 31 at ill la E mrs

99}

[By Hensbaw A Brother.}
Hill Manufacturing Company...

Libby

P inrs
Banter Abbie O
Bernard Beatrice E

1411
1061

Boston ami Maine Railroad..... t
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds.
Eastern Railroad...

ant St

Lambert Cora K

Ayres Wyer

12.

new.

Remaining Unclaimed

TN THE POST OFFICE AT
PORTLAND, Stats
J. of Maine, 14th day of August,
1H65.
ZV~ To obtain any of these letters, the applicant
mu.t eall hr
Lrtt.-r,,"
the ilate of
>‘Afvtrtiu,i
thlslist andpey
TWO CENTS Tor
If not called for within one advertising.
month ther w‘“
will
be sent to the Dead Letter Office,

DR. GOLDING, No. 9!) Pore Street, Portland, Me.,
attends to the Medical and Surgical treatment of ALI.
DISEASES OF THE GENITAL AND URINARY
ORGANS. Dr. G. also treats all the diseases of tin
human system. See hand-bills. Office, “Genera!
1 n Urinary,” 89 Fore Street, head of Franklin Wharf.
Office hours from 9 A. M. to 12 M., 1J P. M, to 9 P.
M. Sundays, 3$ P. JVI. to 9 P. 31.
augJKllw

United

o.
or

_

maylleodGm*

Boston Stock Lilt.
Sales at the Brokers Board, Aua.
American Gold...
U.S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 2d series.
do
let series.
United States Ten-forties.
United Slates Five-twenties, old.
do
small.

partnership of LEACH & ROBINSON Is
day dissolved bv mutual consent. Mr. Rob-

THE
this

healthy

SESr
f d£rle..A
Cheav^ CWharim,

K”*:—
5S?5g£““
Mary

L

’“r" Neal

R

mrs

Gakley Hattie 2
Petty Annie
Philbrooks Alice
for inroProuty Augustus mra
Hugh Brady
Pratt Edwin P mrs
Cuahumu Hattie E mrs
Prince Etta (i
Center Jenney Pearl St
Dorter Emma Jane

Cosj.olotathartoe
-otbT EJlen mra

1534

Franklin Company, Lewiston. 1334
City Sixes, 1870....
94J

Portland

Cumin Mary
Phelpe Miara
mrs
Perry M Alice
Clancy mra
Randall Eunice
Cummings Thos mrs Sum-Russcll Julia A

Costnor M H

MARRIED

finer St
In Strong, Aug 7, Lyman Hammon and Estella I
Dudley Anne mro
Davenport, both of Freeman.
Douglass Cha* C mvs
Ifi Warren, Aug 3, John U Thomas, of Rockland,
and Caroline A Wiley, of Hope.
Dyer Emily T mro
Ed wants Josephine
IU Camden, Aug 5* Dan'lw Wing, of Searsmont.
Foster Emma
and Ann M Buird, of C.

Rivera Joshua

In Windham, Aug 11, Mrs Holdall, tellct of the
late Peter White, aged 81) years.
In Pittston, July SI, Mrs Harriet B, wife of Sam’l
Goodwin, wed 56 years.
In
June lfi, Mrs Naucy A, wifc at Asa
Taylor, aged 44 years.
In iVhitetield, July 31, Mrs Nancy H, wife of A
Noyes, aged 66 years.
In Lewiston, Aug 8, Ransom
C, son of 14Land
Mavtha Plngree, aged 1 year 4 months.
In Durham, Aug 1. Mrs Elizabeth Baker, aged 72.
In Mereer, Aug 4, Mrs Emma, with of Amass Willard, aged 74 years.

Fobes

Roney Mary

Sylphl

Sawyer (.too A inrs
Smith Mary M mrs
Soule Marla
Smelt Maria mrs
Scribner Sarah 2V mro
Seavey Sarah B mra
Slyney Thos mrs 2
Sherman Thos inrs
Thornton Albert E mra
Taylor E inrs near th e long
*

E

Hilton Annie
Honts Abba A mra
HoltArzel S mrs
Hanman Amos mrs
Huck’im Annie C
Harris C M mra
Higgins H L mra
Hall Lucy mra

DEPARTURE OP OCEA9T STEAMERS.

miss

Jatiiarine
Swett Nellie A
Snow Fannie W

OreenleafA B mra
Grover Anna I’
Guinea D mrs
Gordon Harriet mrs
Orlndell Julia A mrs

Pittsfield,

rare

Scannoll

Camels Mary
Foster Minnie C
Fumald Naomi mrs
Foster ltosa L

__

C.

Row Lucinda mrs
Robinson Mar ilia M 2

Foster Henry H mro
Fogg John S mrs
Fitachalal Margaret

rm:n.

bridge

Townsend E B
Tibbetts

«_

Mary

mrs
mra

Townsend Maria mra
Townsend mro c are o4 t;»r
Simoon Palin srEaitranstent
visit
Islands

.r

at

the

VanCleve I addf
Wescott /.nnlo J p
Willetts Anna
Wilco Geo H rat*
Wile ,m Harriet mrs
W’ritnoy Mary- E

Holmes Mattie
Ingalls Lvdla A mrs
Johnson Fanny P mra
Jones Louisa mra
Jonlan Mary E
Sabra mrs
Jones mra High and Dan- 'YilJey
Widber Sarah mrs
forth Sts for AlbcrtWileox Sara
Steinackor
Wilcox Thor, mrs
Kilton Annie
Welch William mrs

DATE.

Eagte.New York. .Havana.Aug to
Corsica..Now York. .Havana.Aug 12
Montano....New York. .San Francisco. Aug 12
City of New York.New York.. Liverpool.Aug 12
Hibernian... .Quebec.Livcrdool.... Aug 13
Manhattan
—New York.. Vera Cruz_Aug 15
17
19

GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Archie Alex Ur
Halm Sylvester E
John for miHsHarmon Silas f>r rare Pn*.
Mar tie Anderson
cilia Harmon
Admit LD
Hopkins Theopii ulus
Sami H
Haines Tlum
Armstrong
natchclder A M A
Hanorer Wm
Geers Or
Hodgkins Wm B
Barnett
1)
Benj
Jordan Alvin
|
Miniature Almanac.!.Angus! 14.
llrooks Monsieur
Johnson B 2
Sun rises.5.06 I Moon rises...... 11,46 PM
Blake Chas E
.Jones B J
Sun sets.... .7.02 | High water.4,50 PM
Brown C P for miss Mar-Jarvis Chas W
garet Cookmn
Jordan Chase
Baker Chas R
Jewell C U f ,r min Nellie
Bidwen C
p Snow
Ballard Chas C
Jones Dav! J
BrownDavkl sharpshooterJobnes Jd'nn 20th Me Revt
*
Hearse Enocli W
PORT OP PORTLAND.
Jove* Jo’jn
Beasey Edward S
Johnson J W Dr
Rails-,- Frederick J
Jones '.Oley L
Saturday, August 12.
Blake Geo
Klnnc y chas
“ Cane E
ARRIVED.
Benson Geo H
Khn’oil
miss
Steamer Forest City, Donavau, Boston.
Breen Gao
G jnle Kimhidl
Sch Jorusha Baker, Barberick. Boston.
Bowe Greenfield H
Ke nney W H «& Co
Sch Industry, Caudage, Blurhil] Ibr Boston.
Barker (.eo H
L ibby Cliaa A
CLEARED.
Boynton Granville A
Tjtchfleld C A
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, tfew
R*v
York—EmeryJ
f'od2 Braraela C
uTeTn ? Y,
& Fox.
BUckmin
Henry
Libby Frank
Brig Anna D Torrey, Haskell, Baltimore—Lynch, Brown Henrv
Garaev Francis
Barker & Co.
Bakcman John C
Lelavor F H master
0^to,a,’, ','r*,«rho“8«. Philadelphia—George S “""V" f Bev
Litchfield Howard
Hunt*
Bonsflel.l John
LltUeltol.l Islah
SAILEI>—Barque Minnie Gordon; brigs Antilles. Rarhffv'Fr* P
Lihl’I ’John
C H Kennedy, Teieeitta, Prentiss Hobbs, Ortolan;
Lambert John
?
Berry JosL
sch Alonzo.
Libby L B
J Fr
Also sld, schs West Wind, Harrington; Leesburg
Lincoln
Nath! Capt
i’'w
*
Baker JBl—
Blake, and Ida, Blake, tor Philadelphia.
Ivmngston Philip W
Patrick
tor Michael
Lyden
Sunday, August 13.
IbrmraMary Cayues
ARRIVED.
Tbo*
Lyohns
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
2 ¥ fi
Longfellow WPP
Brig Hattie S Emery, Palmer, Philadelphia.
Bailey Kafr W
Lincoln W A
Br atnard'/hoe E »th MeMorden
A

Germania.New York.. Hamburg.Aug 19
of Boston-.New York..
Liverpool.Aug 18
Ericsson—New York..Nicaragua.Aug 19
.New York. .Liverpool.Aug 23
CMn*.New York.. Liverpool.Aug 80
VeraCruz...New York.. Vera Cruxx+%3

City

|

eity by H. H. Hay,

and W

juneI&od£w&h

nitok.

Baft.
Bailey 1 hoe S

DISASTERS.
Sell Sarah B Harris, before reported ashore on Pulpit Rook, near Moose Peck Head, came off after
throwing over deck load, full of water, and was run
ashore in Uttle Kennebec River. She started
stern,
knocked off rudder, and is otherwise
injured. The
cargQ below deck is badly damaged. Temporary remiM*e on
vessel and she proceeded to

Butlbr Wm
Bar aer Henry package
ClSj-k Ben) F package
C.'ister A
C

Aslibel H
•
Jroeby A O
Carter Chas E
ram

Mitchell Beid
Martin Chas O
Mitchell E L

McDonald Donald
Mack

Dennis

for

Droiee

John
1
M

Mor o D
Merrill E P

i.t
McKenney Franc's
Commanding Officer 1st MeMeseney H L
Cav
Molton John
DOMESTIC PORTS.
Chnse Chas H Capt
McBride John L
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 89th, barque Mary B Bich
Chase rar for miss K Poor Miller Jacob
Hopkins, Boston,
Mitchell John W
| Chamberlin Ma) Gen
Ar 3d, barque Young Rover,
Small, Boston: brig .Cook E H Sergt 1 Me Bat Murray John
A Horta, Young, do.
Cole Frank W
McLeod John 3.1 U I Car
In the river 30th, barques .Jane M
fVoss Practa R
Harward, of
Mathewsou M artinfor mlsa
Bath, and Walter, of Richmond, bound up
Cdoaworthy Geo E
Roxanna C rover
Clark Henry E
Below, ship Glad Tiding, from New York; brig A
McLaogMIn P
C nmmlngs II F
Bradshaw, Fish, from do.
MooreRlcha nl
MOBILE—Ar 29th, barque II&nnlbaL Spates, from
Carter J C for Alex Why-McKennoy b
Pensacola.
ro*
McMeerThos
Cld 29th, brig Stephen Duncan, Horton, for New
Lonwny John
Marttm Wm K
York.
Churohell J Wesley
Merritt Wm A
In port 29th, aliip F B Cutting, Tyson, for LiverCummiiigc Jo* F
Norwood Chester
Cram .Jas II
pool.
v,,..] \[ h
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 7th, seh Nettle Tarbox, PenCarroll Johh W Can’t
Va* J M
dleton, Rockland.
Cross John
Nutting J D MD
BALTIMORE—Cld 10th, brig Matilda, Norwood,
C tollman N H Cc'i
OBonnell Kolert
Providence.
Colman N B Dr
Phelps Abner K
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, brigs J W Harris
Loueley Patrick’.don umentPutnam Aitcmiw
Davison, Matanzas; Allandale, McBurnie, Arecibo*
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whether the former or the latter is the renegade, we shall not attempt to decide.
But in reading the above it strikes us sensible men are in danger of
coming to the con-

devoutly do we hope they never
class, not intending to be invidious, and Without going out of the State, we
mention such honored and patriotic gentlemen as Virgil
D.^Parrfs, Robert Elliot, Dud.
Clay, John Babson, Cyrus F. Sargent, Gorham L. Boynton, Marcellus
Emery, John L.
Hunter, F. O. J. Smith, et id genus omne.
True, some of them have been in Fort Layfayette and all of them, perhaps, deserved to
be put there, but they have never
renegaded
—not they. They are the foundation stones
of the Democratic party—the
pillars on which
the temple rests 1
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The convention was called
to order by a renegade Democrat, it was
presided over by a renegade Democrat, the chairman of the committee on
with
a
resolutions,
half-dozen at least, of his associates, were renegade Democrats, and the nominee for Governor is a renegade Democrat.
The convention was in fact a renegade concern—managed by renegades, and largely made up of that
pure, patriotic and exceedingly disinterested
class of men.
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particularly adapted.
Persons can obtain a better picture for the same
price than by the old process.
Exhibition Booms open at all hours of the day.—
The public are Invited to call and examine speci-
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Convention, the
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last was assaulted and knocked down
by
Henry Woods, of thrt city, and Woods wasflned
$10 andcosts. The Gazette says, “this affray is
another of the fruits of the
groggery at the corner of Rockland street.
It is time this intolerable nuisance was suppressed.”
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New and Original process for making
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man need be ashamed or afraid to be
found. These are the
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nuisance called the “Democrat”— a
rebelaiding newspaper; and they have called upon
Rufus Dwinel and some twenty others, of the
best citizens of Bangor, to make payment, having commenced a suit with that intent. The
presumption is they will have a good time, and
that when they recover they will know it.

Renegadism is certainly becoming respectable.
George P. Sewall, John A. Peters, Samuel
Copy, David D. Stuwart, Sidney Perham,
John J. Perry, Thomas J.
Southard, Lee
Strickland, Albert G, Jewett, Alden Sprague,
and dozens of others that
might be named-

It i* especially important kt
this time, when the

every

SYRUP, contains no opiate or mineral substance.
Very pleasant to the taste, mild in Its effect, yet sure,
safe and reliable, and is Warranted to cure Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint.
Pain or Cramp in Stomach or Bowels. Itis the finest
medicine for children, as well as grow n persons, ever
offeted the public. Try it i No cure no pay.
Prepared only by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence
R. I. For tale by Druggists generally.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Maine.
Julyl7d&w2m
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The Governor
richly deserves the honor lor the effective, able,
and dignified manner in which he has upheld
the interests of the State during his arduous

maylfidi&wtf

6ST-Friday week two barns nearly filled with
hay in Winthrop, owned by Harrison Chandler,
were struck by
lightning and, with their contents were burnt.
The dwelling house was
somewhat injured and Mr. Chandler and his
sister were paralyzed, but not
severely injured.
We gather from the
Bangor Whig that
Marcellus Emery, Beu. Wiggin, and Adams
and James Treat, claim to have lost
$30,000 by
the abatement in that city at noon-day, in
1861,

clusion that all there ever was of good iri the
Democratic party, has now become renegade.

—

Z. K. HARMON,
W. S. SAWYER.
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for its handsome appearance, but complains of
the hotel aecommadotions, and reoommends to
the Portlanders to remedy the evil at once. It
is high time such a recommendation were
heeded. Our city is crowded in its hotel accommodations as mucn as in its private dwell-

adyise our touchy neighbors who don’t like
such music to keep away from it and not fret
their gizzards about it.
|jy Harry Leslie, who is at present imitating
oyer

and

Terms

compliments Portland

If Lindlay Murray does not
object to the
grammatical construction of the above, it is
not for us to complain. Where a
singular
noun is made the nominative to a
plural verb,
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and had come to the determination to drown
herself. She did not commit the dreadful deed,
her courage, as is supposed, tailing her. She is
said to be in a state of mind bordering on insanity, from misplaced love.
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direst poisons, under the name of Imported liquor*,
and wlic.U.d.une dif. compounds pur parting to bo medicinal but not a whit less pernicious, are heralded
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KF"A. young lady at Saco, so says our correspondent, last week left a letter in her room,
in which she stated that she wa* tired of life
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That Rubber Goods cun bo repaired in a nuat and
substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
Julyglsntf
14T Middle St.

an

—certainly constitute company

Blondin at

A Pitct Worth

throat, also a slight one on her temple
and one on her lip—none of them dangerous.
Various opinions are assigned as the cause of
the attack—one that Clarke had been
drinking,
another jealousy, &c. Clarke was locked
up
for the night, and on Saturday was released,

across
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HhO'SZJ 3, DAVIS, Promuetor,
No. Ro Middle SSrrrt,
Portland, Mr,
Copying done in tlm best manor.
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walking

thing if they couldn’t sing such songs. The
spirit of liberty has always been in their hearts
and of course it will show itself in music. We

when

photographic

attack upon his wifr while
up Main Street in company
with two other ladies. A struggle ensued, hut
he succeeded in indicting a cut two inches

she

U^“The Rockland Gazette says Michael E.
Long of Portsmouth, who had just been paid
off from Schooner Lucy Ames, on
Tuesday

:

PORTI-AN I>

gy-Our correspondent at Saco writes, that
on Friday evening, a man named Freeman

alive" indicates decided mental aberation, but
when he gets to the pitch of speaking of that
party as having any ‘soul,’ it is plain that Van
needs a straight jacket.”

KF”The Atlanta Georgian says

SPECIAL

At

it and now you don’t,’ Messrs. Bewail and
Peters, made it perfectly clear to him that there
was little else in the platform.”
Mr. Peters
occupied the chair and had not a word to say
upon or in explanation of the resolutions; Mr.
Sewall’s voice was not heard during the entire
afternoon, and we think he. was nat even in the
hall during the discussion on the resolutions.

5,y Trueman Harmon, esq., has been
ted collector of the Belfast district.

—
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equality in the platform, but a few words of'
explanation from these experts at ‘now you see

sponds : “Talking of a ‘generous’ democratic
to speak of it as “still
party is wild enough

deed, did he foot up against us.
In offset, I was prepared to make a few
charges against his boasted El Dorado; first, currant bushes. The farmers have allowed
their best friends to be killed, and now they are
its remoteness from the great primary depots
reaping the consequences.
of commerce and manufactures, and the imgyit is the law in Japan that no fir or cypossibility that it should ever enjoy these adtree can be cut down without the pervantages; its impure water; its pestilential press
mission of a magistrate, and for every full
its
to
chills
and fever, cholmalarias;
liability
grown tree that is felled a sapling must be
era, yellow fever and other plagues; its frightplanted.
ful reptiles and its still more frightful and de|$y The Hutchinson Family have been conbasing system of human slavery (this, of certiugin St. John, N. B., and some of the old
course, was before the slave power had committed suicide). I was prepaied to ask him

Ihe AryusU true to it* instinct*.
It is
truthfulas usual. In a long, agonizing article on the resolutions of the Union State Convention, it says, "one member did not see negro
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WtNTflBOP, Aug. 12.
Mh. Editor:—Spending a few days at tluWinthrop House, Winthrop, Maine, I thought
1 would drop you a line or two, and if you see
lit to give it an insertion in your valuable pa-

per, you may do so. As you are aware, mine
host of the Winthrop House (and by the way
he is a host) lias put some splendid sailing
boats into that beautiful lake known as Win
throp South Pond, and has erected on one o
the most picturesque islands in this vicinity, a
jood and commodious building, where that
nines of chowder makers, Capt. Harry, is al
ways ready with his bright smiles and good
nature to eater to the tastes of the most fastidious epicurean.
There is a party here, the Una Boat Club
who brought tliei
froti.' your city, at the
eampd, boats, and fixtures with them, and are
living high. They are enjoying themselves a:
w ell as a person can, judging by their meriy
countenances, and the way and manner they
Their boat attracts great atten
move along.
tion, and the velocity with which they make it
fly o ver the bosom of the glassy lake is a theme
for conversation among these quiet people wh >
are unaccustomed to regattas.
One word in relation to the village of Win
throp, and I am done. I have been over the
New England States (or as boys say, traveled
some*) and have scarcely met with a prettier
and n.’ re romantic spot than this quiet New
England village. Itis located In the bosom o;'
a lieautiliil valley, with high and commaudiu;
hills on the east and west. On the north am.
south lie two silvery lakes, iu whose water
perch and piCKerel iu abundance revel am:
natempt the angler to draw them from tlieir
tive element The outlet oi the north lake furnishes a good water power which is improved
a cotton factory, grist mill, saw mills, and

island,

by

Wisman’s Agricultural Implement
Manufactory, which is the largest concern o

Luther

the kind in the State, employing some 60 men,
.and turning out a large amount of work.
I learn that there is an excursion coming
lian. from your city next week, I would advise
all ha nds who want a good time to avail themselves of the opportunity and come and spend
Bion.
a day at
place and the islands.

.this

MXTNIOIi’AIi COURT, AUGUST 13.
Albion M. Tyro.u, Joseph Bonney and Jas.
J. Hawkins, severally pleaded guilty to search
and seizure processes, an,l each paid a fine o'.
$20 and costs.
no ncv.

preparation having
tangled humbug.
coal oil base, as limpid as fluid, emits no offer
sive odor while burning, may be used in acorn
mon kerosene or fluid lamp with equal facili
ty, and irom our observation—having witnessed its operation for an entire evening—we fee1
safe in commending it to the attention of those
who desire a steady, clear, and yet mellow por
table light.
It is cheap,—as cheap as the best kerosene
and will be found to last as long. In the kerosene lamp it allows of a very large, full flame
without smoke, and in the common fluid lamp
it is equal to the best fluid, while as free rom
ail explosive qualities as pure coal oil. We un
derstand it will ho for sale in this city, and i.
so, we feel confident it will give ample satisfacr.

tion.

than nineteen years of age.
sent from home about two
years,

which time

was

Expected Guests.—The iron clads Dictaand Agamenticus, with the noble steamship Vanderbilt leading the way, will leave

tor

may be

expect-

ed to arrive here about five o’clock this afterAdmiral Farragut, Commodore Bailey
noon.
and Hon. Mr. Fox, Assistant Secretary of the
Navy, will he among the passengers. They
will be the guests of the city, and lodgings
have been provided for them at the Preble
Much interest is excited here in the trial of
speed which is to take place on the passage

between the two iron clads. The time of theii
leaving Portsmouth will be telegraphed.

Steam.—Mr.
Yarmouth, being just
vs.

Mark M. Mitch-

minute too
ell of
late to take the steamer from that place to
a bet that he
Portland, tost Saturday, made
here before
would walk to the city and arrive
at
estimated
the
distance,
the boat. He made
one

mile.', in one hour and forty-eight
minutes, l>eating the steamer by fifteen minutes.
The steamer was detained some few
minutes by getting aground.

about 12

Peak Family.—This extraordinary troupe
of bell-ringers and vocalists had
large audiences at their concerts
Saturday afternoon and
evening, and merited applause was bestowed
upon their performances.
This and to-mor.
row evening they perform in
Lewiston, and in
Bath on

tract,
they go.

as

Wednesday evening. They will atthey deserve, full houses wherever

Archimedian Ventilator at >be Stove
Store of A. N. Noyes & Son is a great desiderIt will surely prevent a chimney from
atum.
smokiDg; and, therefore, will, in some good
degree, stop a wife from scolding.
The

spent at

portion
Portland, Oregon.
a

of

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

FIVE DAYS

LATER FROM EUROPE.
Arrival af the Steamship Moravian oil'
Farther Point.

Faetiieb Point, Aug. 13.
The steamship Moravian, from
Liverpool
August Sd, and Queenstown 4th inst., passed
this point this afternoon.
The steamships Albion and City of Cork
from New York, and Belgian from Quebec,
arrived out on the 31st ult., and the steamship
Europia, City of Baltimore and Saxonia from
New York on the 22d ult.
The Bank ot England has raised its minimum

rate of discount to four per cent.

Communication with the steamship Great
Eastern ceased at noon of the 2d inst., and
had not been resumed. Cause unknown.
Latest dispatches from the Great Eastern to
the morning of the 2d inst., report all going on

well, and 1200 miles of cable paid out
Wednesday evening the following dispatch

On

was

received:—

Valentin, Aug. 2d.—8.30 P. M.—Signals from
the Great Eastern at noon became uninteligible, and communication has ceased with the
ship. Cause uuknown.
Nothing additional has transpired, the land
lines between Valentia and Kittery having

Gazette is the

The Atlantic Telegraph (old shares) have
been quiet and nominal under the above news,
the quotations on the 3d being 400 and 600.—
Preferred shares declined from 3-8 premium to
5-8 and 3-8 discount.
Jeremiah Townsend, clerk in the Savings
Bank at New Haven, Ct., who absconded last
May with about $150,900, had been cleverly
captured in Liverpool by two Philadelphia detectives on his arrival at that place from Havana via Southampton.
Townsend sought to
use his loaded revolver when captured, but

leading

Union paper of the
and

Foreion Exports.—The total value of
Foreign Exports from this port last week
amounted to $43,078.04.
Included in the
shipments were 2,050 Shooks and Heads; 1816

Headings; 48,000Hoops; 743,978ft.Lumber; 1,772 brls. Flour; 10 brls. Meal; 10 caskt
Nails; 5,000 gals. Kerosene Oil; 1,500 do Naptha; 220 doz. Shovels; 2 Cooking Stoves.

prs.

Police Appointment.—Capt. Herbert, H.
Sargent of Co. E., 10th Maine, lias been appointed policeman to fill the vacancy caused
by the decease of Applause H. Floyd.
Ladies Chkistian Commission.—There
will be a special meeting of this Society this,
Monday, afternoon at four o’clock. A fhll attendance is requested.
Peb Obdeb.

The American Illustrated Newspapers for
this week have been received at the book and
periodical store of A. Kobinson, No. 51 Exchange Street.

BY

TELEGRAPH

EVENING

PAPERS.

Washington.

the citizens and soldiers that his life was en-

dangered while he

in Alexandria,—several persons who had been deeply wronged by
was

him during the war having armed themselves
to kill him.
1 lie Department of State has received advices from the United States Consul at Bremen, in which it is represented that during
the first six months of this year, from Jan 1st
up to June last, the emigration to tire United
States, through the Port of Bremen, amounted
to 18,700 emigrants, in 50 vessels, against
15,603 in 62 ships in 1863.
During the first six months in 1865, the emigration through Hamburg amounted to 15,609
emigrants, which gives a total of nearly 34,600 in six months from those two ports only.
A far greater emigration to the United States
is expected this fall and next spring, and an
unsusual number of vessels have already been
chartered for that purpose.
Various Items.

New

Yoke, Aug.

12.

The Herald’s Washington dispatch says,
“in yesterday’s Cabinet session President

Johnson’s reconstruction policy was discussed
in a very animated manner by some of his
Secretaries, and that he expressed his determination to adhere to it, regardless of opposition.
The Tribune’s Washington dispatch says
the Massachusetts delegation have unanimously recommended the Hon, Daniel W.
Gooch of Melrose, for collector of Boston and

Charleston.
Fotress Monroe, Aug. 10.
The Steamer Northerner lias arrived from
Richmond tor Baltimore with the 1st Maryland Veteran Regiment.
The steamer Lady Lang has also arrived
from Richmond with the 19th Wisconsin Regiment.
Jh'rom

Texas.

York, Aug. 12.
The Herald’s New Orleans correspondence
says much lawlessness cootinues to prevail in
portions- of Texas, bordering on the Rio
New

Grande.
General Weitzel has issued

order stating
that it is probable the 25th corps will remain
an

in Texas some time, and urging the officers
to the utmost vigilance in improving disci-

pline.

Gen. Canby has requested Gov. Welles of
Louisiana, to warn the civil local officers

against attempting to enforce the police laws
for the regulation of negroes, which are in conflict with those establishing a Freedmen’s Buresu, to agents of which these matters exclusively belong.
Carolina.
N. C., Aug. 5.
The wealthy leaders of the late rebellion,
who expect to control the State convention,
From t/ortli

Haleioh,

and political affairs of North Carolina have
for the past few weeks been giving public dinners In many of the counties of this State, to
returned members of the late rebel armies.—
Committees were appointed, funds raised, and
day designated for a like display of hospitality
at the county seat of this county. As this looked like a public exhibition of approval of rebel
soldiers for their attempt to overturn the government, it was suppressed by M^j. Gen.

Huger.
From

Wilmington.
N.

Wilmington,

been out of order since the 3d.

C., Aug.

4.

As friends of deceased soldiers are either
coming to this place at great expense, to return disappointed,
writing to us to know if
their friends can be disinterred, and if it is
necessary for them to come and do it, the
following fact should be generally known as

eld and vicinity:—No
Ssrtaining
terred
1865.

bodies can be disin-

until

November,

Military Assiynmente.
12.
Major General Hooker has issued an order
announcing the districts in the departments of
the East are six in number, and are to be commanded by Gens. J. G. Park, Daniel E. SickCharles Griffin, Robert B. Potter, J. C.
New

Yobk, Aug.

les,

Robinson and Eli Long.

Fire in Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Aug. 12.
The St. George Methodist Church in Fourth
Street, below Vine Street, one of the oldest
churches in this city, was destroyed by fire
this morning. Several buildings adjoining
were damaged by fire and water.
Arrival of European Steamer*
New Yobk, Aug. 12.
The steamer Kangaroo, from Liverpool has

arrived.

News anticipated,

A HIT BY GEN. GRANT.

During the seige of Vicksburg a knot of officers gathered around Gen.
Grant, and for better employment amused themselves in guessing the ages of prominent officers. Among
the rest they discussed Gen. McClemard, who
was absent at the time, hut whose consequential airs were notorious, and whose differences
with Gen- Grant were equally well known—
One gnessgd that he was about fifty years of
“such a man
age. “Oh, no," said Gen. Grant,
in fifty years!” The hit
was never got up
to arouse the boisterous
was too palpable not
merriment of all around.

the “reconjy The Boston Advertiser says
ciliation” between General Butler and Ad-

telegraphed
miral Porter of which news
from Washington, pyoyes to have been merely
a cut direct.
was

—

Various items,

New Yobk, Aug, 13.
The Herald’s Richmond correspondent says
General Lee is living in the utmost seclusion
at Cartersville, Virginia, and finds occupation
in the cultivation of some four acres of land attached to his handsome cottage.
The Herald’s special Washington dispatch
says all the sailors attached to vessels in the
Navy Yard there have been paid off and granted a furlough of two weeks.
It is reported that Commissioner Holoway,
of the Patent Office, has signified his intention
of leaving that department in the latter part of
the coming week, whether his successor is ap-

them confined to Matamoras.

FRANCK.

The Moniteur, speaking of the present posi-

iion of the Schleswtg-Holstein question, says
France continues to hope that any arrangement that may be made will be in conformity
with the national sentiment of the people of
the Duchies.
of an early inThe Itala
terview between the King of Italy and the
Pope of Rome, and says it Is generally believed
that such petsonal meeting will in no case
take place before the evacuation of Rome by
the French troops.
SPAIN.

of cholera are reported at ValThirty
The cholera has also appeared in the
encia,
camp at Gibralter.
Greencastte, A.ng. 4th.—The London Herald
says that the state of offairs in connection with
the Atlantic cable has led to an advance of
the insurance premium of 25 guineas to 50 and
60 guineas on the Atlantic cable. Up to the
middle of Wednesday the signals received were
singularly distinct, and the Great Eastern was
then nearly two-thirds of the way to Newfoundland. She was in the deepest water of
the whole route—2,400 ttithoms, a little over two
and a half miles, It was at this time that the
signals'to Valencia became unintelligible ’»nd
gradually ceased.
The 'limes infers that the disaster occurred
after the cable left the vessel, from the fact
that it was unknown to those on board, who
cases

The London Times advocates the recommendation of the Detroit Convention for a renewal of the reciprocity treaty, and ridicules
the idea that Canada could be starved into sub-

mission.
Austria has.proposed an arrangement for the.
settlement of the question of the Duchies. She
will consent to£the acquisition of Kid, to the
occupation of Rendezburg and to further territorial acquisition by Prussia, provided she receives a corresponding acquisition of territory
Austria also condion the Sicilian frontier.
tionally approves of the Grand Duke of Oldenburg as the future Duke of Schleswig-Hols-

tein.
It is reported that Legitimist bands have appeared in the mountains of the Gonira Chain,
their watchword being “Spain and Catholi-

1

Entertainments.

Miscellaneous.

BATES

A VD

Latin

the recent
meeting of the President and Trustees of Bates
College, resolutions were passed recognizing the necessity of the separation of the Seminary from the
and it. was voted to organize
At

College,

immediately a Department to be denominated Bates
Seminary and Latin School.

the SEMINARY
will be

Destruction

of

a

Steamer—Gen. Grant.

Detboit, Mich., Aug. 12.
The propellor Meteor took fire on Friday
morning while in the St. Mary Ship Canal
Basin, and was scuttled and sunk in twelve

feet of water. No lives were lost.
The pasThe Meteor is
sengers lost all their effects.
the same boat that collided with the Pewabie.
Both boats were owned by J. T. Whiting of

Detroit.

General Grant and suite arrived at the Central depot, in this city, at 11.80 A. M. to-day.
The party immediately entered carriages and
were conveyed to the Biddle House.
The
street through which the General passed was
crowded with people, who greeted the distinguished visitor with loud and prolonged cheers.
General Grant gives a reception at the Biddle

House this evening.

New York, Aug. 12.
The steamers City of New York, Erin, New
Hibernia
and
sailed for Europe
Beilona
York,
this noon, taking in the aggregate $80,000 in
is

reported as having taken $197,000 in specie.
Mr. Parker, Cashier of the Phoenix Bank,
publishes a note this afternoon, denying the
defalcation will not exceed $300,000, which exceeds the bank’s surplus.

interview with his

an

father, which

reftised by Gen. Miles the commandant of
the post. Mitchell returned to Richmond this

1865.

aug8d&wfccaug21

GORHAM SEMINARY.
“okl time" Academy and Collegiate Beard-

THIS

FALL TERM,

lor

on

Young Ladies,

will

commence

King of Portugal has closed the courts.

He promised a strict law for the final abolition
of slavery in the Postugese possessions.
The Queen of Portugal lias been delivered of
a son.

*

llio Janerio, July Uth.—The Brazilian fleet,
after fighting nine hours, destroyed four Paraguayan steamers and six gunboats, and killed
and wounded 170 men, including the Adini-'
ral. The Brazillian loss was one steamer and
300 men. The Paraguayans captured Borelia

after five days’ fighting.
Latest by telegraph to Londonderry.
Liverpool. Aug. 4th.—The steamship Persia
from New York has arrived.

London, Aug. Uh— Communication with
the Great Eastern remains suspended. Nothing has been heard from her since noon of the
2d. Atlantic Telegraph shares are nominal at
2 1-2 arid 3.
Insurance has advanced to 50
and 60.
from

Washington.

Washington, Aug. 12.

The President to-day had a general reception, admitting without distinction all visitors
having business with him. He appeal's to be
in good health, though exceedingly fatigued
from the rush upon his attention for several
days past. Much of his time is consumed by
the presentation of matters comparatively
insignificant, but ho seems to bear the inflic-

tion with philosophical dignity.
The negro

population

of

Washington

con-

tinues to be increased by arrivals from Maryland. Entire families of the comers carrying on
their persons all their worldly wealth, are frequently seen in the streets.
A census is being taken of the colored people, with a view of ameliorating the condition
of the destitute, and assisting the idle to em-

ployment. The Freedmen’s Bureau has commenced the work of establishing free schools
for the colored clii'.dren.
Campbell hospital,
which is now being divided into rooms, is sufficiently large to accommodate a thousand of
such people. The old resident negroes look on
the influx with disapprobation and jealousy,
fearing the demand for employment may have
the-effect ofreduelng the present wages of labor.

Washington, Aug. 18.
Thus far about 2000 applications for pardon
under the Proclamation of the President have

favorably acted upon by the Attorney
General, but no more than one fourth have
beeu sent out by the State Department to the
intended parties. The remainder await the
signatures of the President and Secretary Sew-

been

ard.
The delivery of the remaining 7-30 bonds
will he made by the 25th hurt.
The Postmaster General is gradually extending the postal service south from Richmond,
having just concluded contracts for the conveyancecf the mails from that city to Petersburg, and from there to Weldon, If. C., twice
a day.
The entire distance is 90 miles.
(ftn.

Grant at

Detroit.

Detroit, Mich., 12.
At an early hour this evening a great number of citizens assembled in front of the Biddle
House to welcome General Grant to Detroit.
Brief and eloquent speeches were made by
Domain and Senator Howard. The General
after bowing to the crowd retired.

atS0@36e.

Whiskey—without decided change;

Western at 2 184

Bice—dull.

@ 2 194, the latter

sales 250
an extreme.

bbls

Sugars-quiet; sales 460

Porto Bico at 12c.
124.

lihds Muscovade at 12;
Also sales 155 boxes Havana at

Coflfee—very firm; sales 600 bags
private terms.

Bio to

arrivo

on

Lord,

A. M., Principal,

With most of his associates of the past year as
Teachers.
The Female Department will still continue under
the immediate care ot Miss F. E. LORD, of Port-

Molasses—dull.

public

assured that the advantages of this
branches of instruction, w'ill be equal to
by any school in the State.
Apply for information to the principal, or
are

school, in all
those offered

WATERMAN,
Sec’y Board of Trustees.
Gorham, Aug. 4,1865—eod&w4w

NO. YARfd

ACADEMY,

YARMOUTH,
FALL TERM
THE
28th.
A Normal Class

will

ME.
August

commence

is iormed in the Spring and Pall.
Board can be had with the Teachers in “Russell
Hall.” Enquire of E. S. HOYT, A. M., or

JAS. BATES, Sec’y.

August 12—eod&w3w

School,

FARMINGTON,

me.

Fall Term will begin Aug. 23d, under the direction of Mr. George M. Gage, Principal, with
Hie Misses Smith, Assistants,
E DWARD BALLARD,
Superintendent of Common Schools.

Brunswick, July 28,1865.

Law
OF

july292awtd

Commercial.
Per steamship Moravian off Farther Point.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET. Aug.
3.—The market generally firm. Richardson. Spence
& Co, report Flour
quiet and steady. Wheat firmer
and holders are askmg an advance
owing to recent
heavy rains. Com firm at 31s ® 31s (id for mixed.
LI VERPOOL PROVISIONS
Aug. 3.MARKET,
Tho market is irregular.
Bigland, Athya & Co. report small sales of Beef. Pork steady. Bacon tend-

ing upwards.

Lard

steady.

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Aug. 3.Ashes quiet anu
steady. Sugars quiel and steady.—
Coffee quiet. Rosin quiet. Spirits Turpentine steady.
Petroleum steady, at 2s 6d for redned.
Latest via Londonderry.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Aug. 4.—Cotton sales for the week 3.,000
bales, including 3,000 to
specuators and 0,000 to exporters. Sales t:>-3av, Fribales,
The
6,000
day.
market has been dull with a
decline of Id on American and id @ Id on other desand
oloses
criptions,
to-day dull and unchanged. The
authorized quotations are middling Orleans 19id.—
and
Texas
19ld. Tlio stock in port amounts
Uplands
tif 81,1*00 bales, of Anferkan.
Breadstuff's flat the weather again selng brilliant.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Aug. 4.—Consols
closed at 8f'J w iso for money.
AMERICAS SECURITIES—U. S. 5-20s 65. Illi,
nols Central Sliares 78j @ 79. Erie Shares 581 @ 69.

(CHANGE

Millinery Goods

FOB SALE!

AT NEW GLOUCESTER, LOWER CORNER.
rilHE location is very pleasant, and good induceY raents are oflered to anv person wishing to engage In a btisiuess well established, with no competition.

For

particulars apply to

New Gloucester, Aug. 8, 1865.

H.

F.

MARSH.

aug9dtf

PURE DRUGS,

PORTERS, BRACES,

Ac.

All of the Celebrated Mineral Waters, KISSINGEN,
VICHEY, CONGRESS, SARATOGA and
EMPIRE SPUING.
Finn

Tnrhey

OF

Pure Wines &

Liquors for Medicinal Use.

jy Particular attention paid to preparing Physicians Prescriptions.
juIyShum

Cambridge, Mass., July 1,

1865.

27w3w

We

will sell

South Pond

of*

TUESDAY.
ball. &c.,

as

it

can

Island, Chowder

a

first-class

PRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY.

Middle St.,

near

Office,
PORTL AND,

fice; S. H. BELL, 20 Temple St, Committee.
Aug y—dtd.

U. T. S. BICE &

i

O I rr Y

removed their Commission Office to, and
J. M.

63

KNIGHT & SON,
Commercial

Street*

augl2dtf

ers.

Great

Patented August

1st,

18G5.

For
Novelty, Cheapness, and utility, surpasses
anything ever before offered iu this country. It is the

Beater for

ihi Million.

Will supersede aP others, and offers

portunity
or

to make

County Rights,

splendid opmoney rapidly by controling State

now

a

for sale at the

JOSEPH PARTINGTON
LANCASTER

UNDER

HALL, would
having

his friends and the public, that
years of practical experience as a

inform
had 18

French Cook and Confectioner,
he is fully prepared to furnish Pic-Nics, Excursions,
Island Chowder-Parties, Collations, Dinners, Suppers, Weddings, &c., With a better quality of

Ice

Cream,

Loaf and Fancy Cake,
(plain and ornamental) and refreshments of all kinds,
than can be found elsewherein the city.
Also, HOT and COLD MEATS, of a'suporior quality furnished at the shortest notice.

WEDDING CAKE that cannot be heat, will be
packed safe and sent to any part of the country,
^“Persons wishing to engage Lancaster Hall, for

Concerts, Lectures, Dances, &c., will apply to
d. Partlsgtox.
July 2S—mw&fCw

C. H.
No.

OSGOOD,

DENTIST,
8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

augll’65eadis&wly

Coat, Pant, and Vest Makers
Wanted Immediately,
-AT-

LEWIS,

ROLLINS

&

BOND’S,

141 and 143 Middle Street*

Aug. 9, 1865.—dtf

BRICK STEAM MILL !
To Let

or

for

Sale.

tTIHE Steam-Mill and Machinery
A

Street, recently occupied

as a

at 1
at
s. Ill
line
assortment
of new and
Congress St,
band Carriages, c iiisisltng cl JENNY
LINDS, OpEN an I TwP BUUG ES, st ., T'JPH.
Wagons. <&c., new itn I hi On ;.tyle und
.nlshi Also second hand 1 xprutwand ilr.-kot Wagons; a:w and secondhand Havr.M-.es &e, c c.
No postponement ou account et the wea t

THE

augTdtd

TENTH

-OF-

AMERICAN MANUFACTURES,
New Inventions & Works oi Art,
UNl>Flt THE

DMtECriOJT

OF XIIE

MASSACHUSETTS OHAKtTAELE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION,
WILL COM3TE>TE AX

and

Quincy Halls,

Wednesday, September 20th,
IN

THE CITY OF BOSTON.

5EIP~ Contributions from all parts of the country of
whatever is new, useful and beautiful in Mechanism
and Art, are solicited. Steam Motive Power will be
supplied fbr Machinery. Honorkty Awards of Gold,
Silver and Bronze Medals, and Diplomas, will be given for articles deserving especial notice.
Communications frbm those who wish move pai ticular information, and from those who will
require
large space, may be whlressed to tbo subscriber.
JOSEPH L. BATES, Secretary.
J

He.NRY BAiLi. V & CO. AuctE-.ccrs.
Aug. 11—ltd

nas soy.

n.

to j.

hcsold BLiAUuda
WILLSaturday,
tho iCth
IfiiS. at
:J.

auc

THE

to..

1

•

NfONIHY ^0Wi>0,.June 2<Uh.
Masters and Misses of ail *f3iand aLa.'nrnen..v, re>ired at any time in the Term. Totoib f >r fchuaiuev
T;rm of live weeks,
& ho* 1 Eo m at Union
Hall, head of Green S leei; entrance <m Fro© Sticei.
Ci O. FILES, Principal, 38 Hanover St.
Post Oftice address, B x 103
juoekbUl
c

cu

Special IVotice
Proprietor of the Winthrop House, WINTHROP, Maine, would give notice that he has
put in BOATS for sailing an 1 rowing in Wlntnop
South Pond, and is ready to accommodate Pleasure

Parties and Excursions at shot notice. He has erected on Wood’s Island a house for the accommodation
of Pic-Nics, Chowder Parties, &c.
The Pona abounds in PICKEREL and WHITE
PERCH.
J3T* Arrangements have been made with the
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties of
Twenty, or more, to and from any point between
for HALF FARE,
Portland and Bangor to
on the regular trains.
A few summer boarders can bo accommodated at
the Winthrop House, with pleasant rooms. There is
also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in
Winthrop the same evening.
Winthrop Village is pleasantlv located on the
Maine Central Railroad, between Portland and Bangor; it contains abont 2000 Inhabitant-. It has a
Telegraph Office, and all the conveniences ot some

to

STANTON
Prop. Winthrop House, WINTHROP, ME.

August S—dim*

T O XT XX I S T S
And Pleasure Seekers.

OF 1865.

Milwaukee,
FALLS,

through

Excursion Tickets from Portiari 1 at very low ra.os.
For Through Tickets and any infirm* ion, apply to
all Grand Trunk Agents iyi Maine ail Now-Bruncwick, or to connecting Steamboat Ouices, and at

Grand Trunk Railway.

Water, Water I
WOODSIDE & QUINNER,

purchased the right to manufacture
lngersoll’s Patent WATER DRAWER, so much
liked by every one. The crank takes no backward
motion in allowing the bucket to lower: also at the
same time filling and emptying with perfect ease.—
They can be seen at the Inventors’ Exchange, corner
Federal and Lime St. Orders mav be left with
S. C. RUNDLET,
Aug. 10, 1865.
aug!2dlw*

TIIE

Oeneral Western licket

Office,

90 Exchange Street.

Commercial
Potatoc Manufac-

Water,

poiutg West & SouthWest,

APPLY TO

on

tory, well supplied with soil water. Building 70 x 80
feet, three story.
For terms inquire of JOSEPH WALKER, or
JOHN C. PROCTER*
Lime Street.
August 7—d3w

BEACH,

Gen’l Ag% 27i) Broadway, N, Y.
WM. FLOWERS,
Eastern Agent, Bangor.
Or of
A AS. E. 1'JilNjJ LE,
ftO Exrhniuje Street, Portland
July 24—d4w

For Tickets to all

Paros from «4 to #7 lower via. the Giand

Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gou.
Agt. I WM. PLOWEttS
k76 Broadway, New I ork. |
Eastern Agt.,Bangor
JAS. E. PKINDLE, Agent,

Trunk

90 Exchange
August 10—tiflm

WILLOW

HAVE

Street,
PORTLAND.

BASKETS I

l&tmtnd

WILLIAM
No.

Aug.

7—d2w*

anted.

ire Engines.
On AIONDA.Y, Seplembcji 25. at Kcuuetf Square,
PhllaielphjV, renu., ±1fky o ) Box Freight
Jar*, ibar feet ei;pf-md-a-^a'f-!’icii ganfe.
On WEI>3ri£!3JL>AY, St.’ptttjjioer 27. at Wilmirgsion, DeX, Eighty-four (3i) Bua Freight Lars, nve fuot

i

:

(

mar

■

822 Boxes Havana Brown
Yellow Sugar.

Eore

Street,
Portland.

and

It

200 Boxes Havana White Sugar.
Landing
sale by

per

ScLoouer “Alonzo,” irorn Havana, tor

LYXCU, ItAHKFH & CO.
julyMdSw

July 22,1865.

Notice!

Copartnership
undersigned
rpHE
X in the name of

I>'oring-,

formed

have

a

copartnership

Mill ikon <Sc Go.,

FOR THE JOBBING OF

Dry Goods

&

Clothing.

We have taken the Store and purchased the Steel
of Measra. O. L. STOKER & CO.
WM. DEERING.
S. M. MILLTKEN,
H. V. LOCKE,
W. H. MILLTKEN,
J. E. BLAUON,
O. B. GIBBS.

Portland, July 13,1868.—<ltf

Dr. G. C.

PHYSICIAN

WEBBER,

AND

at!

Free

(Con.

or

SURGEON,
THIS!

Clothing,

descriptions, by

WM. SHOWN. No 91 Federal Street.
Clothing of all binds Cleansed ami Repaired In
goodcsty!#, and at short notice. Second-hand Clothaugidtf
tag bough! and sold.

SOMETHING

PI,VIV O- EO BTES!
Piano 11

power, purity, swo>tno«a an l durability ot
TjlOK
r Tono, they are unei nailed by any Piano known.
The -impUoRy oi coAstrucrion. together with the
aro

its most

am mg

on
Several of ihoie boantiftil Instruments win
exhibition and fir sale (for xjyro darn only) a* the
A.
II.
Photograph Rooms of
McKLSTNEY, opposite
Treble Hon**.
Persons desir ms ot obtaining a superior Plano, at
a rcasmnb’o price,‘dioul l improve this rare opportunity, Every ImtTuraeat fully warrant® 1.
to.
Gon l Agon
Aug. 8th, 1S0D.—\Lvril

Kxcii

I***

iouw.

The go id Sleamor CA3C0 cia qt
chartered to carry excursi m p'rtl*
to the Islands or to Hainswel!, or
Tuesdays, Thubsdayu a id Ft
Sabin
days, ot each week.
Schools or Societies Intending to riakc exclusion
the coming season will do well to anply.
For terms inquire of
BURGESS. FOBES & CO.,
80 Commercial St., Thomas B’ock
June 29—d2m

I'->r (Ill*

r

IsIhlhlN

L

!

WHERE

doctor tho seoond time.
tv. D. tuts been a practical Electrician for
twentyyears, and is also a regular graduated phveitlan.
electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic (dresses 111
of
-he form
nervous or sick
headache; neu.algia in
•he head, neck, or extremities; eousnmptl >n when
lu tho acute stages or wheie the lungs are not fuliv
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, ncr tula, hip
diseases, white
spinal dlrsrte.-,, cuivuLure
it the spine, contracted muscles, nldcrted
limhs,
or paralyeis, St, Vitas’ 1 lance, doaii ess, stammering or heslcanoy ol sieeoli, dvspeichi, indigesiou, consUpstion sod liver complaint, piles—w e cure
avery case that can be presented; asthma, hr, telnets, strictures of the chest, and all forms or lei. ale
one

swellings,

palsy

complaints.

By Electricity

itrength;

the hlind made to see, tl

r-outh

obliterated;

e
etf to bear and
upright; li e Ideiuishosot
the ACcntrotTS of mature Hie
the calamities of old age obviated and an

lie palsied firm to
are

move

LADIES
cold hands and teet; weak stomachs, lame
backs; nervous and sick hen ache; izzlleas and swimming In the bead, with
Indigestion and
constipation of tho bowels: pain In the side and hackeucorrhosa, (or whites); foiling of the womb'wfth inertial cancers: tumors,
polypus, an I ail that long
rain of diseases wlU tlnd in 1' lscirleltv a snip means
d curs.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and an of those long tire < f troubles
vlth young Ladles, Electricity is a certain specific,
vnd will, in a short time, restore tho su floret to the
/igof ofhiftltli.
Who have
ind weak

TEETH t

TEETII l

Dr. D. still continues to fcxtract Teeth by Elkctricitv WITHOUT PAi.v. Persons 1
eeth or stumps they wish to l ove removed for reacting bo would give a polite invitation to c*.1t.
Superior i lectro Maosftic Va .ulmb lor sale
:or mmily use, with thorough instruct h-nt'.
Dr. D. enn acc mmo^laJe a fow patlctUB with board
urt! treatment at 1j3b house.
Ofttce honrs from 8 o'clock A. M. to 12 :L: from 1
■o 6 P. M., ami 7 to 9 In ti e evening.
Consultation free.
novltt

JivingIlocaye«l

Patent Isolated

Perfect

A

Hu removed Ids otlice from llapp’s Block to
17* MIDDLE STREET,
Srsrly Opposite the Psitel States Hotel,
he would respectfully annom to to the
eitbtons of Portland and vicinity, that lie has
;eruiancnUy located in Shin city, luring tie two
years we have .been in tbs city, vo have cured t me
>f the worst firms of disease in persons who have
t ied other forms of treatment in vxiv, end rminc
pationta Into short a time lhat tLc quci th.n la chc
asked, do they stay cured? To augv.er tills question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will

TEETH !

P A H \r K LEE’S

A

V

DR. W. N. DEWING,
Medical
^Electrician,

irexented;

Of all

O

ustlve circulation maintained.

GREAT PRICES GIVER

Second-Hand

31

leap

Cotton.)

AT

i:

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy
with Joy, and move with tho aqiliiv and electric
tv of youth; (he heatel grald is coi let; tie frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities renewed; finintnees converted to vigor, weakness te

Street,

Aug. 4—dim*

LOOK

The Engines arc five foot gaogo, fivo foot drivers,
tn<^ cylinders 16x24 inghts. They can bo cliaugod to
iarr.»w gauge; at a trilling oxpcn.sc.
Sales to commence al lu A. M.
Terms: Cash in Government fund*.
•••» v.
II. L. llOBlN£OSf,
Brevet Culunel and A. g. M.
julyJffMtd

STJ GARS I

«

The NEW and Fine Steam-

OAZRLLK,

Dissolution.
roarLAXD, August ?, I860,
heretofore existing between
GEO. F. IIOSSand WM. ROSS, Jit., under tlie
arm name of
HOWS
IlHOTllKHw,
is this day dissolved by mutual o.msont.
GEO. E.

ucs.-,

WM. KOMIS, Jb.
Xuo uudorsignud will o intluno the hn-.ne s under
the same firm uaroo ot Kiss Brothers.
WM. ROSS, Jb.
aujTdti

New England Screw Steamship Co.
SPECIAL MEETING of the stockholders < tho
New En *lani Screw Steamship Company will be
held on TCLSDAY, the hiteeiiiJi ray of August
next, at tie office of toe 0< mpany, on Br< wn'a Wharf
in Portland, at tlnce o’cleck V. Al., for the fallowing
nrp^scs
FLat—Xo see whether they wul increase tho Capital Stccfc.
See -nd—Tobtc whether they will make any alterations In the Bj-IaoWf.
Thirdly—To attend to any Giber Ineinccs that may
Legally ccmo before tl*m.
Per Order.
HESOiY FOX, Clerk.
July gP, lfCP.-dtd

A

—

to

Manufacturers and Traders’ Bank.

Tins DAY, June loth, running as follows, until
further notice.
Leaves Burnham’s VVhart for Teak's and Cushing’s Islands, at 9 and 10.30 A. M., and 2 and 3.30 P.
M.
Returning, leaves Cushing’s Island for Tortland, a
9.«A. M. aud 2.45 T. M.
Leave Cushing's Island, flinching at Teaks, a
A. 51., and 5.15 P. M.
Tickets Down and Back 23 Cts; Children 13 CL.
dune 15—tt

“1<1 Ueportfe rs are I crob,
Kj notified that a* tie close oi business on MON*865, the asseth aw<i balances of
u
to THJ NATIONAL
t3?£J*1}}
Hr»»fcrre.t
l>ANh,o* Portland. un « r \vi. u ti tiime
a
rinauui
title the business of the Bank will ilcnce’ci ward
0 conducted. All
orders, chocks am! cmmunicadous should be addiet-i-cd accordingl y.
Stockholders aro requested to hand in their certifleatea to be exchange*!.
E0WABD GOULP. ( ashler.
July 31d3w_
Portland, July 2% 1865.

will commence her trip:

Peak’s

and

Cushing’s Islands,

Valuable Farm for Sale.

Special Steamboat Notice.
The public are
iba:, the Bjuib of tlie

hereby

notified

Tlic HOME FARM of tho Into
JOSHUA E. HALL, oi Gorham,
», conMe., near Great Fal’s Vf c well
<Utaining about ninety acre rod tilvkleJfntowood, partmu >
tons of hay. Land and
Ibrtv-Uve
lur.**
lage land'; pro
bulhltng. In excellent conitltlon. sale ou
reason,hl0
A itedrable property an 1 fur
___.

Portland atnnm Packet (Jo.,

vrill make SIX TI1IPS PER WEEK, as will appear
i>v their advertisement for Summer Arrangement,
leaving Portland and Boston on Saturday
Evening,
J
at 7 o’clock.
**

T"

A«ent-

Symond’s Patent

Burner,
And Petroleum Fluid,

McEVOY,

244

A**u/ast QVABT-.BUASTrc,

°

August r—:12m
BASKETS of every description, made

WILLOW
to order, and ware

A. D,

3P

I HESSE 1>,

Railway

and Returning via. the Royal Mail Line ol Steamers,

E. P.

August,

hogfccmJer

ALB VMS'

impost Stilly of Its giving out,
important uisrite

NIAGARA

cf

Will be sel l at PUBLIC AUCTION, to le highest
bidder, the following rolling fr-fock:
Cia. Xt>ES£)AX,
If1, al the f\rilanU Co.’s
™
h rnahic, sir (,)i c .L otUc 11 giiit-i.
n TrfUTWI>AY,
£2, a* Hinkley &
WiUhuns' Shop in Boston, 7Ua.-s., ioi’.r (.) Loc^mo-

Oifi

large places.
The Boats, and House on the Island, arc under the
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDON.
For further particulars apply by letter or telegraph

Cliicatro,

m, oa the pronl-res,

MILITARY RAILROADS.
jJKtTE»6TATL?<
or
Omnos,

THE

Grand Trunk

(Ay

tho baskell Estate, on Coil: r Li, eel,
PiUghnlu, heloi numbered 24. lie loi Is sir ut 12
trout
111 Let deep, with a largo tv' den
by
j.uet
douso thereon, arranged lor four families, 'i'llle pers'ebL Terms, uu^-tulra cash, balance lu ono an I wo
,'03ra. Por Umber narttoitlsxs apply t> 1 fW'I)
POX, C. 1). MERRILL,or the Audi steer
E. M. BATTEN.
Aug, 0, 13C5._
augluesutd
12

Julv in, ltth.
^.Awriagtah p.
AUCT’ON SALr-OP VOIJ.jNG siot K.

\o.

SEASON

a

Auction.

July 19—2aw 4w

EXCURSION

I

and
second

▼aca’l'fkoi two Feo3 s aaaumced bgr Mr. IT.
having en lel, p. skort Summer Term of live
weeks Vrili fce o-Mnmojco l

o’clock P. M. each day

LAKE ONTARIO, TIIE THOUSAND ISLANDS,
RAPIDS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE, SARATOGA, WHITE MOUNTAINS.

Artificial Teetli inserted on Gold, Silver and VulAll operations warranted to give satis-

canite base.
h^Uon.

at Auction.

1

Ttio above stock Is all new, and ol tho very best

Winthrop,

INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE, HO Federal St.
F. T. CUSHING.
Aug 9—dlw

go St.

lo’cl-ck A.if,
SATURDAY, Aug. 19;h,
Bank! OXJohn
Russell’s arrlatr Mrnalacton-, N
113

Academy !

c. o. files,

a

TO PLEASURE PARTIES.

Beater!

m

we bliall soil tlie three storv Brick Iioa„
jg
Cross Street. It 18 a good hon»e, finished thnmch.Ajt'
has 12 rooms, and fine closets. A capital rellar ,.x.’
•leilent water, ami pknty ol it, both liar
and soft;
h good si aide.
This property is | I, insanely ami centrally situated, and in a good neighborhood. The lot
i)ontains about 7000 feet oflaiid. If yen v. ant a liouso
lew to business secure this. Title dear sale osidve.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Ausitmcsrs.
Aug 12—td

Paintings,

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,

TILDEN’S

Egg

Port Wild

JEdL Jk. 2.., L,,

And continue from 2 to 10
during tlie week.

Chance for Business!

Champion Egg

Valuable House at Auction.
Weil Tie*, lav, August Will, at ;i u’chwk p.

OX

ment

MONDAY, August 21st,

I

taken the Store recently occupied by
HAVE

Wt’4 Co-

hdc-Sprlag

FAIR!

rnHE CATHOLICS OF PORTLYND will liol.l
FAIR in aid 01 ST. DOMINIC'S SCHOOL, at

ME.

CO.,

inn,lire of
«HKRY

Aug 8-a

1

,T'1

YXL

R E M O

particular,

angUtil

National

i

Post

dim*

SALE

POETIVJD, Aujrttst .8,J835.—daw

at
P. M.
We have secured a sufficient uiunlKjr of
Passenger
Cars to accommodate all who wish to join us.
Tickets for the Excursion $1,00, for sale by the
Committee of Arrangements, at the Cars, at Paine’s
Music Store, at E. 0. Andrew's Exchange St., and at
J. B. RacklelFs Bonnet Bleacliery Congress St.
If the weather is unpleasant the excursion will be
postponed until the next lair day.
W. H. PHILLIPS, 338 Commercial St: F. LORING, 81 Federal St; JOSEPH TRUE, 4 Custom
House Wharf; RUFUS L>. BEAN, Portland Co. Of-

ZUNDER, Faneuil

&

FEUCHTWANGER
Aug 12

First

the Island, accommodations

on an

EXHIBITION

Dress Goods, Linen and Cotton
House Fnrnishiny Goods,
Ciotlis for Gents’ Wear,
Goods usually kept in
Establishment of this kiud, at

n

For

Horses, Carrfagt's, Harnesses, «£<•.,

Music by Raymonds* Quadrille Band.
Cars will leave foot of State Street at 7,43 A. AT.,
and Grand Trunk Station foot of India
Street, at »
A. M., precisely and arrive at
Winthrop Grove 1u,1j

Prices!

and every kind ol

t

—-BY-

for boating and flailing, or a good dinner at the Hotel
in the Village, at cheap rates.
Also Refreshments
will be for sale on the grounds. Plenty of Ice Water.
A new platform lor dancing has been been
placed
in the grove.

Dry Goods,

Reduced

«*''

an 1 Wednesday, August urn and
at 11 A. M. an * 1>. M.
A o’. »ioe eolhwSea Shells, cjnsiolng of never.'1 hu idrod varlJties. all
which arc of a recent imiwirtaJxi.
The
subtle arc invited to examine this ma f.iliicont assortofcurloHlties from the dominium* of Old Neplune. Tueso are »iwks of nature, ami no artist that
ever live 1 c mid imitate them In -ha hi or e lor.
Also, a lot of Chinese Silk Haudkemhiau; two rich
Did beautiful Venetian rearl Hoad Dresre--; a n-w
beauLtlulOll
consisting of Eon Iscapes, Ac.
I Every article will b« shld, without reserve, to the
bidder. The Lalles arc Invited to attend.
highest
1

AT OLD RATES!

Ausujst 15,

only be enjoyed there.

liberty

81

FOR

The Pond abounds in Pickerel and White Perch.—
1 n the center of the Pond is an Island, on which is
erected a large public house, where all the fixtures
necessary for serving Chowder in good style arc kept.
Arrangements have been made with the proprietor
to lUrnish to all who wish, passage to and from the

—AT—

Greatly

“Iluatod ,.n tbo Comoro! t ongio.-.
There arc I tw> story w.,“ o
t,Ke M1
h « 0 on < o

sizes Tuesday
16th,

On which occasion they will be happy to meet all who
would enjoy fishing, boating, dancing, swings, foot-

our

"We take the
of inviting purchasers to give
ns a cal!.
They will find all varieties of desirable

g'

.

Sea Shell*, Engraving*, and other
Faneg Articles at Auction on

^lLE

Grove,

S3?"* Six Tickets $1,00.

Stock

aal

fho hniJeL^o m,tireinu“,;;Lba:|!; W“” ■* “:
A>i»airtoeotfidlya.3pj^SU3ftiJt^.
i
{■* ‘>leut neigbborluol and ricaindUn J
^n, ,1
Jccupaiicv. *1,0 lot about St ont"“
one
'.re'o s
and 111 lent on Wilmot.

COMMENCING ON

Great Sale of Dry Goods!
day until further notice,

t «n

I. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 13 Exchat

-OX-

TOT HE PUBLIC !

this

5 i££ ti
fiSiiSXBSSt
tvr^nmi SiL'“.

j.

of

CATHOLIC

Academical Year 1865-*66, there are two
of Nineteen Weeks each, commencing
September 18th, 1865, and March 5th, 1866.
For Catalogue and Circular address
JOEL PARKER, Royal Professor.

FROM
whole

7-30 NOTES!

GRAND

VACATIONS.)

Valuable Real Estate

Ventre .S/n,,, gee.

an it

Sale

—

ios^i?r ho uJK.0?

GENUINE MEDICINES,

COLLEGE !

terms
Fthe

Pure

Small stock of

Winthrop

Soliool

HARVARD

Mortgagee’s
-OF-

AT AUCTION.

ENGLISH, FRENCH and AMERICAN PERFUMERY and FANCY GOODS, TRUSSES, SUP-

Returning leave Winthrop Grove

State Normal

Bosin and Tar nominfil.

Oils—steady; Linsocd 1 17 @ 1 20. Petroleum dull
and unchanged at 324 @ 33c for
crude; 494 (® 524c for
refined in bond, and 68 nj 72c for refined free. Lard,
and
Whale
nominal.
Sperm
Tallow—lower; sales 75,000 lbs at 11?!® 121.
Wool—dun.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.

Poet Office.

DEALERS IF

CHEMICALS

ti
ile L*"

oi

land.

The

«

PORTLAND, ME.,

their Annual

-TO-

NavalStoros—dull; Spirits Turpentine 135. Crude

do.

St., Fox Block, near Ike

STJ? >JZX?£gcr.r-,.» aas
W.

Portland Division, No. 9-5, S. of T.,

Under the management of

W. G.

Xete York

and deciinlng; sales 945 bbls new mess at 32 75 fi
33 50, closing at 32 75 cash; 1863 and 1804 do 29 50 ®
31 06. Prime 24 00.
Prime mess 27 90 @ 27.
Also
sales 650 bbls now mess for August and September,
seller’s opttnn, at 32 00 ® 33 000.
Lard—quiet and steady; sales 970bbls at 19j@24J.
Butter—steady; sales of Ohio at 23 @ 28c. State

ititkPJ

75

a§

Tie... Nalr

jaaerasssKijKTs'a
flf
!c. Houas^S^' VtVatyl^

DRUGGISTS,

The Excursion of the Season.

Will make

iiun..i.t tn.jii,

droning(ill tlio entire atockbnil»po«Loi
dies are invited to attend the i»aUe.

CROSMAN & CO.,

by Verdi.

EXCITli SSIO TV

their sale.

Markets.
New Yobk. Aug. 12.
Cotton-heavy; sales 1300 bales Middling Upland
»
at 44c.
Flour—receipts 9,442 bbls; sales7500 bbls. Stale
and Western less active, but prices generally without
decided change. Superline State 5 SO ® 615. Extra
do 0 50 @ 6 56.
Choice do 6 60 @ 6 65. Bound Hoop
Ohio 7 95 @ 8 30. Choice do 8 65 @ 9 65. Superfine
Western 5 90 ® 6 15. Common to good extra do 6 55
@ 6 90. Southern dull; sales 450 bbls mixed to good
at 7 85 @ 9 15.
Fancy and extra 9 20 @ 12 50. Canada quiet; sales 300 bbls common extra at 6 60@
6 85.
Extra good to choice 6 00 @ 9 25.
Wheat—dull and declining for Snring, and 1 @ 2c
better on Winter; sales 50,000 bushels Ciiicago Spring
at 1 40 @ 1 45. Milwaukee Club 144 ® 2 45. Amber
Milwaukeee 145 @ 1 46,
Winter Bed Westerul 95.
Amber Michigan 2 06 @ 2 07.
Corn—is in large supply, and with only a moderate
demand ehe market is scarcely so firm. Prices, however, aro without decided change, sales 73,000 bushels mixed WeBtem at 90 @ 9lc for hlsh mixed and
nearly yellow to do; unsound, 85 ® 89c.
Oats—actiye and firm; sales Western 65 ® 651c.
Beef—quiet; sales 750 bbls.
Pork—opened excited and higher, but closed dull

CO.,

&

Aqg. 3—d2w

PRO GBAM ME.

Wednesday August 30th, 1865,

cism.”
The

HAMILTON

COR. CONGRESS AND PKICBUJ
STS

Band of the Seventeenth Infantry.

its

Where they wiLl be pleased to meet their oil custom-

New York, Aug. 12.
A man named Wiseman has been arrested
with a large amount of postal counterfeit fiftycent stamps, and counterfeit bills on the Webosset Bank of Providence in his possession.
The arrest was made while he was negotiating

F.

Sec. of Board of Trustees.

N«*
of a Counterfeiter.

B.

THE-

Overture—Nebueodonosor, (Band)

•niton

an.

sSfrur?R^.”’ i_r»val*.N« k

ZOWULL,

A.

Lewiston, August 7th,

morning.
Arrest

BARGAINS I !

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

JODX

Fortress Monroe, Aug. 19.
James Mitchell, soil of John Mitchell, arrived here, from Richmond, last evening, and
was

Foppenberg,
Kesler, Mr. F. Boerner,
-AND

Dry end F.inry Goods!
»*»“Wtagot Prints, l>«l.ainen, Thin Hiess Goods.
<-lotto, Napkins,Ooylios, luwel., j ini
™»*>, tonMi

Foa A SHOUT TIME!

PAST I.

Maine.

froth fortress j!tonroe.

sought

Mr. Jacob

THE LATIN SCHOOL
Song—“When the Swallows homeward fly,”
(Maria Poppe u be rg)
will have for its especial and sole object, the prepaby Abt.
3 Potpourri—Faust, (Band)
by Gounod.
ration of students for
4
Sol
may
Harp
■—Introduction
and
they
College
College—any
Triumph March,
choose. Three Instructors In addition to the Presiby Madame Poppeuberg.
5 Duetto—Trovotore “Home to our Mountains”
dent have been attached to this
bo
will
audit
school,
(Mr. Kesler and Miss Maria Popponberg)
their effort to prepare their students fof College in the
by Vordi.
6 Waltz—(Band)
strictest and most
will
be
manner.
Prizes
by Fahrbacli.
thorough
PAKT 11.
given for excellence in scholarship in Greek and
Overture—‘‘La Dame Blanche,” (String Band)
Latin.
by Bjleldicu.
Students in the Seminary and Latin School, will | j
2 Song—LaMonola (Miss Maria P.)
Rini
have free access to tire College
Library, Gymnasium, 3 Karp Variation (Mad. Foppenberg.)
4 Song—“Thou art so near and yet, so far.’*
Lectures, &c.
(Mr. Kesler.)
by Itelchardt.
TUITION
5 Concerto for Clarionetto, (Mr. Boerner)
by Ben-.
will be charged at the rate of
$24,00 per year. The G Duetto—Comic, (Mail, and Miss Maria PoppeuAuber.
i>«rg)
by
is
divided into three terms of thirteen weeks
year
7 Fbialc—{Band.)
each. These terms will begin as follows:
Concert to commence at S o’clock. Tickets 50 cents
Fall Term, August 24th, 1865.
each, to be had at Paine’s Music Store, a.id at Crosman & Co’s.
Spring Term, January 11th, 1866.
aug!2dtd
Summer Term, April 26th, 1866.
For Circulars containing further
particulars, address the President, O. B.
CHENEY, D. t>., Lewis-

specie.

The steamer Tariff, which sailed yesterday,

OFFERED at

assisted by

And will be

STOCK,

OUK

83.

sundry write, and will be sold at Public
Auction, at tbo Auc Jan liooiu ui c Larl&>
i 0rter, No. 10*j Federal Street, Portland, a LAKUE
STOCK OF

npAKP
l

Will be

Wednesday Evening, August 16th,

1
2

THE

Various Items.

IN

MADAME POPPENBERG,

Preceptress.

ton,

CjUMBlLRLAXP,
N on

GOODS !

SUMMER

Sales.

SHEBIFF’S SALE.

PIECE

Will be given by

Miss Maria

original plau of tle Maine State Seminary, embracing a Ladies course, and a miscellaneous department of both
sevos, including instruction
in Ornamental
branches, Music, Penmanship, Phonography, Book Keeping, *V,c. The Seminary will be
under the government of a
separate Principal and

Auction

-QF——

Concert !

the

on

EVERY

GRAXD

A

*

Seliool.

Miscellaneous.

CITY HALL!

SEMINARY

J. A.

w8re sending" their messages as usual when
their signals became unintelligible at Valencia,
and at last ceased entirely. As to the chances
Washington Correspondence.
ot ffte recovery of the impaired part of the caNew York, Aug. 12.
ble, and repairing it, it may be that this proThe Post’s Washington dispatch says that
cess would not be accomplished at the rate of
the post office department is busily engaged in
more than a quarter of a mile an hour, which
the restoration of the mail service in the Southwould at once
the slightest wind or
ern States.
A number of offices have been
rough sea
an
end
it
its
cut
adrift
to
avoid
to
put
by
being
reopened; but appointments have not yet been
the certainty of its breaking if it continued
announced.
E. H. Eastman, a lawyer of
For such eventualities
fast to the great ship.
Nashville, has been invited by the President
the Great Eastern is amply provided. She has
to become his confidential Secretary in order
many buoys on board, equal altogether to a to facilitate the transaction of public businessfreight of fifty tons, and she has at least four
or five miles of powerful ropes which can supNo Signs of the Great Eastern.
port all that the buoys themselves can float.
This effort to buoy, however, will not be reHeart’s Content. N. F., Aug. 9., 1
sorted to until the last extremity, owing to the
via Sydney, C. B., Aug. 11.
)
At this hour, 9 o’clock Wednesday evening,
danger and improbability of finding the cable
a thick fog prevails.
The Royalist returned
again.
The Times, in conclusion, remarks that
from the Galatae, forty miles down the bay,
should the Great Eastern make a successful thte* evening.
She reports no signs' of the
effort to haul in the cable and repair it, a clear Great Eastern.
renewal of the signals may be looked for at the
latest within a couple of days. If, on the conIron Works Destroyed.
trary, that time should pass without the cable
Philadelphia, Aug. 12.
of
case
must
we
fear
that
the
life,
giving signs
The Cohockshit Iron Works, on the Gerbe considered hopeless as far as regards sucmantown road, were destroyed by fire early
cess this year.
this morniDg. The fire was caused by acciThe following is a summary of the news fordent. Loss over $20,000: insured for $3,000
warded per steamship Etna from Liverpool 2d
in the Boyal Insurance Company.
iust., for New York:

or

Wilmington, Fort Fisher, Smith-

Tetter
The Election Fraud* in Tennessee
from Ex-President Tierce to Jeff. Davis.
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 12.
The Press and Times of this morning contain a proclamation of Governor Urownlow,
proposing certain questions to clerks of county
courts and sheriffs, with the view of ascertaining whether the elective franchise was fully
complied with in auditing the recent elections.
Information has been received at the State
Department that in some counties it was erroneously construed, in others it was wilfully
evaded, and iii some instances it was totally
disregarded. Tlie.Governor invites all loyal
citizens to communicate information in relation to the question, and assures the loyal citizens of the State that no array of members
however great, no censure of disfranchised citizens however loud, no combination of Union
men however respectable or valued, will prevent the execution of said law according to the
substance and spirit ot it.
The Times also publishes a letter from exPresident Pierce to Jefferson Davis, dated
July 6tb, 1860, in which he says: ‘‘Without
the abstract right to secede, I have
discussing
never believed that the actual
disruption of the
Union could occur without the shedding of
blood
j but through the madness of Northern
abolitionists thi3 dire calamity must come.
The fighting will not be south of Mason and
Dixon’s line merely.
It will be within our
borders, in our streets, between the two classes
of citizens to whom I have referred.
Those
who defy the law and scout the constitutional
if
obligations will, we ever reach the arbitrament of arms, find
occupation enough at
home.”

or not.
was prevented.
Nearly $99,000 of the stolen pointed
The planters in some portions of South Caromoney was found in his possession. He sailed fof New York in the custody of the captors lina, forgetting that the negroes have been
freed, are practicing the old barbarity of lashper the steamship Etna from New York on
ing them, and General Van Wyck, commandthe 2d.
the Westmoreland District, has imprisoned
Satterthwait’s circular of the evening of the ing
some of the chivalry, and issued an order
2d, says we have to report a fair amount of busi
warning others against similar conduct.
ness in American securities for the past week.
The Herald’s Matamoras correspondent deU. S. 5-20’s steadily declined lor several days,.
tails the affair of Cortinas attacking the Imuntil they touched at 67 7-S, from which they
perialists’ train, showing it to have been of very
rallied to 68 1-2.
small account.
Sir K. McDonnell, Lieutenant Governor of
The republican soldiers imder Cortinas are
Nova Scotia, has accepted the Governorship
represented as sadly lacking discipline, but
of Hong Kong.
well fitted for the work of harrassing MaxiThe weather in England had become mallemilliau’s troops on the Rio Grande, and keeprent. Much rain is tailing.

ITALY.
denies the rumor

burg.
Mosby left for his home on Thursday evening in Warrenton, there to remain subject to
the orders of the War Department. Such was
the excited feeling against him on the part of

House.

Ml.'sc1.1:

smart

S*Y TELEGRAPH,

Personal.—We received a call on Saturday from from Joseph MiUiken, Esq., one oj
editors of the Cincinnati
Qazette, who is
spending a short season in this vicinity in
pursuit of pleasure, health and cminers. The

to

morning, and

a

little more
He has been aba

before such communication will be restored
throughout the State.
By Monday the cars on the Orange & Alexandria Railroads will run through to Lynch-

pleasant. In order that those who
think of participating in this beautiful excursion may know what they have to expect, we
publish the following letter, received Satur-

this

was

enterprising young man,

Washington, Aug. 12.
Repairs to the damaged railroad in Virginia,
rapidly progressing, and it will not be long

weather is

Portsmouth

He

are

EXCURSION TO WINTHROP.
The Sons of Temperance will make tlieii

It is a

and

From

R C, on duty

Kxcelsiob Bcfbning Oil.—This is

zen, Mr. Charles R. Frost.

-TO THE-

Capt. and A. Q. M., U. S. A.

excursion to Winthrop

July, George Henry Frost, was accidentally shot by a man named David Tomkins, the
woutul proving fatal.
Young Frost was a son of our respected «iti-

4th of

a

duty

during the
Henby Inman,

Whole

Accidentally Shot.—A letter from BanCity, Idaho Territory, states that on the

nock

Wcst, large, influential and ably conducted
a source of
large profit to its proprietor.

Private Murray, P, 13th V R C, on duty at

44

Veteran.—A quiet, smiling, vivacious
gentleman may be seen any day on our streets,
as sprightly, il' not as the
youngest, yet as
most persons half a century younger, who first
opened his eyes on this world on the fith day
of June, 1776, and Is therefore in the ttlsi
year of his age. Determined to be young despite the increase of years, nature helps the
purpose by extending the lease, while Ids case
seems an exact
counterpart of the Psalmist,
whose mouth is so satisfied with good things
that his youth is renewed like the eagle’s.—
The initials of the venerable gentleman art
C'apt. Hanson M. Hart, the honored father of
our estimable fellow-citizens,
Henry B. and
Hanson M. Hart, Jr.
A

14, 1865.

FR
Ang

sale

by

12—dl w

A.

A. NOYES & SON,
30 Exchange St.

of the aubeorlher,
“inquire
the

on

or

of Mr* I. A. HALL

TreaanrrrS Oflice, Port laud. Me.
l,r""^y
P—d*wtt

August

Bogs’ High School.

Candidates

Schod, wm be
2nd, at D A. M.

Aug. 11-dlw

witaiKjon to tiv B,,v
examined on

f>r

SATURDAY,

...

h

Sept.

Pke OliDEr. C Jt,

young should use
STERLING’S

BY KATE PUT*AM.
are

musky;

All the mountains with smoke are dun.
tierce with the heats that through them run,
Meaiow-Hlies golden and dusky, j
i>.uzo in the level summer sun.
corn run down to the
Grasshoppers swarm on the

Waves of

R R °

river;
parching ground,

fV

Shrilling the air with ceaseless sound.

Ivy ten arils cluster and quiver,
Over the swinging branches wound.

pleasures have lost their sweetness
Weary of the barren shine,

Aii, for the wealth of corn and vine!

Never the faster falls the shadow!
it lima the yellowing Helds of wheat
Stray the clematis* winged feet:
Laziiy era viing over the meadow
Sways and summers the summer heat.
[Portland Transcript.
Providence, R. I,

)

oe

NooUerty,) Joon 31,1865.

sole

J

Dreems was common in the old Skriptooralloorai times, and was konsidered es protieticle.
I had a dreem larst nite, which may or it may
Ef it may, the Lord
do- mene suthin.
help
the unUer-ined, is my prayer continooly.
I dreemsd that I Was ded—that assisted by
a ty.tu iever and 2 dockters, I hed bustid the
bond., of morality and hed sored to the unknown hereafter. Up I went to the gates of
the to.her world, where I was confronted by
Peter.
“tVuere you frum?” ses he.

“ixoo Ge.ay,” ses I.
“Was you a good citizen f”
“I was a Dimmycrat who never skratched a
ticket.”
jiev you votid that ticket for the larst four
yearj and kin you rede ?”
‘•Aliev anil kin.”
“then your place is below. Git,” he ses,
wlch a did.
a met his Majesty, Satan the 1, at the
dore,
and he welcomed me corjelly. I was disapin
his
pointed
personal appearance. He was
mijdiin sized man, and

gentlemanly in stile,

kinder re cnibiin Gefferson Davis very much,
only he had a more intelectooal cast of countenance.

‘•(Yeikum,” ses he. “I have been xspectin
you sum time. Welkum.”
“Hcv you many of the Dimocrasy with you,”
ses L
■‘jSot meny of the ginooine kopperheads,”
he.

ses

Uv
*'

coarse

^

you hevn’t;

not

it,”

ses

we

everldge

he, gazin’ onto

good

as

with

me

intsas fondnis; “that’9 not jist all. All but
aojut ten or eleven from each
county git out
it

0j

by pieedin ignorance, idiocy, and sich.—
4 4 ^ ri^ht; I make it up by hevin a

heavier force to spare to stir up the few leaders
You kin reed print, can’t you?” he arsked anksiiusiy.

ui kin.”
“Ail rite,” ses he. “Gefferson Davis will be
along in a few months, tho ef he don’t show
more man than he did when he was
caught
he wLi make poor amoosement.”

‘He’s

a

disgrace

to

his seeks; he ort to hev

bona woman.”
“iroo; but ez Shaksppeer ses, there’s a divini^y that shapes our ends—Then Alec Ste-

you git him ? He was originelly opposed to sece^hun.”
‘•inat’s my best holt Davis was
always a
seceoh. Benjamin was because he
thought it
w^.-u.d pay—on them I’ve had a
mortgage ever
sea_e they arrived at the
years of accounta-

bility. Stephens knode seceshun was rong—
he can’t pieed
ignorance nor nuthiu, fer he
warned lib people agin
it, and then was hot
up to doin it himself lor the poor privilege of
playing second fiddle to Jeff. Davis, who draw-

ed a miserable bow liisself. I’m ded wood on
him.”
ell me, gentle sir, how about
Femandy
Wood, Vaaandygum, et al, as the lawyer*

say.’

"in doo tune

t.iey’re

mine.

They

in deJ ornest tryin to do as much
good as
they have bad, and lived to be as old as Matboosler, they coodent make a commensement
towards balanciu the hooks. By the way,
speakin of Methoosler, I had to wate pashently for customers in them days, when men lived Odd years.”
“There’s Corry, Colorado Jewett, and Alec
Long,” continooed he, “I’ve hed my eye on
Jewett, and Corry I’ll lose—there’s a place
outside of my joorisdicshun fer slch. They
ain’t responsible, you see. The devils that
was cast out nv the man and took
refuge In
the swine, left the swine when
they was
and
have inhabited meny men
drowndid,
sin e. 2 of em are in Corry and one in Jewett to-dayAlec Long has evry now and then
a gii nmerin of sense; he shows
occasbunely
surface indicashuns of iutelleck, not
quite
eauff to maik a lunatick uv him, and too much
for a idvlt. I may git him and
may not. But
you will hev plenty of compeuy. The stand
your party took druv thousands uv men in2
cussidniss, who knode better, and who, ef let
alone, wood hev dodged me.
Ihevmyeye on some who denounst Vallandygum, and yet, when the screws were brot
doun on2 em (aod by the way, jest sechas
yoo turned them sed screws—and he poaked
ms jockerly in the
ribs,) actily presided at
Vallandygum meeting, and votid for him.—
Tnen, alter he was defeetid, they swore they
didn’t vote for him at all, addin a dirty lie to
the original sin, which is givin the devil (es
you stile me), hl3 doo, with compound interest.
But excoose me—I’ll show you your appartmence.
This way, my deer sir.”
I objected to goin, and lookt ankshusly

aiomdfor

a

came over

the

Observin this, a change
polite gentleman afore me. His
eyeigiiisened,a sulphrus stream ishoed from
his mouth, his feet parted in2 hoofs, his fingers
elongatid in2 claws, I observed a tale peepin
<fo vu under his cote,—in short, he was transescape.

formed in2 the identicle devil I hed seen on several occashuns when labrin under attax of delirium tremins sooperindoost by drinkin a barl
er so of much elexshun
whisky doorin hotly
conte tid campanes. He recht one claw for
ms, when I awoke. 2 say I was rejoist atfindia myself once more on pray in ground is week,
twas

joy unspeekab’

dreem.
Let Pastur of the Church of the Noo

sashun.

he

Dispen-

and an old subscriber:
O. 8.—I hear we are going to have the Saturday Press again; is it so ?

Ed.—So it seems.
O. S.—What did you ever stop it for?
Ed. For want of money.
O. S.—Why do you revive it, then?
Ed.—For the same reason.
O. 8.—All right, let’s celebrate the event :
what’ll you take ?
Ed.—Your subscription, if you please.
If you say to your friend in the
morning,

May your shadow
not expressing the
till

grow less,” are you
wish that he may not live
never

?

noon

hypocritical scoundrel in Athens inscribed oyer lus door, “Let no evil enter here ” Diogenes wrote udder it, How does the
A

owner

get in?”

COMMENCE

lTJ

A

al.

and 1.26 P. M.

^Yieight

train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
with trains at principal stations,
connect
Stages
daily for most of rhe towns North and East of this
l‘ne.
C. M.

Waterville, June ‘22,1865.

TRUNK

Well known

From

From

AKRlVB

do.

Tickets, at Reduced Prices, will be issued
me summer season from Perils d to Be>hel,
bam, lcland Po d, Montreal and Quebec.

K turn

claims of said consolidated bond-holdns.
And they further give notice that the sum to
fe paid mr the redemption of aid mortgage to John
Jh
over the rights and claims
having
of said consolidated bond-holders, is, as conveniently os may be at the rate ot twelve per cent, on each
lundred dollars of bonds and coupons secured by said
leeil and mortgage of Jan. 1,1857.
j The undersigned, Trustees os aforesaid, do therehereby can upon all holders of said bonds and
foupons for interest or other claims, secured by said
Jeed of Jan. 1, 1857, to pay their several
it the sum to be paid for the redemption of said mortgage to Myers, being at the rate of twelve per cent, on
f very hundred dollars so held by them respectively,
ind they appoint the same to be paid to either of
Trustees, ot the office of Evans & Putnam, -No.
/4 Middle Street, P rtland, on or before the first day
ff September, 1865.
J. C. CHURCHELL,
Trustees
)
N. L. WOODBURY,
Y. & C. R. R.
GEO. EVANS,
Co.

rights

Myers,

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding 850 in value, and that personal unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger lor eveiy *500 additional value.
O. J. BttYDGE-i, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Buperint^ndent
Portland, Juae 22ud, 1866 —dtf

A PORT8WOUTD
RAILROAD.

p»:.<5B31£iq

lollows.'
rortland for Boston, at 8.40 A.M. and 2.60

t.<javu

P. M.

P. H.

Freight trains leas e Portland and Boston daily.
FEANCIS CHASE, Snpt.
Portland, A pril 3, 1806.
eutf
VOItK A CUM HURL AND RAIL ROAD.
SUMMER AmiANOEMRUr.

fore

J

proportions

}

)

i Particular attention is called to the following provision ol the Act of the Legislature of March 15, 1864.
I “And if any person so interested shall fhil to pay
bis proportion by the time fixed in said
notice, then
*ny such deficiency arising from such failure may be
paid by any other person or persons holding bonds or

claims secured

as

aforesaid; and

the person

bo

pay-

ing any deficiency as aforesaid, shall succeed to ail
the rights which the person failing to pay as aforesaid
would have had if seasonable payment had been
made by him, subject however to the further right of
redemption as hereinafter provided.”
Portland, July 26, 1865.—dtf

as

Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 3

priority

jlie

TrainB leave

April 8,1SG6, Passenger

/f|.^fcriV Da and after Monday, 10th insi, 1866,
w1.!“:wHb trains will leavo as follows, until fur-

..

ther notice:

Leave Saco River for Portland, as 6.46 and 9.20
A. M.. a^d 3 46 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 7.46 A. M. and
1.6o and 6.20 P. M.
Thel 60 P. M. train out and the 6.46 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
oars attached.
Stag;:?, corned at Gorham for West Gorham,

Staodish. steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, 8ebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, iiiram, Brownfield, Fryoburg,
Cop way, Bartlett. Jackson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison,and Earon, N. II.
A t Huxtoi: Center, for VYest Buxton, Bonnoy Ea*
South Ltmiagum- Limington, Limerick Neweld, Parsonsfield, and Oesipee
A t Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham
Hill and North Wirdham f’ally.
DAN. CARPENTER. 8upt.
Portland. April 6 1K66
dtf

Dissolution.

IJ1HE

&

the

MILLIKEN,

is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The accounts of the late firm will be settled
by either of the
partners, who will sign the firm name in liquidation.
DAN’L W. TRUE,
SETH M. MILLIKEN.

July 17,1865.
The

undersigned having purchased the Stock ol
TRUE & MILLIKEN, will continue the
Wholesale
AT

Grocery

TUB

Business,

DID

STAND,
141 COMMERCIAL STREET,

Cu and af er Monday next trains will ieave Portland oailv foi Bith A.gns.s, Waterville, Kenda Pe
Mil»s, and Hk wheg&n, at p. u, and on Saturdays
t n! y for Pat h aim Augusta at 8 16 p m
The rain

from Po-tla* dat 1 p. k, cooncotsat Ken Ja Ps Mill*
wiih the tram'or Bangor and o her stations east,
earn n*g t.
Passeuger* irom Portand d wiring to
til*e this rou eom purchase ticket* to Ken Mills
and inform the conductor in the cars ihat
they go
through to Bangor, and he will go arrange their
f ires ihrowtfli as that it shall cest them no more
by
th 8 rue lb a b an> ot» er.
T'ain< ar*-due in ) o tl»md to conue t with trains
for Boston oa Mondays a. 8 20 a. a, and every dai
a: 23*1 p. u.
Freight Train ioavee t>ew depot Portland at 6 46 A.
M. daily.

April 27, 18*36—cprSOtf

Superintendent.

heretofore.

As

Important

DAN’L W. TRUE.

July 17, 1865.

july22d3w*

Officeof Collector of Internal Revenue
Portland, August 1st,

18(16.
ABLY to the provisions of the several
I Acts of
Congress to provide Internal Revenue
to support the Government, and to
pay interest on
the public debt,” I hereby give notice that 1 have received from the Assessors or said District the annual
list for 1865; that the several duties, taxes, and licenses assessed and enumerated in said list have become due and payable, and that 1 will, in person or
by Deputy, attend to collecting and receiving the
aforesaid duties, taxes and licenses assessed and
payable within the County of Cumberland, in said District, at my office, No. 22 Exchange Street, Portland,
f rom the 15th day qf August to the 31 st
day cf August,
A. D., 1865, both days inclusive; and at the TONTINE HOTEL, in Brunswick, Friday, August 25th,
from 3 to 6 o’clock P. M., and Saturday, August 26th,
from 9 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.
And I further give notice that I will in like manner
attend to
and receiving duties, taxes and
licenses as aforesaid, assessed and payable within the
of
in
said District, at the following
Jounty
York,
lesignated times and places, viz: In

CIONFORM

collecting

SACO,

at the Hotel kept
Rufus M. Lord, August
18th, 1865,from 10 o'clock A. At., to 5 o'clock P. At.;
BIDDEFORD, at the Biddeford House, Saturday,
August 19th, 1866, from 10 o'clock A. At., to 5 o'clock
P. At.;

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.
W.

B>.

LITTLE, Agent.

by early application at

this office.

20, 1863.

March

mar80dA wtl

Through Tickets.

ofk>ckUpU\I23{

’lu o'clock A.

M.,

to 2

at Hotel kept
KE£NEBUNK
by
Thursday August
to 1

All persons who shall neglect to
pay the duties,
taxes and licences assessed upon them as
aforesaid,
tr me or
on or before August
Deputy.,
my
31, 1865,
“will be liable, (under the provisions of Sec. 28, of an
Act of Congress, aporoved June 30th,
1864,) to pay
ten per centum adtidonal upon the amount
thereof,
with a fee of
cents for the issuing and serving
of notice,” which will in all coses be exacted.
No other money than United States Treasury
Notes, or Notes of National Banks, or Gold or Silver
Com will be received for taxes.
Persons in York County, desirous of so doing, can
pay their taxes at my office. No. 22 Exchange Street,
Portland, at any time prior to September 1, 1865, except during the time herein specially designated for
their collection elsewhere.

Summer
THE

Forest

NATHANIEL J. MILLER,
Collector.

Aug. 1—dim

INCREASE

City, Lewiston
Will, until
follows-—

and

run as

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland
'every Monday Tuesday Wednes
“ay. Thursday, Friday and Saturclock P M •. and India
Wharf, Boston

,,

day,

at 7 o
every Mondny, Tuesday,
Fri1
day and Saturday, a 7 o’clock P SI,
Fare in Cabin
* > on
zif~ Freight taken as usual
l ue Company are not responsible for
bue'-aee to
any amount exceeding $30 in value and that pwsonal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every $3I>0 additional value

Wednesday,Thursday,

Aug 5,

L. BILLINGS Agent
fob. 18,1863 —dtf

IbOo.

t

Denier

FiCKETT,

in

Hietograplilc Goods,

Mir -ora aud Engravings
Mmiftilarej of JSi
No

28

ror

&

Piotur3 Frames,

MARKET SQUARE,

Jmne'Stf

Portland,

STEAMER

Mu.

FOR FREEPORT.

CAPITAL 1

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The Rteamer CASCO will leave

Freeport for Portland every MONx^Y, WEDNESDAY and SA.TUR£DAY Mornings at 7 o'clock.

«fe “^e

Horse WitAHP on
way-60

niTcnch

C,V.BT°U

Stock.

Subscriptions may be made through the following
Agents: At
Boston. Messrs. DAVID FAIRBANKS & CO., No.
76 State Street,
Portland, Me., Messrs. JOHN E. DOW & SON, Cor.
Exchange and Milk Streets,
Biddeford, Me., RUFUS SMALL & SON, City

Building,
Biddeford, Me.. THOMAS QUIMBY, Esq.,
Exeter, N H., WOODBRIDGE ODLIN, Esq.,
Norway, Me., FREELAND HOWE, Esq.
WILLIAM HILL, Treasurer.
J nly 28th, 1865.
augldtl

Tnsrion

Franconia, Captu
will

until further notice,

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNKS.
t^eave
DAY
and SATURDAY, at4P.
U., and leave PW
North River, New Y*ork, evory
WEDNESDAY
anu SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock
Theso vessels are fitted up w th fine
accommodan“k,I,« lhi9 th® “*o»«
safe and comfortable route lor travellers ap-edv,
between
Mttine
Pai sage, ,n State
Room,
KKIH
Cabin passage #5 00. Meals extra.
idriva'dod by this line to ana from Mon9

PM8

Y?'r»w*n<l

Stljobn

b°e' Bang0r' Bath’ Augusta, EoEtportand
are requested to send their
3 P-M'0n ,he

&PLnT‘ya“
passage apply
KSK*01

freight

to

the

da^“ A

Best of

Machine Oil. The well-known Howe
THE
Sewing Machine. Needles tor all kinds of Ma- International
chines.

Weed, Weed,

Weed ! The New Sewing Machine.
New Machines exchanged for old. Florence
Sewing
Machine makes four different stitches, and has the
Machines to Let, and Repaired.
and ®20-00 Sewing Machines.
R,oh„fiV1trk'8inatie to order.
Stitching done in the
Twist to match the goods. Oil Cans,
Shuttle
Hemming Gages.
E£jJtog*B

Julyf

___

..

are

fhiiAn"
th'rabacHhl?*!8
TWENTY-SEmVi".

Meeting tor the choice of officers and
sattion of any other busines which
them, will bo holdenat tlie office oi
Por land, on TUESDAY, THE
°Nl)
DAY OF AUGUST, 18G6, at 3 o'clock P V
RENSELLAER CRAM-. Clerk
Portland, August 7th, 1365.
aug8dt*l

will be

Special Meeting
Stockholdof the International Steamship Company at
THERE
Commercial and Union
of the

a

ers

Streets
fice, earner
on SATURDAY, August 19th, 1865, at 10 o’cleck A.
M., to see if fhe Stockholders will vote to incease the
their O

Capital Stock,
that

1 to act upon any other business
before the metting.
Pei- Order cf the Directors.

ma.

come

^

Portland, August

3.

—dtd

H. J. LIBBY, Sec*y.

Picked Up.

A

Streak,

oy

the
property and

green

bottomed boat, containing

Proving

Aug. ii-iw.

at

the

paving charges

Polio*

Yarmouth.

CLIPPER will leave
*» Portland
yar*no“th(
every mornuntil farther
ing
notice, (Sundays
J
excepted,) at 8 o clock.

Returning will leave Portland
Pier in the afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Fare each way 30 cents. Freight taken at low
rates.

Excursion parties accommodated on application to
J. W. LAWRENCE. Yarmouth.
Or, LYMAN, SON & TOBEY, Portland,
Julyl3tf
duly 13th, 1865.

A SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholders of the
be held at
their R^c<lfiatl<lnaJ Bank of Portland, will
on MONDAY, the 14th day ot
turn,ft*.,'P* ?««««.
3
°Jcl"Ck P. M., to act upon the qucstlon
E- P.

Julv 14 Iras
1864-

-“-y_T’

Best

station

uenjamInburnham.

GERBISH, Cashier.
julylStd

Quality

200’KS»SSStt»...-».
July7tf
PORTER,
E.

log

Federal St.

Notice.
TAMES H. CRIE and PRENTICE C.
MANNINd
U’
O are members of our Firm from this date
°“H'* CO'

Aug.l,1866.-^YB°N

St. John.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

(L*alQsc,0n and after Monday, March 27. the
Jt*w£fEJ3L8toamer Hew Youx.Capt II W Chisholm, will leave Railroad Wharf, toot of State 8t,
e
Monday

a. 6 o’rlook
try
r.Ei and the 8teair.er
New BauNawioK, CaptE B.
Winchester,wiiileave
ere.yTHimatiAY at 6 o'clock p.m, for

Returning will leave St. John overy Monday
lhur«nay«at8 A. u, for Ea.tport, Portland
cos on.

The steamer

c.

hrJ5bF£iS?LI!b-«F»owaer«»obtalnhe*
caiung
sub.-enber
Station,
on

Street,

Aug 1—eodlm

an

legally

Middle

Casco National Bank.

NOTICE.

and

ard
and

“Qneen” will connect
^reA«.ElV'30r, lbo Btcam*=r and
('aisle, with the New
5fn«„^dreX"'
Ro?"1A'°"
Broswick and Canada
Railway tor Woedmcck and
8
8'to connect at
.‘'oaches
Fnrtitori,|«rir1’w
f
«"« intermediate places.
ATS. rX ”’chi:i'
wll connect, for
wTn f
ie steamer Emperoi wi,h steamers for
sr

n..i

nJiX’,,JVfft.

.nk

kV
rrederio
and the «t John
of thea,-c-nts or

procured

an

,?'
River.
Through tickets
the olerk on beard. No

Pas.porta required.
Freight received cu days of saihng until 4 o’olook
P

1‘ortland, March 20.1866.

IMPAIRED

On and after Mon*av April 24th tho
and fasr.going Steam
“fiEGW H M**wer. wi!l leave Rail1oor °* **tat° 8treet.
Portland,
every
V* EDhEsDAY an-i KaiDAY
Monpa
evening, at 10
o'cock,connecting with .he8 p M. train from Boston*
He timing, will leave Bangor everv Mowday
Wednesday and Friday morning at 6
t uchlng at Beokiar.d, CannleB, Belfast.
B"cksport Winteipor', and Ham< en. both wa’S
iinew

o'clock'
Nea-SDort.'

PuBsougers (ioketed through on (beBoston, Maine
and Eastern Bailrcnd at the Depots in Boston, baleni Lynn and Laurence.
For freigh or r^poage »pply to
A. SOMKHoi. Agent,
At Office on the Wharf.
Portland. April 21.1866.—tf

a

PEICE, $1

PEE

TRY

norma' tone

by

&

K'jUri**;*.

$1 Per Bottle.

DR. LAROOKAH'S
SARSAPARILLA

Compound!
TUB CURB

1'r0'

prevent the Asthma if taken
Are good for cold in the head.

THE SEASIDE HOUSE.
located

on

Eaunwell Neck, Maine.

WILL be open on Monday, Junk 12th.
for the accommodation of transient ana

ipermanent hoarders.
i V»® House contains accommodations for
one hundred and
fitty persons; and the proprietor
*P®r® no pains to make the guests feel at home
Wlil
The delightful location, the convenient
house with
broad Verandas ou all sides, and
good airy rooms,
make this a desirable place for

SUMMER RESORT!
Faci* ties for bathing, boating
fidiing, and othei
amusements u surpassed by those oi any Hotel in the
State of Aiaine.
Applications for

sliould be made

rooms

po 81 hie.
May 29,

early

as

RH-OPENEU.
a veil frstabli Let Watering
Plage,
rJea-nntly shunted cn the cuter verge o!
Cape Elizabe h, with unriva.ied
laciiii ies lor

Bathing, Boating

mid

Erysipelas, Jloils, Tu-

the 1st

day

It will cure Nervous Affections Palsy arising from
the abuse of Mercury or Lead. It is a Tonio as well
as Alternative, restoring the tone of the system,
thus curing Dropsy and General Debillity, tending

Consumption. It is a great protection firoin attacks that originate in change of climate, season and
qf life.
to

Dr. Larookah’s Sarsaparilla Componud, has been
so great a bleeaing in our family that we alas* It
with Larookalrs ti.rup, the best article in use for
what it
in the opinion
purports to do. The SYRUP,
of my friends, saved my life
And Mrs Selee, lias
^>een as greatly,benefited.by the use of the Sarsaparilla Compound.
KEV, N. P SELEE.
Melrose, Mass., Dec. 1st 1864.

CLASS

HOTEL.

Proprietors.

Opposite

the

Custom Uou e,

PRINCE

WILLIAM

DR.

R.

Ihkm! end be convinced ol their mp- .iu.j»y ovr»rev<ry;hing else ol the kii d ever tff red tc
tho public tnr lirenehitis, Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness Sore Throat. C» arrh and jattueLza
N'umnous cestimoaia 8 rrom tne
Clergv, and others, scFor sale by the prino pa!
compa tying ach box.
iRY

6

8
8
10
11

HOTEL,

the8ta*P

a

a

m,Iof' of th8 celebrated Poiaei
os

o>.

McClellan

AS THB

novas,

Hn-opecvd with Hew Furniture 4

Fixture*,

WINSLOW 4 THAYER, Proprietors
The publio in respectfully iniorme
this spacious, convenieni end wel
-eriiii
,:«f2brcgKii0WB House, situated at

SfiT*The Cars from Portland every hall boor.
WINSLOW A TUAIEK.
Westbrook, Oct. 10—dtf

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday ot July in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and -ixtv-five.
H. BLAISDELL, Administratrix oi the
estate of Jeremiah Blaisdell, late ol Yarmouth
in said County, deceased, having presented her first
account of administration of said estate for Drobate
It was Obdebed, That the said Administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by cansing notice
to be published three weeks successively, in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav-anpear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland
on the third Tuesday of September
next, at ten
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause if anv
3
they have, why the same should not be allowed
^
A true copy,

of

3iw3w*

AtJ2T

EUGENE

WATERMAN- Wl
HUMPHREY, Register.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
A concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
trU8t °f EleCUtor of

mHE

WUlanTTes"^,6
Maby

Ann
in the

Nichols,
late of Portland,
County of Cumberland
widow, deceased, by giving bond is the law directs1

ho therefore requests all persons who are
indebted
to said deceased’s estate to make immediate
payment
and those who liavo any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to
HENRY D. SHED Jr

Portland, July 5,1808.

6
61
•*

31w3w*

JOHN MONROE,
late ol Portland, In the County of Cumberland deceased, by giving bond a* the law direct*; she therefore requests all psesons who are indebted to the said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment- and
those who have any demands
same for settlement to

Portland, July 18,180*.

thereon,

to exhibit the

ABBY MONrof
w3w30

LYDIA SAWYER,
late ol Brunswick, In the County of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs: be therefore requests all persons who are indebtea to the said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment; and
those who have anv demands thereon, to exhibit the
same

lor settlement to

Brunswick, July 18,

AUGUSTUS F. COX.
180*.

w8w31*

not

than
6 feet.

leas

U
01

J
8

6}

••
..

8*

6

••

*•

7*

10

..

86 •'
11 ■*
210
95 ••
'1 he bodies ot the knees do be sided to th* diameter of the arm, taken at the m ddle of the length ol
the arm
•The } ol the (Hameier of the arm at I o
its length elea- ot the body of the knee Is to be consideied the net riding o, the knee
The length ot
the srm will be measured from 'he centre of th:
body, and the moulding s ze O' the end of ihe b'dy
mist be equal to the net sidi-g of the knee.
"The kcecs are to be tree from all defects, and
subject to the usual iuspcjticn of the Yard. The
price of out-squaro knees will te 20pcroent less than
the prices named tor square and in-equaie knees.
••By order Commodore T BnlLEY, Command-

ant.

M. P. WENTWORTH,
Naval 8tore Keeper.
8
1865.
May
maylOtf

Union

Illuminating
hesitation in
uodeMgred has
this Oil to th- public
THE
it will burn in
and
Fluid

offering

no

Lamps,
It con

unpleasant

ocmmon

odr

COLLBOT B’«

loifeiud Gouda

ODICE, DlRTBICT Or POBTLAXD
AMD

P.LXOUTH,

Portland. Jane 27, 1866.
rilliK following described merchandise having
J. be*n forfeited for violat on 01 (he Revenue
Laws of th-’ United States, public notice of slid seizure* ha iug b*en given and no claim to said goods
having Hten made, tliev will be sold at public auotiou at tue Office el the U. 8. Apprai *r. 128 Fore 8t,
on dojday July 81st, ln86, of 11 o'clock, A. K
to

wit:

1 haU’bbi VtoHssos; 2 kegs Wire; 1
One bb'
half nbl, 1 keg. and I terkin M lasses; 460lbs Sugar
400
in hvgs;
Cigars; lOOltsSugar; 25 bbli Coflbe;
S kegs Spit its
I
WA8UBURN, Jr, Collector.
June 27, im —dlcwtd
au

I

J

W. SVKES,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and ohespest routes.
Ao. 162 South H itier St.,
O. Box 471.

Chicago,

Illinois.

References—Messrs. 8 G. Bewdlear ft Co; May*,
ard ft Sons; H ft W. Chickerine; C. H. Cnmm'n/s
ft Co; Chas. H. Stone; Hallett, Davis ft Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon. E*o, President Newt "n National Bank,
Newton,Mass;C. B
febTftdlv

Coffin.Eeq, N.Y.City

Grreat

Inducements

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sal% a large quantity of
npHE
A desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on A aughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Danforth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satis fee torv character, they will advance, if desired, one .fourth of the cost of building, on
completion qf the house. Prom parties who build im-

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine

to ten
office of the subscribers, where plans
and full particulars obt ained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, Hay 3, 1836.
may4tf

A. M., at the
may be seen,

V

.1-

•*'

it

>

;

»

Lead.

!

3

EXTRACT OF

Copaiba,

i.t now ac u. witdgcd by
%xp* aura
tao 10.4 Icaru a iu tbe profession ihat iu tho above
olu-i ofd-seir
L’ubebs n l Copaiba ar# too only
two tora- dies ki-owm that can bo relied
u| on wita
any cortaijty or Hucoo^s.

Tarrant’* Compound Extract nf Cubebs and
Copaiba METER FAILS.
Manufactured orly by

Insects,

E3T~’Sold by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere.
! 1! Beware ! ITot all worthless imitations.
53F"See that “Costab's” name is on each Box,
Bottle and Flask, before you buy.
HENRY R. COSTAR.
Principal Depot, 482 Broadway, N. Y.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Portland, Me.

Manufacturers of PL

LEAD, Dry

LITHARGE,
Lead,

generally,

Elied
lg under said Act:
I

Freeman Clarke, Comptroller oi
Now, therefore,
the Currency, do hereby certify that “The National
Traders* Bank of Portland,” in the City of Portland,
in the County oi Cumberland, and State of
Maine, is

FREEMAN CLARKE,

Currency.
july20 2m

of the

CARD.

desirous ‘o change if v business I
ier my entire Stock of Goods f.r

BEING

now

of-

THIRTY DAYS,
At a Reduction of 20 to 30 per cent,
Hates. Th»s is a chance
SELDOM EQUALLED.
I tako pleasure in offering this
oportuni’y to all
who may wish to buy
Frcm Markot

DRY

HOODS

CHEAP!
special attention

Thankful for past favor, your
directed to t* is oard.

Very Respectfully,
June37d2w

P.

Is

Iff. FROST.

C. S. Sanitary Commission

ARMY & NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.
,NO CHARGE FOR SERVICES.

TF. fl.

Fessenden,

OBct, N*.

05

Local Agent.
Exchange Street.

U S. SANITARY

COMMISSION dairinz to
THErelieve Soldiers, Sailors,
and their families from

and

287

J.

Red

Boiled

Dealers

Sc

by

Pearl St., NEW YORK.

*

niLLAR,

And Commission Merchant,
TQi Tower

Building,

Liverpool, England.
The undersigned, lor rum j oars past a resident
of this city, refLect/u'ly bogp 1o inform hi- «>d
friends that, having eatab ighed him«rlf at ‘he abov
a; drew in Liverpool, he is
prepared to transect >»
g neral coimu Bs on business in shippi' g and for
warding merchandise to aii 1 arts o» tho American
Continent ar d in the rale of rcneivLHi- nts r i Lumber end other produce, on wh ch he M i t make ctr-t
J. 8. MILLAR.
ternary advarces
RrxBBivokr—St. John Sir.ith, Ksq; A k 8. E.
*g; H. Winslow k Co; John Lynch £ Co.
Ma’’ 1*2—d8m#

Spri

Ship Chandlery.
h vlngt.ken t!;« Store ho. 120
8‘reet, o rimr of < nt 1 Wharf
keep eoosfn'ljr or e..le firmp unit Manilla
Cordage, of r-ll elm., by the Dang »r It toil.
A sc
Anchors Chains, Cables, Duck, "akuin. Windlass
Perch 'Sts, and Nepal .-tores logob-'r wi'h n camplete AAi rtmont of Ship Chasderv, n- w olessleoi

ond.mlgr.o1
rpHE
X Commercial

■

will

retail
He iaalso Agent for the Revere
Copper Company,
and will keen on hand n lull and num i« aworiire. t
or Copper and Tellose Metal Bolts and

Compo'itson Spikes

***** which is offered ior 8a!o at
the
**
•n<* to which the attention
wisnii g to purcha e is invited.

the heavy expenses usually paid for the prosecution
ol such claims, have established this
Agency, to collect pensions, arrears ol pay, bounty and other claims
against the Government, without charge ok expense OF ANY KIND WHATEVER TO THE CLAIM-

from young or old.
Distressing Neuralgia
Affections soon yield to its power. It clears tb»
Complexion from Blotches and Pimples,
renders it brilliant. It cures Jaundice and
Djg.
pepsia, and all Eruptive Diseases. In all coses
of Female Weakness and Irregularities
produo
ing General Debility, Piles, etc., its effects are
miraculous.
IJr One trial is all that is needed to prove the peculiar virtues of the
so well established that more

.Syrup

immense sale

july7eod2m&w6m.

Sanitary
Office

Commission.

of the U S.

>xnitary Commission,

I

Dec, 30, I8«4. }
ON. 1SR kEL WA3UBUKN, Jb., of Portland.
Maine, has consented to accept the dut e* o'
General Agent of the Commission f r Maine ai d
is hereby appointed suih agent by
authority o* the
Conrans ion.
Ge will be read v to furnish advice to the frlcndr
of the Commission's work throughout the 8*ate.
All mont y contributed in Marne tor the
use of Iht
Commission should be paid to Mr. Wnahh^’n or to
persons designat'd by rim.
Ron. Mr. Washburn is tbs sole
agent recognise
by tb© Commission for Maine
J*
J KN K1 8,
no
«.
»

H823

Broadway.

N. Y..

General

IIOWARD’S HEALING VALVE.

ACRES of Salt Marsh, In lots to suit pur-

the Homestead Farm, containing about 128
acres very
superior up-land, being the property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eodCtftwtf
__

Garden and Cemetery Embellishments.

fbr the sale

ol

Chase &

Co’s (New
AGENCY
York) ORNAMENTED IRON and TERACOT A
\ ASES,
such

as
ARTICLES,
FOUNTAINS. RUSTIC SEATS &c.. at WINSLOW’S Machine Works
No. 1 Manu&cturers Block, Union Street, Portland.'
J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.
July 22, I860.—dfcwlw

In all

It#

o|

cases

may3lddm.

AT L An TIC

Mutual Insurance
61

Wall St,

onr.

Company

HUtiam, NEW YOKE.

Jarcart, 1866.

Insures Against Mauinr and Inland Navi’
Ration Risks.

sum

.jodSaSseMPa&Sel--‘'*%3£3i

TJLEASANT to the palate, cause no pain, act
X promptly, never require Increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, aud‘ for elderly persons, females and children, are Just the thing. Two taken at night movthe bowels once tho next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise

a cure

for all

symptoms of the

Dyspepsia,

Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting of food, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Pain In the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
aad Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnlut, Lons of Appetite, Debility
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia’
such

as

Travelers find the
Faintness, Ac.
are to compact and
what they need, as
inodorous
that they may be earned in the vest pocket. Price 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents.
For sale hv .1
S. HARRISON A CO.,
No lTremom
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any addre-s on
enclosing 80 cents.

'**■

Proprietors,

JnlyMly

THE

BEBKMIIKE

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANf!
OF

v.w.

of

Laah,

PITTSFIELD,

MASS,

188 UK

Endowment Policies for 81,000 to $l0,0fX), 1101
subject to forfeiture,
Payable Twenty Years from Date,
on prior dooease, with lull participation in
profits. Premiums pava' Ie in One Kir-, »on or
Annoei Payments, and Pol loin non-io -feitabla for
t'i proportion of preaiium paid. For rates, fa, tfc,
seou for a Circular
THOS. F I-tnifKE'.T, PiresiJent.
Busj. Chiokebino, Secrrtary.

OR

__

EBWAW O ‘‘BtW, iR'nf,
103 Middle St, Portland, Me.
may LScod^wOm

thJ

b'*ring *»“"? »itn A18631 ,ndf>

vcro

19

21 T«n amount to the

^ here has been redeemed
ly
7

*19,691,020
12,^730

Com nan y ha.-1 Assets, over JKeven Mil tins
litllars, vis:—
United Stat.s »ud Stale of Near-York
Stock, Ultv.Biok and otter Meeks,
»»,974 T O
wans scoured
2,187 9(8)
by Stock, and otherwise,
Premium Not. s and Bl.h Koceirnlde.
Heal Estate, Bond and Mert;ia*ce. »nd
other eonritCfl,
3,10 hi))
United State. Gold Coin.
Ml,890
clash tn Bank,
4W.430
The

*n,i*17o

Lozengesjust

they

«cretary.

Valuable Beal Estate In Scarboro’,
For Sale.

ow

Cancer, Ulcers, Burns, Scalds, Skin Kuruptions,etc

dSKS?
P0^»d“i0th,¥larVhe Pro dm for

■

4©c38o«w

is

A^uult

name

plying.

reputation

where an external app‘tc *tma nmv be neee forjr,
this Salve, prepared expressly for the purpose, will
l»c found invaluable
It wil always be useful in tho
Household, and a box of it way save much trui enuy
and expense
Price 23 cents per box.
JAMK
0 BOYLE
«*0., (Successors to Reddin
A Co.,)8 'fcate street, boston Proprietors
W F PHILLIPS k C 0 ag’to, Portland.

"*

On application sent to this
Agency, stating the
and post office address of the claimant, the
name, rank, company, regiment, Bervice, andStatcof
the soldier on whose account the claim is male, date
of discharge or death, the
proper blanks will be filled
outas tar as possfble and forwarded to the
person apThese can then be executed and returned to
this office, where the claim will be
proseu ted to a final
issue in the shortest possible time.

its

need not l»c said.
is Its best recommendation.
Price f I 25 per bott'e.

I ho whole profits of tbe
Company reve t to the
AS»UR.I>, and ar. divided
uk
Premiums terminated daring tno
year; aid '.r wlurh

ANTS.

200
Aluo

1

The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP infallibly eradicates and cures the worst oases of
Canker, even when giveu up aa incurable by
doctors. It banishes Salt Khcum entirely and
permanently. In Erysipelas its effects are surprising. AU cases, however virulent, of Scrofula or Kind’s Evil, W hite Swelling, or
Tumors,
arc dissipated speedily.
Old Ulcers are cared
without leaving bad effects after closing them'I he most terrible Scurvy complaints it banishes

iho.u

M’ “ABB"f*

CAA'CRlt JRJ)

remeiy,

L west
01

REMEDY,

VMGLToBLB

CANKER SYRUP,

Sheathing.

!fc.

Portland, May 23, lS66-dSm°

CO..

: As tbe great ard ce ‘a?n cure frr i'l those fearful
I aud dee: rue*ivo ma'adieu which arVe fr< m an iu pure
1 state oi tut-b o d.
Tho wond'riu. moce-t. which
v a toaiita, when it Lai bseu
fairly tried, foijI bas
lowed i'a uvo, leaves no rocm to d< ubt tho b’creed
fact that Cancers may b< cured.
Sufferer* from tbe ecornge may therefore ro lrngr dreed tho foaitut alternative o the ;>ur_eo*’a
kuit» or the grave. They have a vpeedv a id ceita>a
which r* movti the nnlv.ly ro-.t and branch,,
which ;n thousand* or oaaeuhe oper ting knife doc*
not.
ane r mud be cured by rented th wl-kh .bor*
-enova’c the constit» tioo. and hat ci n only
f*ug»
be ’own by omifying the o t re mam of th oircuTatI i<r fluid. Th*s is footed by t' e Syrup, ai thousand.®
have test'fled.

|

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,

authorized to commence the business of Banking under the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereof, witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth day of July, 1865.

AL

LEAD,

ers’

by Druggists

TBE GREAT HllfOt
HOWARDS

General Agents,

PORTLAND,”

1451._

Glass-m

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,

the City ot Portland, in the County o. Cumberland, and State of Maine, has been duly organized
under and according to the requirements of the Act
of Congress entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of Unitod States bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof” approved June 3, 1861, and lias complied
with an the provisions of said act required to be comwith before commencing the business of Bank-

Comptroller

Oil,

ED

etc.

Tor sale

“National Traders Bank

«

WHITE

3

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rat

the

[L. 8.]

and in

A

Greenwich 8
Hew York.
Sold by Druggists all over tbe World.
may 6 65dl/
978

rilHK FIKG&R OF FROVIDLKCR, t orn tbe
A Teachings ol Experience ueem lo
point to

and Refined.

Treasxiry Department,

No.

Lead

of New v

July 13—d3m

OF

lite

T ill RAM A

and Linseed Oil Co.,

uso.i

rule of

COMPOUND

Cubebs and

Atlantic \

Ants, tfctfc., tfc.

Is a liquid or wash, used to
destroy, and also as a preventative for Bed-Bugs, &c.
uOostar's” Eleotrio Powder for
Is tor Moths, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Bugs, Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, tfc.

while

utnes as slow a< Kerosene, when
niug.
in those 1 amps
it is a perfect substitute for
Fluid, safo and non exolosive.
For »ale at No 183 Foro street, bv
JOUN PURIRTON.
For land,May 4.1965.—eodSno

bu

a&

TAR R A N rc

janl.l866d«ftwly

<•

“Oostar’s” Bed-Bus: Exterminator,

8il.

no

feuth Word

uo

Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
’Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
I T S » Sure, C'ttain, » •<! Speedy Cure for a’I
J. os of t’,o Bladder. Kidneys anti Urinary tyane,
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obeith- r in the n»aL or itunuln. lTtn>ehUy pt*’ for :i ii-g
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
a tnr.fcf cur* ta «he »ii. rt *pa<o of t).r> e o.
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
our
d*v* and *v*a « in Iff* time than any
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
prepawith perfect safety at all limes.
I ration, lu rbckdooi
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
Tarrant's Compound Extract of Cubebs and
I>R. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Port'and.
Copuibs
tkt>r*-tg uo noo ol ?
cut u«■ ohange of diet
lu
:ie approved loan o-' a pu to, itmUreT ta#t«N. B.— Ladies desiring uiay consult one of their
Ioks in > ca L<fctt uo UTip’eas Ht-e option o tbe aown sex.
A lady of experience hi constant attendthm\au 1 uo
It

Whit

a

Red

205

emits

“Thc.ic iu

accommodation.
especial
l)r. H.’s Elootic

In

PRICE PER INCH FOB
I White Oak Knees, 1 Hackmatack Knees,
Siding | square and in-square. | square and in-equaru
6 inch
105 cents,
50 cents.
146 ••
7
60 «
8
175 ••
70 «
••
9
195
80 •<

MORRILL’S CORNER,

L miles trom Portland, has been re-inrnished tDd
opon ior the reception of Company and Pleasure
1’arttos. Every attention Will ho glwn totheoomlortoi guests.

|

*'

••

first class
tel
it
lew rods of tl
.iepot. li
“d most
,la* riila*oso

*?*pecteas

| Body

4i

4}

th
4}

T**1* epaciomaud dnely furnished hona
if*»b»ra9 i*9t °&u open toibepublic.aadit will It
«ithin

not lees
than
feet.

3}

8}

...

1P a

Arm

KNIGHTS, Proprietor*
Melrose, Mas**

1

paste—used for Rats,
Mice, Roaches, Black and
Is

YARD, littery, Maine, I
May 6,1866. J

HACMAlACK KNEES.
Arm not less than
|
Body not less than
3i font.
5 feet.

MECHANIC KALES,
ME.
A. T. PIERCE, Proprietor,

P

I

|

7

e public aro
reap-*::fully informed t!:a
lit is the intention of tha Proprietor that
this House shall be kept a first-class roa<
’House.
j i’he choicest Suppers served.
—tt
UEo. W. MUBCH.

located

may27eodtf

WHITE OAK KNEtCB.

inodes.

K.

F Phiillp*4 Co, and tl. II. Hay, Who
Agent* 1'urt.auu, and sold t;y Dio^gi^t
•rta it--rally.
mchUSeodJ

THE LADIES.
DB. HUGHES particularly invites all
who
need a meilical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their

I'

to

Siding size

E#

W

Medical Infirmary,

ance.

years established in N. Y. City.”
“Only infallible remedies known.”
“Free from Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Rats come out of their holes to die.*'

of

0...

AND $1 PER DOTTI.K
Prepnrtd by H. Seavery,.

TO

1865

Office
Comptroller of
Currency, I
Ship Knees Wanted I
Washington, July 17, 1865. }
KBS will be reotived and paid lor at the
evidence
by satisfactory
presented
KM Navy Yard K tteiv, Maine, In quantities ol WHEREAS,
to the undersigned, it has been made
appear
from IS to SO and upwards, at the following schedule
that the

HOUSE,

50 CT3

‘Costar's” Rat, Roach, &c., Exterminators,

Mass.
Foraaleby W.F T hill’ps fr Co., an^ 11 n. Hay,
Wholesale Agent*, and retailed by ail dealers in
rach24'G6eocMvowfim
paedioiii^.

prices, via:

DR

Stamp for Circular.

“18

KNIGHTS, Proprietor

U. 8. NAV Y

PRICE,

--

Melrose,

MILES FROM PORTLAND.

EAGLE

R.

44

gome of the above named O'ergyuion m*y have chancro>l their Piuitnral ebarre eluee the publication 01 the
above.

Street], Portland, Me.

.Electie

BOTTLE.

Dniggiaui throughout the city.

8T.,

r.bovo Hotel is l ho la-geel in tie low
Province*. and is first ol issiuall its department-: it convenient to the United
States and Nova footia Steamboat landings
JAMES Met NTOSH, Prep ietor.
St. John N. B, 1st June, 18f6—d3m

LHHn

PER

$1.00

I

Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle
a

3wanton Rank* Puritan d

44

1

art

the blad-

can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.

tW~ Send

well

<

permanent
good

PRICE

frequent evacuations from

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,

Druggist,

1865

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
many men at the age of thirty who

ant of the cause, which is the

LALE BY

A. CHOATE,

are

ro

|

der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in & manner
the patient cannot account for.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish
hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men wbo die of this difficulty, ignor-

Under Revere House. Boston; and by druggists generally.
Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins & Co, 86 Commercial St; Wholesale and Retail E. L. Stan wood, oor.
Pore and ludia Sts; H. It. Hay, junction Free and
Middle Sts; M. S. Whittier, cor. Free and Congress
Sts; Wtn. W. Whipple No 21 Market Square; and
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
June 23—d£w3m

Incipient Consumption. It purifies the Blood, diverts humors from the lungs aud at the same time
acts s a sure and
Tonic.
satisfaction whenever an AlterIt will give
native and Purifying Medicine is required.

ST.JOHN, NRW BRUNSWICK.

CAPI SIC POND

early.

Melrose, Nov. 2ist, 1304.
Du. Larookao:—I have been in the habit of preLn rook all’s srsaparilla Compound fur two
Fours with the most satisfactory results, it will be
found a remedy well adapted to cure Scrofula and

Prepared by 8. Seavery.

of June.

We ftel at*ured that our exertions to ethe»- with
the unusual aitiactions of ihe House V self, will secate u> thj approbation aau
puroLage o thepeblie.
Positively e’os. d to transient visitors on the Sabbath.
CHAMBERLIN & HILL,

146

There

trouoled with too

scribing

fishing,

ma>31u2m

HENRY

FOR

by
disease,
though they
by their friends supposed

jield

Dry Cough instantly.

PREPARED AMD

charge
day

the consumption, and
to
have it.
All such cases
to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short
arc
mauc to rqjoice in perfect health.

All Vocalists Bhould use them.
Will always clear and strengthen the voice.
All public speakers should use them.
More in quantity for the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.

BKNJ. F. ABBOTT

Every r'eairable o wvenionce will be aurplitd foi
the pleasure and comfort ot its uairous with reearc
tc me rtqu reiaeiits and character ol' a
FIRST

ranted or no
made.
a
passes but we are consulted
one
or more young man with the above
some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as
bad

cure

a

Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

an

'Mil relieve

Salt

BLOOD.

Will ba opened for transient and
permanent guests
oh aid after

Thursday,

Are

Unsightly Ulcers, for

Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

Hardly

numerous,

A Turner W
Ilarpaw^U
Me.
J Kict*
Li*h«>n
M»*#
44
44
A Hatch Mob
44
D B Randal Lewfeton 44
I Marcy Dedhum
T Utii r\ vv uforviH»j
j
**
Geo W Winchester Pali! 44 W C Surens IM^deUi44
River Ma.
'tri* A f* Unshoe K ith 44
“AD Merrill Cambridge-! Joha Locke K Po’and Me.
•V W W iilanl Krov.nvill«)*4
port Ms.
'*
S A Cushiug Shrews-! RevS D K kir»s
Cambridge 44Vt
bury Mh
0 AS «•?«•!»*
Liiuolu
W F Farrington New- 41 M Adatn.4
W' -tui 44
Bedfcrd Mh.
H Clark Moithfield 44
"
D K Banister l.udlow Mh 44 M Bullard
44
Derby
**
C H llsrdiug H Salisbury' 44 8 Quiinbv N*
wbury 44
44
N UoodriHi So CovingN 1) Goorgj South bridge
ton C”.
44
Ma.
J lovejoy Rockville Ct.
A K Bailey Newton Up- 44 S S Cum
tiling* W Thump
son ft.
per Falla Ms.
**
F A Lo inia Bo Yorm'th 44 J B Weeks
OnelJs Ct.
44
Mh.
L K Dunham Tolland *
**
P T Kinney K BridgewaK Par Ms Uod«
44
ter Ma.
If II lirovim ’Burusi le “*
BK Boawotth W Sand- " Q Vi fort tie
StoforJ
wich Ma,
Spring Ct.
**
John S Day Lyon Ms.: 44 J Beecher Birininighma
**
J L Haiti lord. WaterCt.
“ VV
town Ms.
McDcnual Provident
J Stephen* Newbury port M»
K 1
44
Ueo Childs Lydeu
QS Simmon *
Qnakea
Lr B F Abbott Melrose
Spring* N Y.
KevitNewhall NGrsham Nil
H llarrie
Root
NY.
**
*4
A Kidder Unity
Ok Little f liutonvill*-44
**
N M » ai'ey Hennlker
i 4 B II Covey usonvi le 44
'*
"
4
N L Chase Cundia
Wm Cloetf k S..n Troy44
'•
DW Barber Gihnaatou
OB Ford New Yor*
*•
N H.
W Robertson Newark N J
*•
BF Bowles Blanch'at*
110 Henri** Anapoii Md
■*
N U.
* TOondnow T*i*k* Kail
“CM Barres Colebrook 44 A web*t rill
Army
N H.
Robt White Ceonrt'tnwi. DC
LH Knight W Durham K Brown
too 44
Washing
Ve.
•*
••
Oeo k Bosm **
R II Stinchfleld Saco Me Dr H
8
Ingaii*
C
Surgvou
*•
*
J M Woodbury Newfleld
Me.

system

and

so

peculiar character, that
hesitate to receive the

I
A F Herrick Lynn
JM F Barnes Jfladeii
j
J W B.ilJey L> omiu t'r“
*•
NP Pbilbr k Taunton**
**
Uau’i Atkina Mil b’ry“
W U St« taon Nant'ckt‘‘ |
el
A tubba Lawrence
/*

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

as

2ined_ _J. T. SMITH, roprietor
OCEAN
HOUSE!

an

‘ts elficacy are
and of such

The else, or disease* [„r which the Syrup provide*
a cwr/ is precisely that which,
hasauofteuhaflleil the
uighMt order «,r medical efciU The foots lire tangible, the witneeeee accessible, aud tiie safety
aud eftiJ
eaoy ol the Syrup incontrovertible
The undersigned, haviug experienced the beuefioia effects of the ‘Larookah's
Syrup.” donothesitat to recommend it to the attention of the Pul,lie
tho best Medium they ever used.
Kev.J C Ingalls,Melrose,Ms.
'uifu*!a u*
N 1* See lee Melrose •* i^
n IQ 11 Strom
I
11ton «*
"

of treatment, In most cases makindiscriminate use of that antiquated and danone

CONSUMPTION.

r.

proliemt ai3nUt

All who have committed an excess ol
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth, or the stinting rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

Bronchitis.
effectual remedy for Catarrh.
lways cure Hoarseness.

Often

mu*w

authenticated,

physician,
a lamentable yet incontrovertable tact, that many syphilitic
patients are madc
11 user able with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
fh>m inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the Vest syphilgenerally
ograpliers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time of thosi
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, haring neither opportunity nor time to makehimself acquainted with their
pathology, commonly

Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Coughs.

Complaint, Dyspepsia, Scrofula
Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy,

liet<>r-

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed ont for
general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits lilm for all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrum.and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but
always injurious. The unfortunate should be babticulab in
selecting hit
as it Is

They will cure Coughs and Colds.
They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure 'tickling in the Throat.
Will

liable aud
all other complaints tending to

ers are

low: do not wait for

—

Speakers andSing-

lic

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that Is sure to fol-

Druggist should sell them.

Liver

fia-sruenTJJE*.

The

fbr $5:

Six Bottles

Pulmonis

Vegetable

T'*c best preparation ever nude for tiio following
complaints:
Colds, Cocoas, Whooping Cough Croup, Astmia,
Catarrh Bronchitis, Spitting Blood,Pain
inthkSidr. Night Sweats. Humors,
General Debility and the various
Throat Affections and
IIoar8ene«s to which Pub-

gerous weapon, the Mercury.

And why everybody should use, and every

OF

Indian

perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
He would call the attention oi the afflicted to the
&cc of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

ing

MAGIC .LOZENGES!

Smolandcr’s Extract Backu.
June80 eodtfv^un

at a11

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
dregs of disease from the system, and making a

pursues

Druggist,

Reme dy

DR. LAROOKAH'S

»„.i „,,h

the

States.

regularly.
IS B. Closed

Sabbath to transient vl ilors

o

Consumptive

Great

H. addreMse. those who arc sufierina un.ler n.
affliction 01 private diseases, whether arising
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abua*
Devoting Iris entire time to that particular branch
oi
the medical profession, he reels warranted in GuarKANTEEING A CUBE I3f ALL CASES, Whether of long

CHOATE’S

Xtruirziriata,

Rheum,

the

HENRY A. OHOATE,

86 Hanover st, boston Mlba, General Agents lor the

United

BUCHU,

Swellings,and all diseases

tle.

BOTTLE.

Wb desale

OF

Under Revere House, Boston; and by wholesale and
retail druggists generally throughout the oountry.
To be sure of the genuite notloe the Circular
Trade-Mark enclosing a Buchu Leaf on each bot-

For aa'e by W If PHILLIPS & CO 149 Mldd o
St, and Orosinan t l o., 75 Middle Street, Portland

'UUfcU.I&itiU

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

in Mon, Women and
Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle-, six bottles for $5; by all
drug
gists and apothecaries everywhere.
Is Better in quality, more in
quantity, less in prioi
than any other simitar preparation.

IT.

Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain in
the Stomach, Side and Bowels, Debility and all complaints arising from impurities of the

on

DR.
FEUID

RESTORED!

boa’thy aud

one

Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

Obstinate Coses or Ip<if|eduon, Dyspep?! i, Hhi umatiimv Dropay and Diseased of the Urinyry Ordily Cueed.
gans, which will be

P.

Summer Arrangement.

to

he can be conaulted
yrivatalv
utmost confidence by the
trom 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
daily,

BUCHU,

Urinary Organs,

coaddry,will find ihelr

ENERGIES

C’

Portland and Penobscot River

d,

and.brought back

Oo. MARY

Eastportand

Up One Might Stairs.

2m

Stockholders of the Westbrook
THE
hereby notifledthatth«wCt.Ur'
lng Company

all kinds of Machine
and all other first class

prices.

Office No. 1371-2

Notice.
nnal

and

Eastjiort, Calais

vwy

OF

Extract, not a weak Tf A or infusion;
thing needful for all complaints
incidental to females,
(For particulars send for circular.)

pure
Is the

tub

ROOMS.

cess.

Fluid

Cures Uravel, Dropsical

a.'.Ta

i^o
ball m les f cm tb city, is u w
open lot
ti e tooommoilailcn of transi'at and
pe mar ent
boaiders.
Porters in att ndance on arrir a! of Trait* in Portland too.nvey passmgoia and
b»*g#m to Burnbait: * r*burl. Where mnreaicer it-aves lor
the Island

a

EXTRACT

or

MEDICINE

mors,

to

Steamship

nse

INVALUABLE.

celebrated eummer resort, situated

a ’*

vt

Steamer for

Me.

Is

Dropsy,

TLose whose py; t-mi are reduced by the too ardent porauit oi busiuen or.pieasure, renderiag a

CTJSHjEGS lSLbSD,

PO&VBRLY KNOWN

Wharf. Portland.
§M£BK>n £& ,B,rclw
YorL0*1^ ,B k CO., No. 86 West Street,
BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE. N^
Mav 20, 18efi.

^■^™“e„ocr.ow

This

HOUSE,

Harbor,

FORES'*' AVENUE HOUS*

Company"

hoard has this day voted to increase the
Capital
^tock of said Company One Hundred Thousand Dollare, making the whole Cash Capital $30a,OOO.
i'erms of Subscription $100
per share, Cash—payable at the time of subscription, or on delivery of the

machines sold at low

OTTAWA
Portland

1

ERUPTIOA'S

FOR

March 27, 186K —eltf

Directors of the “Piscataqua Fire and Marine
npHE
JL Insurance
would announce that the

ALL

& CO.Hiopii
tors,
Atlantia iiou e, Oak Fill, Me-

>

IKSVBANCE_

ph™0tI?n ^i8t

OCEAN.

M^n.roi Hithiin “y,e
is kept constant
j®ia8:Spring- tlic waterotThwhichacilit
Now England Screw
lor trout
llo?9e-are
IfhiliS
Co
and Jiu1'-0
othr sport)
dfliing
cel lent.
Steamship

dtf

J,

OUIVNISOM

TURKS

Montreal,

further notice,

ml

i'

Address,

Arrangement!
STEAMERS

Dyspepsia

in
to

(The

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

twenty

$100,000^

ATLANTIC

the most lieauttf l Jiuxch imaginable, and withOut a hoit dirtance 01 Ifni road communication
ah parts of the United States.
Beautiful walks,
tine diives wi h good toads, and a splendid
grov
nllore.t trees directly in ihe rear ol the
house, the
iojner, ot .ea uuu laud il ,b;6 from all
points, a,e
among its attractions and this combined with sli I
auusurl tathlu ,periec.iy sme eten to- achi'd rendSfsitat once the ino*t -eantilul and oinvenient oi
all ef the tea y tea-side resorts in tie vicinity.
Th- house is first c ues in all its a-ypoini met ts
{furniture and lixtur. s new as! season and ro. ms at
cnee
large ana airy aud arranged mostly in suits for the
tb.au ommodation of iamilies, and pcs
tivtly closed on the Sabbath to ail tran.ient visitors
Tourists irom Canada e in take the ti T E
llwm
and, without change efta s except at the station o'i
the fc stern V. 1!, proce'd directly to Oak Uhl
Station (upon the laUtrroad) where car Mages w 11
»o in atmdanoe to convey them directly to the
house.
1’ e mail faciliti s are the same as al Pottiaud
vir
two ma 1 per day east and v.e.-t.
on

er

Woodbury A. Hall,
2Ath, 1865, from 9 o'clock A. At.,

o'clock P. M.

Me.

juce23d3w

Faculty

Incident to Infancy and Childho; d.it has been ■aued

filill,

^

Medical

—for—

/JV

The afcu ntlon ol those
seeking for a Se<ifSide repidriioo ilu ing the summer
mouths,
“i solicited. No sttuaiioa upon tho
whole
.coastot Maine possesses more advantages
n foint of beauty er
facility «f tee.83* it being directly upon the

31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marl3d&w:stf
D. UTI LE, Agent.

FITTER T, at office qf Francis
Bacon, Esq., Wednes-

by

the

FULLER’S

VIC TO K Y

Temple Street,

| WHERE
Hie
and
hour,

FLUID EXTRACT OE ISULHi
Cures Pain or Weakness in the
Back, Strictures, 4c.
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of
Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of Vision.
FLUID

HOUSE! Smolander’s Extract Buckul

STUBBS’ HOTEL

8TfiAMf$O.A TS.

Recommended

iiiji

RJLER’S

DR.

SU C O l!,8S,
being especially

If

PWiaMH Far the OIL nxctouft of N*«
You* P-bnstivama, Ofio, and »?>
parte of the Wart via the Krik hajlway, for tab
at the lowest rates, at the Union Ticrvt
Offiok.

*a£r***>**+~

and have boon long need

DR.

W I T H

SPRING

Is

W. D.

impaae this preparation are

wbilh will yield to tha ooi:tinn.d

,rii

Passage Tickets'i>r California, by ih3 O d Lino
Mail Steamer-, and Panama ftaiiroad may tv secured

o

WELL KNOWN IN MEUIC1NE-

tor

EIGHT MILES FROM POhTLAND.

LITTLE

Agent for all th* Great Leacing Rcutoa to Chi
cngo, Cincinnati, Cle' eland, D- troit, Milwaukie,
Galena, Oshkosh, fcfc. Paul, LaCrosso, Green Bay,
Oui..cv, 6t. L< ui •, I ouisvi:le. Indianapolis, Cai-o,
*c. fin’ is prepired to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to a! the principal Cities and Towne
in the loyal fctaten ar.d the C'anacas, at the
LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all n^edftil information cheerfully furntehe-f.
Travbllbrb will find it greatly to their ad vantage
to prooure Through Tiekct* at the
Portsan*' Railway Ticket Office* 31 Exchange Street, up stairs.)

by

LIMERICK, at the Hotel kept by Amos Fetch, Monday, August 21st, 1866, from 8 to 11 o'clock A. M.;
SANFORD, at Hotel kept by Timothy Shaw, Monday, August 2D*, 1865,/Vom 3 to 6 o'clock P. M.;
SOU TH BER WI CK,at Newichanwanick House, Tues10o'clock A. M., to 4

Travelers!

to
TO THU

First Collection District of State of Maine.
_

EDWIN NOYES.

artiolei whirb

The

No. 5

All diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder

affeotio-s of tbs Htoronoh,

the various

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Dr.

Urinary Organs, Rheumatism, General Debility,
Dropeiesand Cut.n'cua Diseases.

&

Portland, J.ne

copartnership heretofore existing under

TRUE

Oak

81©,

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R. E.

Water.

Scarborough Beach,

PORTLAND, 9ACO

On and altar

ojSu

now

ATLANTIC

during
Go

deliehtfhl

the moxt

18£USH1KU

Camden, July l»t,

8.17 A M.
2.06 P.M.

at

do

ax

porma!■ nent and transient Boarders, families and
.-M tourists. Terms reasonable,
connected with the house is a good Liverv Stable
Billiard and Bowling Saloons. Facilities for sea bathing, boating and Ashing, are unsurpassed.
No pains will be spared to make it a desirable resort to pleasure-seekers.
Families wishing
good
*
*
rooms will make application
immediately

AS FOLLOWS:

Montreal, Quebec, &o,

House,

ing Place inilaine.ix

RAILWAY,

Murnieg xpr« ss train for South Paris. Lewiston,
G'-rham, island Pond Montreal, and Quebec, -at
7 00 A M.
Mill train lor Waterville. Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at I.26P M.
Ucthot these trains conn ct at Montieal wi.h ex
pr< as trains for Horen to, Detioit, Ci icago, and ail
Oiher places west.
TRAINS WILL

CURE3

Camden, Maine,

june23tt

BUCKU I

CHAPMAN, Proprietor
**

View

Hay

iiyiMiipiili

OF—

—

Medical.

CAN BE FOUND
AT HI8

W^^SmSSfm

Fluid Extract

Compound

Medical.
DR. J. b.
HUGHES

SMOLANDER’S

Springs’
Basins,
interest, \mVZ sup-

■

July 6—dlw&eod3w*

Miscellaneous.

Maine,

I» now epen lor transient and
permanent
guests. It is located in one of
eat Mid most thriving villages theptauantin the-State
wishing to visit the Mineral
m n—
^ Sand Spring, Ice Cave,
Screw A\igm-i^alU and other places of
**
plied with good teams at short notice.
A carriage will be at the depot on
the arrival
of all passenger trains.
S. H.

MOUSE, Bupt.

Of Canada
5Q UMMRR ARRANGEMENT.
Cu and after Mondav, June 2Gih,18C6.
train3 will run as follows

CUMBERLAND R. R.

is hereby given to holders of
-‘Fsgggggan Noticeand
Coupons for interest, issued
T^-r***^g^Bonds
oythexoTK &, Cumberland Railroad Company, beardate
Jan.
1, 1857, commonly called ilconsoliing
iated bonds** secured by deed of mortgage to James
and others, Trustees, that at a meeting oi
Wayward
said holders, held on the twenty-lourth day June,
1865, by adjournment from the twentieth day of June,
1865, it was voted That it is expedient that the
holders of the bonds issued by the York & Cumberland Railroad Company, June 1, 1857, commonly
'ailed “the consolidated bonds,” pay and redeem the
mortgage made by said company to John G. Myers,
fearing date Feb. 8,1851,” and tnat the Trustees unler said deed of January 1, 1857, to Hayward an J
others,” immediately proceed to take all due measires as provided by law to
carry said vote into effect,
md to levy upon and collect or said bond-holders, a
jum sufficient to
the amount due on said Myers’
pay
mortgage, and all other claims having a priority over
iie
and

Mr. Henry Clapp has revived the
witty Sat-

urday Press, and opens with the following
unique salutatory:
The Siluaiion—Dialogue between the editor

MONDAY, JUNE 26th, 1866.
Train4 leave Portland, Oran6 Trim*
Siaf^seSatition, lor Lewiston and Auburn, at

Notice to Bond-Holders.

can’t

themselves by repentance even. They
now past forty, and ef they’d commence

are

proprietors,
NEW YORK-

&

YORK

phens.”
u

save

Hair.

>p!7^6m

TO

Medical.

HOUSE,

Bethel HOI,

For Bangor and intermediate stauono at i.rd jt. ai.
Rktubnino-Leave Lewiston ut 6.20 A. M., and
arrive in Portland at 8.3u A.M. Leave Bangor at
7.30 A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 F. M.
Both these trains oonaeot at Portland with trains for

Sterling’s Ambrosia
Manufacturing Comp’y,

MB. NABBY HAH A VISION.

CHAPMAN

SUMMER ARRANQEMEET

i

7

It prevents or stops tho Hair
from falling; Cleanses, Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft and
Gloss), and the Head free from
Dandruff.
It is the best Hair
Dressing and
I. leservative in the world.

Stbi, hr delights unproved, we pine :—
Ah, for the autumn’s ripe completeness!

Salstt’s Best, (which it in the 8tait

S/

FM

The

Summer

a

V

Hotels.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Old and

SUMMEB.
All the valleys with hay

Railroads.

Miscellaneous.

Poetry.

•rnw-TKKe;

John D Jones,
Oli irle- trends.
W II if dooro,
Henry Ooii,
Wm O BiekorsgiiJ,

Lewis Curtis.
Charles H Kussell,
Loweil tl Ibrook,
it Worron Wo-ton,
do'al

Phelps,

Caleb Barstnw.
** P
Oar tel * Miller,
J'U*I‘“ J

!L"uii,

n

a«£nr.
■eortreG Hobson,

jamd Uuo,
“»*

*m Sturgis, Jr.
Her rv K Lin -irf,

'Viliinm K

t)odv<,

Donnie Berk ns!
Joser h Ueilard. Jr
J Henry Bursty

Oonu line Ununull.
*
O a
Hand

Watt* Sherman
Cl Howland,
Ben) Babe,ink.
Flotch r W,s ray.
Rob B Minium, jr
tioidon W Hurnhain
Frederick Ohannoey
7'
James Lew,

Ohas H Marshall.
Bryj«Joh« D Jours President.
Oainiia
w1AnL1f?
Vie;.President.
", H. II
Moon*. 2;
Vico-I’res’t

J. d. Chapman, Acting Secretary

Applicationsrrceived by

J, W,

MONGER,

Keb21cdlm tlmooiA wftw

166 Fore Si.
POrtTr.^SD,

u you nre in want of any kind ol PBINH
o&il at the Daily Press Office.

